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Abstract
This thesis adopts the new STEP standard and accompanying methodologies to solve an 
important problem facing manufacturing industries: integrating CAD tools and product 
data information.
Using the STEP methodology, a first attempt to develop a multi-Application Protocol 
application was made, which led to the development of a generic electronic product 
model that became the conceptual schema of an object oriented database. This model 
has been actually implemented and tested. The methodology adopted led to the proposal 
of a new extended Application Protocol designed to meet information requirements of 
the manufacture of electronic products.
The generic model for electronic products is proposed and developed employing STEP 
resources and methodologies. Using STEP’s information modelling language, 
EXPRESS, extra data constructs were developed to satisfy the information requirements 
of the model. Novel aspects of the model include: the combination of all aspects of the 
product, both electronic and mechanical; and the extension of the model over six 
different STEP Application Protocols. The work involved the proposal of a new 
extended Application Protocol to meet information requirements of electronic products, 
and the development of a detailed model of a generic Printed Circuit Board (PCB).
A unique feature of this PCB model is its compatibility with any future PCB CAD tool 
claiming compliance to STEP. The models conformance to STEP was ensured via 
extensive validation and conformance procedures. Problems related to the 
implementation of this new standard in the electronics industry were identified and 
possible solutions discussed.
This work includes an industrial case study where an actual activity model of an 
engineering organisation was developed; the proposed generic model implemented and 
tested; and the actual data instances of a product generated and stored in a universal 
object-oriented product database. The implementation of the generic model provided the 
engineering organisation with an integrated platform for product data, which facilitated 
the implementation of concurrent engineering practices.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. Introduction
This chapter will present the business strategy for an engineering organisation in a 
concurrent engineering environment. Presenting data requirements in concuri'ent 
engineering will lead to a preliminary introduction to the Standard for the Exchange of 
Product Model Data (STEP). This is followed by a formal presentation of the thesis 
context, proposals and scope.
1.2. Background to the research problem
Present day manufactming industries are facing formidable challenges due to the ever 
increasing competitiveness of international markets. The need to gain a competitive 
edge has never been so urgent as it is today. This manifests itself in a larger market 
shar e, short new product release time, shorter product life time, and the need to rapidly 
respond to the constantly changing nature and requirements of world markets.
A business strategy has to be formulated to meet these targets, of which the 
manufactming aspects are of interest in this thesis. Examples of methodologies that can 
improve the market position of manufacturing enterprises include: total quality 
management, concurrent engineering, computer integrated manufacturing, and business 
process re-engineering.
A conunon aspect of all these methodologies (or teclmology applications areas) is their 
essential use of information teclmology (IT). Consequently, a high degree of correlation 
between the successful implementation of those methodologies, and the quality of IT 
tools and platforms being used exists.
This increasing dependence on IT in the product life-cycle, is particularly crucial in the 
phases of design, development, and manufacturing. However, the experience 
manufacturing companies had with information techrrology dming a thirty year s period 
has not yield the envisioned results. Fowler (1995) lists a number of reasons for this 
unfrrlfrlled expectation:
- uruealistic expectations of the benefits of introducing IT within existing 
manual processes, thus creating isolated islands of teclmology, but failing 
to reengineer the whole product development cycle in order to take into 
account automated and information-based processes.
- mismatches between the needs of manufacturing industr y and the products 
offered by information technology industry,
- a lack of capability of IT systems to respond to changirrg requirements.
- IT systems ar e mostly incompatible and prevent or hinder sharing of 
information between those systems.
This list of potential problem areas generated by the dependence on IT technology in 
manufacturing has one common factor: the need for liigher levels of integration. 
Integration (on both system level and application level) is by definition the process that 
enables different computerised platforms and software packages to interoperate with 
each other. Effective integration depends on the ability to coimnunicate between 
different systems. This gave the initial context for the development of data exchange 
standards, culminating in the development of the Standard for Exchange of Product 
Model Data (STEP).
Initial attempts at data exchange arose from market acceptance of major vendors of the 
technology. Direct translations between systems worked, but required knowledge of 
both systems and were immediately out of date if either vendor released a new version 
of the software. However, direct translations still enjoy a share of today’s most 
extensive engineering CAD/CAM market.
With hundreds of engineering software packages and tens of thousands of users, the 
development of dedicated translators has become imfeasible, and the need for a
"standar d interface” became established. Standards require international cooperation and 
development. A large number of organisations tluoughout the world are currently 
developing an international standard to provide a cornputer-interpretable unambiguous 
method for exchanging product data to and horn any system. Once the standard is 
defined and vendors implement this standard in their various design, manufactming and 
support systems, then seamless product data exchange between heterogeneous 
computers will become a reality. This emerging standard has been approved by the 
International Standards Organization (ISO) imder the code ISO 10303. This standard is 
referenced to as STEP.
1.3. Data requirements for Concurrent Engineering
This thesis proposes that information modelling is an effective method for successful 
implementation of corrcmrent engineering. This is supported by investigating an 
information modelling strategy related to the development of an integrated product 
model correspondiirg to the whole life-cycle of an electronic product.
The standardised representation of data allows different ‘islands of teclmology’ to 
represent, commimicate and exchange all product data information smoothly and 
reliably. Spooner and Hardwick (1993) identified the exchange of product data as 
essential for the integration of life-cycle activities and the realisation, of concurTent 
engineering. ConcurTent engineering carmot be fully implemented miless lorowledge is 
modelled and standardised to allow commimications among all computerised systems 
(Carver and Bloom, 1991). Standardisation efforts in this area are directed to the 
following aspects of product data: representation, coding, querying and retrieval. 
Representation and coding standardisation has attained a high level of maturity due, in 
part, to the concentrated international efforts in the field of STEP. The important 
concept of a shared product database can only materialises by the use of a thorough and 
rigorous data standard, not only for neutral file exchange (the physical file format) but 
also for modelling, implementation, sharing, and archiving of product databases 
(Candadai er «/., 1994).
Two types of data exist in the concurrent engineering enterprise: product-related and 
management-related (Moustapha and Driscoll, 1997). The product related data 
comprises all data necessary for the design, modelling, analysis and manufacturing of 
the product. Management data encompasses all data that contribute to the management 
and general aspects of the product life cycle. Product-related data can be furfher sub­
categorised into design data, process data, and production plant data.
Design Data
Design data, in the context of this thesis, contains, in addition to data representing the 
design particularities of a product, standardised electronic components library, and 
standardised mechanical parfs. Additionally, it contairrs a library of design submodules 
that can be reused in a new product development process.
Process Data
Any multidisciplinary engineering team will face a nimiber of design decisions affected 
by the existing manufacturing processes. The team will need to access process 
information in order to be able to select design par’arneters matching the existirrg process 
capabilities. The team has also to decide which set of process tools to select among 
alternative options, and to be sme that selected processes will meet required product 
specifications. This indicates the essential role of process data in concurrent 
engineering. Process data will not only describe the manufacturing capability of the 
enterprise but also help translating manufacturing information of the product into 
manufactming processes. However, process data is plant-specific (non-generic) and it 
directly corresponds to the existing teclmology (machines, equipment, and resomces) 
used in the enterprise and its extended partnerships. To give an example of process data 
in concurrent engineering, the printed circuit boar d (PCB) process of electronic products 
can be described. PCB process data may include data on cutting tools used in cutting 
PCBs to size, which is a factor that should be talcen into consideration when designers 
have to decide the optimal size of the PCB, data on drill machines used in drilling holes 
which will have impact on eariier stages of design when pad and hole sizes have to be 
determined, and other processes that are generally called mechanical laminating 
processes by which circuit boards are prepared for the chemical processes of image
transfer, plating, and etching. In the important subsequent stage of bare board testing, 
data will need to be downloaded from the CAD system to the automatic test equipment 
(ATE) system, the process data of testing equipment should be provided from an eaiiy 
stage since designers must talce into account design for testability (DFT) considerations. 
The final stage will be the assembly process, wherein component leads are clinched, 
soldered and finally inspected. Capabilities of all these processes must be modelled and 
stored in the distributed database to form the process data of a partial electronic product 
life-cycle data model.
Production Plant Data
The manufacturing plant information model will be useflil in selecting which process to 
apply and what yield can be expected from the selected process. Process performance 
depends on the existing equipment in the manufactming plant which are represented in 
the plant information model. The equipment model information will include machine 
type, model, specifications, manufactmer, the list of processes the machine can perform 
and the processes constraints imposed by this specific machine. Constraints include 
resolution, accmacy, repeatability, speed, acceptable part sizes and shapes, and machine 
power.
Since lead-times are a major element in a concurrent engineering environment, lead 
time data is an important aspect of the overall scheduling plan and plant model, 
especially when the product development cycle is short and tliere is very little slack in 
the cycle of processes leading to the finished product. Finally, the plant model may 
include costing factors related to yield, set-up and teai-down times, auxiliary materials 
cost, processing cost, tooling cost, labour cost, and other overhead costs.
Management Data
Management data has for its scope the following categories:
- Data exchanged within an industrial manufactming company and 
supporting manufacturing management activities.
- Data able to describe an industrial manufacturing company's resources 
database.
- Data for contr olling and monitoring the flow of materials within an 
industrial manufactming company.
A stanardisation project parallel to STEP under the title; Industrial Manufacturing 
Management Data (MANDATE) is cmrently developing a series of standards for the 
data (other than product data) which is shar ed within an industrial manufactming plant 
or which is exchanged between different manufactming plants (NIST, 1997).
1.4. STEP implementation strategy for an engineering organisation
The introduction of STEP into an engineering organisation which has already 
established a working data exchange mechanism, will enable the organisation to add to 
data exchange, the exchange of administrative, teclmological, and conflgmation 
management information.
Initially, information can be exchanged through physical fries, but in the near" futme 
CAD vendors are expected to incorporate par'ts of STEP relevant to a specific 
application domain (Icnown as Application Protocols) into their information model. This 
model will be resident in a database accessed by other applications based on the same 
Application Protocol using a standardised data access interface (SDAI). The I
significance of this computerised integrated environment is very important in the 
concmi'ent engineering environment.
This thesis uses STEP’s emerging concepts and teclmologies to provide a core universal 
product information model for concmrent engineering applications in the context of 
electronic products. A fundamental basis of this thesis is that STEP can be fully used in 
the engineering organisation for data exchange, while its methodology can be adopted to 
enable the development of a generic product model which covers all products 
tluoughout their life-cycles. This thesis proposes that STEP is not simply a translator 
program to add to CAD tools. It has to become the core of the the data management and 
information teclmology strategy adopted by an enterprise in order to give its full
benefits. Benefits and advantages of using a generic STEP-based product model are 
outlined in Chapter 2.
To make effective use of STEP, organisations have a training and learning ciu’ve to 
climb. They should learn and adopt tlie STEP methodologies, and how to become 
compatible with the entire Application Protocol data requirements. Any organisation 
can participate in STEP's development activities, since it is open to all organisations 
willing to contribute to the development of the standard. However, while large 
organisations can afford to do so, smaller organisations may not find this feasible, but 
they can still preserve their position at the state-of-the-art of product data teclmology, 
and this would be guaranteed by starting to learn about STEP as soon as possible. 
s te p 's  docimientation and specification may inform them about STEP, but they need to 
actually explore and analyse its potential for their particular business needs. This 
includes how STEP and product data fit into their business strategy, which necessitates 
development of a model of their activities, information flows, and product data 
requirements, in order to be able to implement their use of STEP. McKay et al (1994) 
have stated that STEP's application protocols integration is still not fully understood, 
and the teclmology required to achieve a standard central product data model has not yet 
matured, even if limited to a certain industry. This thesis is a contribution towards a 
better imderstanding of generic product models and methodologies used in their 
development for a given industiy.
For an organisation to be able to implement STEP, there is a need to develop plans on 
using STEP translators, and STEP-based systems. STEP is more than a conventional 
data exchange system (e.g. IGES). STEP product models include configuration and 
change control data, material specification, features and tolerances in addition to the 
geometric and topological shape definition of the product. Normally, different systems 
would be used to create and manage this wide variety of product data. As a result of this 
diversity, product data is not resident in one physical repository, but distributed among 
CAD databases, engineering data management systems, paper documents and drawings, 
and teclmical notes. Furthermore, not all these systems use a formal conceptual 
information model to define their internal data structiues, which makes the task of
integration and data sharing extremely difficult. Meanwhile, STEP uses formal 
information models (called conceptual schemas) represented in the EXPRESS language 
to define its data structures. Developing EXPRESS models for various source system 
data structures will simplify their conversion to STEP. Understandably, this process 
requires lorowledge of STEP’s resources, their integration, and their interpretation, in 
addition to lorowledge of EXPRESS itself.
This thesis iirvestigates a scenario for STEP implenrentation strategy at an eirgiireering 
orgarrisation, based on the coircept of a generic product rrrodel combiired with STEP's 
irrethodologies. This is followed by a detailed irrulti-discipliire industrial applicatioir as a 
test case study of the developed generic rrrodel.
1.5. Modelling of an Electronic Product
In the ideal case when air engiireering organisatioir has fully iirrplemeirted STEP tools 
aird irrethodology to develop its generic product data rrrodel, a Top-Dowir approach is 
adopted (frorrr gerreric/abstract to particular/actual), as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
However, this scenario requires considerable time and effort before it cair be seamlessly 
achieved. The rrrajor problerrr beirrg that existing CAD tools, are (in the best scerrario) 
oirly capable of producing STEP-physical fries, while rrot actually implementing STEP 
irr their irrterrral data models.
At this transitory state, arr errgineerirrg organisation that has already developed its STEP- 
based gerreric product model carr use this model to directly coirurrurricate arrd share data 
gerrerated usirrg STEP data models. The orgarrisatiorr will therr depend orr the less 
effective rnechanisrrr of data exchairge via STEP physical files for data generated from 
rrorr-STEP data models.
Engineering Organisation
Instance o f  Project’s 
product model
G e n e r ic  Product M oael
various CAD  
activities w ill 
generate
STEP-based data 
in a direct 
correspondence to 
the generic 
product m odel
Object-Oriented Database
Figure 1.1. A Top-Down approach to modelling products
In the case study presented in this thesis, all information related to the management and 
configuration aspects of the product are STEP-based, while actual components of a 
selected product (PCB’s, case, front and rear panels, and wiring diagrams) have been 
developed using commercially available CAD systems, with various industry standard 
formats (DXF, IGES, EDIF, and other proprietary formats), and consequently, had to be 
translated into STEP physical file format to enable an object oriented database to 
accommodate this information. Thus, the resultant product database uses a mixture of 
both methods (STEP-based, and translated into STEP) to store product data 
corresponding to various life cycle phases of the electronic product. This is illustrated in 
Figure 1.2.
Product database
correspondence?
compatibility?
Generic product 
model
STEP 
physical files
EXPRESS 
data m odels
CAD
Figure 1.2. A Bottom-Up approach to modelling products
1.6. Thesis context, proposition, and scope
This thesis will show at a later stage that engineering organisations will increasingly 
depend on STEP, and it advocates STEP’s use in their data communications. With 
CAD/CAM vendors currently implementing STEP-based interfaces in their systems, 
engineering organisations will have to develop their own implementation strategy for 
the effective use of STEP.
This thesis argues that STEP does not offer a product data model to encompass all 
products, applications, and organisations simultaneously. However, such a model can be 
developed by every engineering organisation to be specific to its needs using existing 
STEP parts and methodologies.
The above argument leads to the following proposition: It is in the interest of 
engineering organisations to use STEP’s generic and application resources as the basis 
for the development of the their information models. A key proposition in this thesis is 
that it is possible to use STEP’s integrated resources and application protocols to 
develop the organisation’s own generic product model. While tools and methodologies 
of STEP should be used develop the generic model, the EXPRESS modelling language
10
The following methodology is proposed in this thesis: in a manner parallel to the STEP 
methodology of developing Application Protocols (APs), where each AP supports the 
needs of a specific industry application, an engineering organisation can develop its own 
organisation-specific AP, and organisation-specific generic product model using STEP 
tools, resources, and methodologies. Both resultant AP and generic product model 
would conform to STEP.
This process would start by selecting all APs relevant to the engineering organisation’s 
business domain, using the STEP methodology and the EXPRESS modelling language 
to develop non-STEP models when relevant information models are not provided by 
STEP. The case study selected will draw resources fiorn multi-APs, an extension 
beyond the current practice of developing applications based on single AP.
The Application Activity Model (AAM) of every individual AP, which describes all 
activities required to perform a task, are used in parallel with tlie organisation’s work 
policies and approaches as basis for an orgainsation-specific activity model (AM). 
Likewise, the Application Reference Models (ARMs), which lists STEP integrated 
resomces needed for the activities described in the organisation specific AM, would be 
integrated to formulate the organisation-specific reference model (RM). This would be 
followed by an interpretation process where the organisation-specific Interpreted Model 
(IM) would satisfy the information requirements of the organisation specific RM. The 
smn of tlii'ee models would constitute a new AP (called here an organisation specific- 
AP), that both combines aspects of various STEP APs, and is tailored for the paiiiculai' 
business needs, A generic product data model would be developed based on that 
organisation-specific AP to provide a miiversal STEP-based model of products within 
the engineering organisation.
To define the scope of reseaich in this thesis outlining the context in which an 
engineering organisation will benefit fiom this research, and also the problems that may 
arise in realising the propositions of this thesis, a statement of the objective of the thesis 
will be derived. The following topics will be addressed in this thesis:
11
- Information model development
- STEP metliodology
- STEP implementation
- Application Protocol interoperability
- Non-STEP Application Protocols
- Organisation-specific information
- STEP generic model
Information model development
Developing a model specific to each application creates a nmnber of models which, 
though they may be well docmnented, will lack common terminology which causes 
confusion in the communication of semantics between various models.
Since a new model is developed for every new application, maintaining linlcs between 
the lar ge number of models will become extremely complicated. In the worst scenario it 
will become impossible to imderstand all the relationships between all models. In the 
best scenario, if links and references to other models have been well established, the 
process of following up these links from one model to another, to generate the global 
product model will be complicated and time-consuming. This thesis will demonstrate 
that this modelling problem can be controlled thr'ough the use of a structured 
methodology, similar to the one proposed in the body of this thesis.
STEP methodology
This thesis will present the need to use the STEP metliodology in the engineering 
organisation and not to be limited to the use of STEP integrated resources and tlie 
EXPRESS language.
STEP implementation
Since this tliesis ai'gues for the importance for an engineering organisation to adopt a 
STEP-based product information model while deciding its fliture business strategy, it is 
possible that tlie engineering organisation decision would be affected by the 
organisation’s lack of laiowledge and experience in STEP. The system proposed in this
12
thesis alongside the methodology used would ease this process by introducing a 
structured approach to modelling a generic product specifically tailored to meet an 
engineering organisation's information requirements.
Application Protocols interoperability
The work reported in this thesis investigates the issue of Application Protocols (APs) 
interoperability, which involves more than one AP being used to cater for the needs of 
the organisation’s specific field of applications. Since the APs shaie usage of a number 
of Integrated Resource constructs, the thesis will investigate how these constructs will 
help integrate information in the engineering organisation.
Non-STEP Application Protocols
In order to achieve a product information model corresponding to all phases of the 
product life-cycle, it may be necessary to model and exchange non-STEP information. 
Work presented in this thesis supports this practice by demonstai'ting the integration of 
STEP and non-STEP resources, while interpreting these combined resources according 
to the STEP standardised methodology for interpretation.
Organisation-specific information
The work reported in this thesis provides a mechanism for the integration of 
organisation-specific laiowledge and expertise into the standardised product model of 
tlie engineering organisation. An actual product model was developed as part of an 
industrial case study to illustrate these mechanisms, and support the research theme.
STEP generic model
A frmdamerital principle of the generic product data model is to allow a non-redundant 
and imified representation of an organisation’s information. It is imrealistic to expect to 
identify all the products and applications that a product data model will ever have to 
support. However, the approach and methodology based on integrated resource
13
constructs and interpretation ensures modulaiity and capacity for future expansion and 
development of the model.
1.7. Research Objectives
This thesis investigates the use of STEP on two levels: tools and information models for 
the pm'pose of data exchange and shai’ing, plus STEP methodology for the development 
of a generic product model.
In the initial phase of implementing STEP, physical files would be used to communicate 
information between different applications. Eventually, this information would be stored 
into and accessed fiom a shared STEP-based data repository. The structuie and 
management of this data repository is investigated tlirough a case study.
Objectives
The objectives of this thesis, drawn up to investigate and validate the hypothesis, are 
listed as follows:
- Apply the STEP standard, which is the current data exchange standard, 
to the engineering organisation information system, which allows a 
higher level of interaction and commrmication with the organisatiorr’s 
busirress partners and customers.
- Use the STEP methodology to develop information models not 
supported presently by the STEP standard, which would lead everrtually 
to the development of a generic product model specific to the 
engineering organisation.
- Use the EXPRESS modelling language to complete the modelling of 
those parts of the engineering organisation information not supported by 
STEP.
“ Assess the feasibility of the STEP metliodology for an organisation that 
has not participated in the development of STEP. An investigation of 
the methodologies for integration and interpretation is included in this 
work. Their limitations are discussed and conclusions are drawn.
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Enable Application Protocol interoperability. The proposed approach of 
a generic product model needs that Application Protocols be inter­
operable, i.e. constructs that appear* in more than one AP must be 
complete enough in the generic product model to be used in the other 
APs used for this generic model.
Develop an extended AP suitable for electronic products that draw 
resources and resolve conflicts fiom existing APs and Integrated 
Resources, while adding new constructs to complete the information 
model.
■ Illustrate the concepts thr ough a case study of an organisation involved 
in producing electronic products and currently introducing Conclurent 
Engineering practices.
1.8. Thesis Structure
This thesis investigates an enabling teclmology for Concurrent Engineering in which 
integration of product information is achieved thr ough a STEP-based generic product 
model. The development methodology of the proposed generic product model is based 
on the principles, methodologies, and tools for the development of information models, 
primarily designed for data exchange in STEP. A case-study is used to help in this 
process and satisfy the objectives stated in this thesis. The generic product model will 
facilitate the engineering organisation move towards modelling its information in a 
standard-based format.
This thesis is divided into thr-ee sections. Initially, backgroimd, theory, and literature 
review ar e presented. This is followed by the new work underlalcen in the context of this 
thesis, results achieved, ending with analyses, conclusions and suggestions for fiitiue 
work. Finally, all appendices to this thesis containing supporting information, are 
presented.
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This chapter has given an introduction presenting tlie research problem and justifying 
the business needs for the work done tlnoughout this thesis, followed by a formal 
presentation of the thesis context, propositions, scope and reseaich objectives. In 
Chapter 2, theoretical backgroimd, and literature review of product and information 
modelling are presented, followed by a discussion of data exchange standards. In 
Chapter 3, STEP is presented and discussed in detail. Chapter 4, outlines major 
information modelling issues and offers a comprehensive review of EXPRESS, the 
information modelling language used in this thesis.
Following this thorough review of literature, and examination of STEP, Chapter 5 
presents the generic product model developed in this thesis. Chapter 6 highlights 
problems and issues related to this modelling process, and Chapter 7 presents benefits 
obtained from the use of the model developed in this thesis and an evaluation of the 
developed generic model. Conclusions are then drawn on the role of STEP in the future 
modelling of an engineering organisation’s information. A summary of the research 
reported in this thesis, including conclusions related to original objectives and 
supporting the propositions made are presented. Finally, suggestions for fiitine work are 
discussed.
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Chapter 2 
An Overview of Product Modelling and Product Model Data 
2.1. Introduction
This chapter will put the case for product modelling, and data exchange mechanisms 
and standards. Published research work on tins subject is referred to within the context 
of the presentation of this thesis .
The essence of manufacturing industry is the transformation of raw materials, 
components, and sub-assemblies into products that satisfy customers (Wu, 1992). This 
is done through a series of manufacturing processes. Information on the processes and 
the resultant product is of vital importance. Previous to the adoption of information 
technology, the presentation and commimication of tliis information was achieved 
tlrrough the written and spoken word, accompanied by industrial drawings, teclmical 
documentation, and sometimes, physical models. The overwhelming trend today is to 
completely depend on computer-processable data to convey information pertinent to the 
product. Fowler (1995) identifies and distinguishes between the “manufacturing” 
business, that transform materials into products, and “an information business” that uses 
and transforms the information that is needed to support the manufacturing activities. 
This information is the subject matter of this thesis, and in order to discuss it in detail, 
the following section starts with a definition of product models.
2.2. Product Modelling
This section presents a definition of a product model, which includes the distinction 
between a product modeU and a computerised product model. Following this definition, 
the need for product modelling is discussed, and its requirements and characteristics are 
presented. Finally, the implementation of product modelling, i.e. product databases are 
briefly discussed.
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Ashworth (1993) defined an information model as "a formal model o f a bounded set o f 
facts, concepts or instructions to meet a specified requirements''. A definition of an 
ahstiact data model can be given as follows (Fowler, 1995) : "a data model provides the 
definition, structure, and format o f data". Data models generally form the basis by 
which information is organised and understood. The data model does not define the 
specific values of data.
What is a Product Model?
According to Lee et al. (1995), the development of an information system is basically 
the construction of a computer model of the world we aie interested in, i.e. the universe 
of discourse (UoD). This leads to the need for a cleaier definition of both a model and a 
computer model in the UoD of this thesis; the product. A number of definitions of 
product models can be found in the literature. However, they almost invariably agree on 
the broad outline definition of a product model: a product model is the representation 
and management mechanisms of information and information flows designed to provide 
product information at global and local levels in support of various kinds of engineering 
requirements, manufacturing processes, and business methods (synthesised definition 
from Gu and Chan (^ 1995), Ashworth et n/.(1996), Fowler (1995), and McKay et al 
(1990.b).
A definition for a computer-based product model could be derived from the above 
definition as follows: a computer-based product model is a comprehensive 
representation of the product specifically arranged to allow computer interrogation, 
whether in form of users queries, or as application software processing operations.
In product modelling, the emphasis is on the information rather than the implementation 
which is usually achieved using database management systems. McKay et al (1990.a) 
has shown that not all engineering requirements are readily implementable in existing 
database management systems, but this should not be an obstacle towards a better 
miderstanding of the complex relationships occurring in product information. Fowler 
(1995) has underlined the fact that data created by computer systems is of significantly
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higher value to an enterprise than the particular* software used to create or access that 
data, or the har dware by which it is stored or communicated.
Why product Modelling
The increasingly growing competition in world markets meant that product 
development cycle had to be considerably shortened. Many approaches and 
methodologies have been developed to attain a shorter product-life cycle, of which 
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) and concurrent engineering (CE) are 
considered major approaches (Candadai et a l, 1994) and (Carver and Bloom, 1991). 
Both disciplines highly depend on the existence of a computerised product model 
(Holland and Trippner, 1994). The concept of concurrent engineering states that 
development of new products and modifications of existing products should 
simultaneously take product functions, shape, assemblability, usability, producibility, 
maintainability and disposibility into account (Gu et al, 1994.a). This should also be 
paralleled with an agile manufactming enterprise allowing quick responses to changes 
in world markets (Candadai et a l, 1994). These two requirements can be attained when 
the whole enterprise share cotmnon product model data at every stage of the product 
life-cycle. This will lead to a imiform product representation which can be refened to at 
any stage of the product life cycle.
Using conventional computer aided design and modelling systems to represent objects 
may meet the rreeds of specific design and manufacturing tasks, but fail short on the 
integration issue (Burkett and Yang, 1995). Two major problems concerning the 
integration of computer aided design and manufacturing are the lack of a uniform 
design representation to support a variety of design and manufacturing activities, and 
the lack of effective commimication mechanisms between design and manufactming in 
a CIM-based enterprise (Gu et a l, 1994.a). Owen (1993) added to this the fact that there 
are very few standard data exchange mechanisms, and that teclmical part, assembly and 
configuration information caimot be stored in geometric databases used to store 
conventional CAD entities.
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Harztband and Maryanski (1985) described the need for richer data models for the 
representation of engineering data, while Peclcham and Maryanski (1988) along with 
Hull and King (1987) reviewed the basic concepts of semantic data models. Rao et al. 
(1993) also realised the need for a more semantically rich data model than the relational 
model and proposed that not just one construct (as in the relational model), but several 
constructs (associations) are needed for modelling the semantics of CAD/CAM 
database. Batini a/ (1986) argued that a data model with fewer constructs, properties 
and constraints can be advantageous dming integration, whilst models with a rich set of 
type and abstraction mechanisms have the advantage of representing predefined 
groupings of concepts and allowing comparisons at a higher level of abstraction. 
Another possible approach to modelling, design by features, was not able to offer a 
suitable solution to the modelling problem due to its limited modelling space and 
localised information (Shall and Mathew, 1991), this is translated into lack of high level 
abstract information such as subassemblies and configurations. However, it has been 
noted that the limited modelling space may be overcome by identifying a large number 
of features for the application of interest, and information localisation can be overcome 
by incorporating higher level information, such as on parts and products (Colton and 
Pun, 1994).
Wliile computer applications are now widespread in the world of product design and 
manufacturing (Driscoll et al, 1995), there is a general acceptance that further progress 
can best be made if these applications were integrated into a universal workframe 
(McKay et al, 1994). This integration is based on product models that include data, 
relationships between data (e.g. attributes, classifications) and common values that 
enable queries about the product to be answered (Ashworth et a l, 1996). Vai'samidis et 
al{\996) have stressed the importance that product models should not only be limited to 
referring to product data in a numerical sense, but in the more abstract terms of 
engineering data structures. The model should be able to captme relationships that exist 
between different aspects of the product model, which changes the model fiom a data 
definition to an information model.
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Fowler (1995) has stressed tlie necessity to migrate product data to new generations of 
software and hardwaie because of its long lifetime, which might reoccur many times 
during the life-cycle of a product, and to be free of proprietary formats. This makes a 
product data integration standard to enable the interworking of different computer 
systems a key requirement, and tliis is tlie reason for a standard for the exchange of 
product model data.
Requirements for the product mode!
This section discusses requirements for product models. A comprehensive product 
model should be able to provide all information conventionally conveyed via 
engineering drawings, assembly drawings and other teclmical documentation, in 
addition to information relating to design analysis, tests, and computer implementation 
in order to allow the subsequent interpretation of information to be carried out 
imambiguously. Ashworth (1993) stressed the idea of data non-redundancy and unified 
representation of the product model.
Conventional engineering drawings and their associated technical documentation should 
provide the following information (Gu et al, 1994.b):
- part drawings, which include:
- pai't geometric shapes and dimensions
- material and heat tieatment requirements
- geometric and dimensional tolerances
- surface finish requirements
- miscellaneous information
- assembly drawings, which include:
- comiection relationships between parts
- the relative position of each part in a product
- the functions of parts within the product
(usually in separate product documentation)
- manufacturing drawings, which include:
- part materials and its properties
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- heat treatment requirements
- geometric shape
- dimensions
- tolerances
- surface finish
“ relations with other parts
A product model, while conveying all the above listed information, should also be able 
to (Ben Wang et a l, 1992):
- offer consistent and unambiguous abstractions of product char acteristics 
across different applications
- concurrently support design, manufactming, inspection, assembly and 
packaging.
- provide a complete and thorough set of information about the basic 
components such as parts (both design-related and manufactming related).
- present detailed information about the whole product such as a frmction, 
teclmical specification, subassemblies, and configuration.
- provide the ability to obtain or derive product characteristics for discipline- 
specific applications from a generic, shared definition of a product.
As for the computerised product model, it should achieve the following (Vai'samidis et 
al,\996)\
- captmes the information from all parfs of the product life-cycle;
- merges the different applications views of the model;
- can accommodate, but does not depend on, detailed low-level engineering 
structmes;
- makes use of advanced concepts from other related fields of computer 
integrated manufacturing;
- employs (and tests) a complementary combination of software engineering 
teclmiques;
- provides a basis for a CIM and CE environment;
- adopts standards that guar antee an open envirormient with wide support;
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- introduces the database as an integral part of the environment;
- makes the CIM and CE environment database independent from specific 
implementations.
From a different perspective, requirements for a product model as listed by Gielingh 
(1988) and adopted by the ESPRIT IMPACT project in 1990 (Ashworth et a l, 1996), 
were the following:
- specification so that a single data model could provide the framework for a 
range of product types;
- specification to allow parametrised models, instances of these models and 
physically located instances;
- multiple representation, as of shape;
“ concrétisation tluough several life cycle phases;
- the ability to support different views by the designer and the manufacturer.
The previous discussion leads to the conclusion that a product model which can replace 
traditional engineering drawings and technical documentation should provide all (if not 
more than) the information presented in pai't and assembly drawings as well as the 
accompanying teclmical documents. Furthermore CAE information, such as design 
analysis (e.g. finite elements and thermal analysis) may be required to allow for an 
unambiguous interpretation of information. To satisfy conclurent engineering 
requirements, a product model should strive to offer a set of product information as 
complete as possible.
Two levels of information may be presented: a local level, in which basic components 
are represented, and a global level where the information on the whole product is 
presented. The local level of information will provide both design-related and 
manufacturing-related information on all parts. At the global level, information related 
to functionality, technical specification and configuration relationships are provided. 
Global information is necessaiy for many operations including machining, quality 
control, assembly, testing and packaging.
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Distinction between a local and a global product model was offered by Wu et al (1992), 
stating that a global product data model is defined for the applications that contain: 
firstly; product chaiacteristics that are fundamental to, and shared among applications, 
and secondly; characteristics that are passed between applications. A local data model is 
developed for an application to define completely the product fr om the application point 
of view. A global or local data model is tlie schema of a global or local database 
respectively.
Wu et a l (1992), classified product chaiacteristics (or attributes) of a local data model 
into four groups: imported, interpreted, resident, and exported. An imported attribute is 
one that is obtained from the global database and used without any change. Interpreted 
attributes are product chaiacteristics abstracted or interpreted, from the interpretation 
point of view, from the global database. An exported attribute is a product performance 
characteristic obtained from an application and made accessible tlnough the global 
database for other applications. A resident attribute is also a product performance 
characteristic obtained from an application, but is not used by other applications.
In a CE environment, each application must be able to extract product information from 
a global database, which contains a shaied product definition, and convey product 
changes to the global database for other applications (Amundsen and Hutchinson, 
1990), that is, derivation and transformation of the product definition between the global 
database and applications must be bidirectional.
Additionally, the concept of a generic product model was detailed by Gu et al (1994.a) 
stating that a generic product modelling system should consist of a model that can be 
later instantiated and specialised to model a paificuiai' product, a product model 
database, a user interface, an inspection planning system, and a CAD interface. Klement 
(1990), proposed a tlnee dimensional representation of a generic product model. On one 
axis, aspects of the product life cycle are represented, namely: plamiing, design, 
analysis, manufactming, maintenance and disposal. On the second axis product 
properties are represented, i.e. shape, form featmes, standard parts, materials, tolerances, 
quality, kinematics. The third axes corresponds to application domains: mechanical
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engineering, electronic engineering, architecture, industrial design, and other possible 
application areas. The model is enveloped by a visual representation layer. A 
representation of the concept of a generic product model is illustrated in Figure2.1
McKay et al. (1990), have combined different aspects of product data (product, part, 
assembly, component, feature) with the three life-cycle stages of specifications (as 
required), definitions (as designed, as planned) and actuals (as produced) in a 
framework for product data.
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Figure 2.1. A conceptual generic product model (after Klement, 1990)
Since research work presented in this thesis has adopted the STEP methodology as the 
basis for its product modelling research work, as will be detailed in the next Chapter, it 
would be useful here to identify the six contexts of information modelling within STEP, 
which are: Product Data, Function, Technology, Discipline , Life-Cycle Stage and 
Product Type (ISO 10303-1, 1993).
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Product Data as defined in STEP has four aspects: product description, product 
properties, product propeity representations, and product property presentation. 
Function refers to a particulai' engineering fimction such as draughting or finite element 
analysis. Teclmology refers to the realisation of a paiticular function using one of 
several teclmologies. Discipline is the branch of engineering being supported, e.g. 
mechanical or electrical. Life-Cycle Stages are the stages of product life-cycle that is 
supported, e.g. design or assembly. Product Type is the group of products that is 
supported, e.g. motor vehicles or aircrafts.
Finally, it is worth noting the two following remarks concluded by Fowler (1995): First, 
that a loss of quality in data can lead directly to a loss of quality in products. The 
decisions made in developing the manufacturing processes may have been compromised 
if the data used is inaccuiate, incomplete, or ambiguous. Second, the costs of data 
quality ar e a direct contributor to the cost of product quality. As an example, if problems 
with the quality of the manufacturing tolerance data incur additional recurring cost, this 
will increase the costs associated with maintaining the quality of the manufactured 
product.
2.3. The Product Database
This section details the importance of database teclmology as a repository for the 
product model, and justifies the adoption of an object oriented database management 
system.
Why a product database?
Since different phases of the product life-cycle cannot be supported by a single general 
purpose design automation tool, support for the whole life cycle, thus, depends on a 
vaiiety of software tools, each focusing on a particular aspect of the product life cycle. 
While this approach ensmes detailed coverage of each individual automation task, it 
leaves open the question of interface among these tasks. Eailier design automation tools 
offered interfaces on a one-to-one-basis, which caused enormous problems that have 
been well documented in the literature, of which two aie most important: the need to
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wiite n(n~l) number of interfaces to cover interface requirements for n number of 
automation tools, and the need to modify the interface each time a given automation tool 
is updated or modified (Vai'samidis et a l, 1996), (Bloor and Owen, 1995.a) and (Bai'ker 
et a l, 1994). A solution to this problem was to move tlie interface task from the 
different automation tools to the soffwai'e environment hosting all those tools. To 
achieve this, within a software environment, it must provide both communication 
services and data repository services (Barker et al, 1994).
Communication services can be provided by teclmologies conforming to the ISO/OSI 
seven layer model and the CIMOSA architectm-e (AMICE, 1993). The CIMOSA 
enterprise modelling approach is an important modelling enviromnent for a CIM-based 
enterprise, Moustapha and Driscoll (1997) present a detailed overview of this 
enviromnent. Madison et al (1988) discussed an alternative to a centralised data model 
approach to CIM, concluding that distributing the database renders it more manageable, 
and claiming that decentralisation can be achieved by requiring the database to support a 
uniform data model and language. Data repository services can be supplied by suitable 
database teclmologies (Spooner, 1994). The goal for a product database in a concurrent 
engineering environment is to serve as a imique repository for the data needed to define 
products (Spooner and Hardwick, 1993). Important requirements for a product database 
system include: the ability to create and maintain complex data structures used in 
modelling product data, the ability to create and manage versions of product data 
corresponding to different versions of a product, the capability of interfacing to different 
data standards such as IGES and STEP, support for programming languages interfaces, 
and finally, portability across a wide vai’iety of platforms corresponding to the highly 
heterogeneous natuie of engineering and manufacturing systems.
The product database is supposed to manage data channeled fi'om multidisciplinary 
engineering operations, that is, hom each engineering discipline participating in the life­
cycle of the product, and which normally has its own view of the product data needed to 
define that product. The view for a particular discipline is designed to optimise the 
efficiency of presentation and manipulation of the product data from its corresponding 
engineering discipline, as well as suitability for use with design automation tools used in 
each discipline (the CIMOSA model). These different views must stem from a global 
product model in order to guarantee consistency between views (Spooner, 1994). This
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should also take into account that changes made to one view can be reflected into all 
other views of the model to maintain consistency. Multidisciplinary design engineering 
can only become successfully implemented when the design view management problem 
is practically solved (the CIMOSA model).
Additionally, work on metadatabase systems that serve as global resource dictionaries 
to integrate multidatabase systems, is equally important (Hsu et a l, 1991). A 
metadatabse serves as a global resource dictionary to integrate the various components 
of the manufacturing enterprise and the operations/processes related to the product life 
cycle (Gilbert, 1995).
Why an object oriented product database
Such a product model as described previously will need a database capable of 
supporting rich and sophisticated data types in order to structure the various data and 
describe their behaviour' as they evolve in time. The traditional record-based models are 
considered inadequate, because their flat structure does not support hierarchical 
approaches to modelling (Lee et a l, 1995). Object oriented models are particularly 
advanced in their enlianced data type definition capabilities, they enjoy an effective 
mechanism for modelling information, thus allowing to describe the universe of 
discourse more naturally and cogently. Hull and King (1987) in their comparison of 
modelling languages concluded that the object oriented paradigm is more suitable than 
semantic data models for CAD/CAM applications.
Since this product database is multidisciplinary in its natur e, corresponding to a variety 
of design and manufacturing activities, each of which require only a specific subset of 
the available data and knowledge, the concept of encapsulation of data and associated 
laiowledge according to different application domains, and provided by the object 
oriented par adigm becomes desirable. The benefit of enhanced data management aspects 
of encapsulation is obtained by encouraging modularity, and by associating particular 
related laiowledge with a specific set of data. Consequently, a change in either data type 
or its domain knowledge will reflect into a localised change in a specific part of the 
program (Rumbaugh et a l, 1991).
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For a product model to eiiliance system efficiency in a CIM-based enterprise, the model 
should facilitate information retiieval and communication. This is another case for 
object oriented teclmology, since an object oriented product model can be accessed 
thi’ough messaging by all related application systems (Rao et a l, 1993).
The encapsulation of different sets of data with corresponding laiowledge according to 
the various applications and tasks will render the modelling system highly efficient and 
modular. Each specific manufacturing activity will require only a subset of the existing 
data from the product model, and this encapsulation will facilitate information access 
and connnunication. An object oriented modelling enviromnent that provides the 
encapsulation mechanisms, would facilitate communication via the issuing of messages 
by all components of the system.
The object oriented product model hierarchy will define the product as consisting of a 
set of subassemblies and/or parts. Subassemblies equally consist of fmther 
subassemblies and paris. This leads to a hierarchical product model structure based on 
product objects, subassembly objects and parts objects.
These factors suggest that an Object Oriented Database Management System 
(OODBMS) should be used to provide the repository platform. The rationale comes 
from the major features of this type of database. An Object Oriented Data-base is 
capable of representing complex objects and manipulating them with ease. With 
relational databases, for example, the establislnnent and maintenance of complex 
relationships are based on a large number of tables and their identifiers defining the 
objects and their relationships, respectively, making the process slow and tedious. In 
OODB, the representation of a complex object is realized tlnough a hierarchy of simple 
objects with their relationships being inherently defined. Such a manipulation of 
complex object enables direct control of all their associated objects, resulting in a far- 
superior performance in terms of data access time than that of the relational 
counterparts. This is particularly true when handling a vast amount of complex objects.
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2.4. Background to Data Exchange
Product Data Exchange is the ability to express and exchange in a digital computerized 
format all useful information about a given product (ISO 10303-1, 1993). Product Data 
Exchange will enable those involved in a product's development (design, engineering 
analysis, manufactm'ing and support) to define, access, and exchange all useful 
information via computer. The deployment of this teclmology will mean shorter 
development times, higher quality products, lower costs (Bloor and Owen, 1995.a). It 
will also ensuie flexibility and responsiveness to the needs of customers, manufacturers, 
suppliers and users (Browne et a l, 1995).
In general, a different system is used for each design, analysis, manufacturing and 
support activity. Many of these CAD, CAM and CAE systems store information in their 
own proprietary formats which do not transfer readily to other vendor systems. With 
numerous different manufacturing and design systems available which many 
subcontractors, partners, and customers, want to use to exchange product information. 
Rather than a seamless transfer of data, the product information must be translated from 
one system to another. Wliere many systems are exchanging information it becomes 
extremely expensive and time consrrming to develop and maintain tr anslators for every 
combination of software. The cause of this problem is rather a historical one. The 
majority of present CAD systems are direct descendants of systems developed in the 
1970s, where the primary focus was on devising solutions, providing functionalities, 
and developing more efficient algoritlmis, thus resulting in CAD systems that paid no 
attention to data management and data structures, and consequently, no attention to the 
data exchange problem (Bloor and Owen, 1995.a).
The following list will help to categorise the needs for product data exchange:
- the use of isolated islands of teclmology to satisfy the needs of different 
engineering disciplines within a company, such as exchanging data related 
to a printed circuit board from an electronics CAD system to a solid 
modeller (Driscoll et al, 1995).
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- the use of different IT systems by companies cooperating on the same 
project.
- the use of different IT systems within a supplier chain, or in the extended 
enterprise context (Browne et a l, 1995).
- the need to deliver a complete set of data describing all aspects of a 
product to a customer.
- the need to manage data related to one product, but generated by 
heterogeneous IT systems independently of specific IT systems.
- the need to manage data throughout the whole life cycle of the products, 
taking into accoimt the long-life cycle of the product (from concept to 
decommissioning) and different versions of software and hardware 
responsible for generating this data tlnough many yeai-s.
- the need for long-term archiving of data that may still be required many 
years after the active life-cycle of the product has come to an end 
(Grabowski et al. 1993).
Product Data Exchange Standards
Product data exchange standards include those teclmologies for the sharing, exchange, 
and storage and retrieval of product information (NIST, 1997). The standards range 
from the lowest common denominator (e.g. pixel information) to intelligent formats that 
define all aspects of a product including appeaiance, tolerances, materials, weight, 
tensile strength, cost, and delivery information (NIST, 1997). Each standard has a role 
to play today with the ultimate goal of one universal standard that is a superset of all of 
the above.
A history of standards will explain the development path to the present status of data 
exchange. In 1979, the US Air Force ICAM Project brought together resources from 
General Electric, Boeing and the then National Bureau of Standards (now known as the 
National Institute of Standaids and Teclmology (NIST), to develop a neutral data 
exchange file format. The resultant product was called the Initial Graphics Exchange 
Specification (IGES). IGES Version 1.0 was first published in Januaiy 1980 and 
became an American National Standaid in 1981. It is cmrently published as Version
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5.2. IGES introduced therefore the concept of a neutral format, but it has never been 
accredited by ISO as an International Standard (IS) (NIST, 1997).
The industry effort to develop IGES resulted in the formation of tlie IGES Organization. 
This voluntary body continued further enhancements of IGES tlnough 1984 when it 
became clear that a second generation of product data exchange (PDE) teclmology was 
needed (Owen, 1993). This group began the Product Data Exchange Specification 
(PDES) activities. The organization later changed its name to the IGES/PDES 
Organization (IPO) to reflect this second activity. Work on enhanced versions of IGES 
also continued.
In 1988, PDES was offered to the international coimmmity and subsequently adopted as 
STEP. The PDES Project within the IPO now supports and continues to be the major 
contributor to the development of one international standaid for product data exchange.
A second parallel effort for neutral data exchange for electronic design was initiated in 
the early 1980s. Guided by six electronic design companies (Daisy Systems, Mentor 
Graphics, Motorola, National Semiconductor, Tektronix and Texas Instrmnents), this 
activity was an attempt to standai'dize on the format for integrated circuit (IC) design. 
The first release of the Electronic Data Interchange Format (EDIF) was published in 
May 1984. The format has since become an American National Standard of the 
Electronic Industries Association (ElA).
A standaid for data exchange can be classified as either formal, industry, or de facto 
standards in today's computer industry (NIST, 1997). Typically, de facto refers to a 
method or product that has become so dominant within a given arena that it is accepted 
as the 'standard' way something is produced or reordered. Usually, de facto standards are 
proprietary technology (i.e. developed and owned by a specific company) that is copied 
or imitated by others. Postscript and DXF ai*e prime examples.
Industry standards are developed with a specific market or industrial application in 
mind. They aie usually produced by industry associations such as the Institute of
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Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), or the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) and aie related to practices impacting that specific industry. They 
may be offered for formal standai disation if they are of general interest to the computer 
industry as a whole. IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) was an electronic industry conmiunications 
standard prior to its adoption as a formal standard.
Formal standaidization is conducted by the International Organization for 
Standai'dization (ISO) and the International Electro-teclmical Commission (lEC). These 
organizations aie voluntary activities that support the formal development and use 
standards by industry and govermnent. They have no specific authority to enforce the 
use of these standards other than the commitment by the same industry and government 
entities to require their use (Bloor et aZ.,1995.a). However, many government contracts 
require compliance with formal national and international standaids and large user 
organizations require many of their suppliers to also meet these same standards. The 
requirement to use national and international standards is now very fiequent; the 
complexity of the products being manufactured, the growth of international trade, and 
safety legislation malces the use of standards a requirement.
CAD data exchange formats
The advantages of neutral format exchange can only be fully realised if the specification 
for this neutral format is well documented and readily available. The use of standaids 
data exchange formats (whether international or industrial standards) can offer a set of 
benefits as reported by the British Standards Institution (BSO, 1981):
- they promote consistent quality and economic production
- they rationalise process and methods of operation
- they simplify manufactuie and encourage interchangeability 
“ they malce the exchange of goods and services easier.
Some national industries rmdertook the initiative on proposing a data exchange format. 
However, these CAD data exchange formats only met limited acceptance, and was 
usually within the coimtiy who originally proposed that format. In Germany, the VDA 
(Verbander Der Automobil) format was created by the German Automobile industry
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and is concerned with the use of high order polynomials to model complex cuives and 
surfaces. VDA, a DESF standaid, has limited success in industries using the specialised 
polynomial approach e.g. the automotive industry. In France, the SET (Standaid 
d 'Echange et Transfer ) format was developed on the initiative of the French aerospace 
industry from 1983 onwards. The project was motivated by weakness observed in 
standards at that time. However, although inlierently more efficient than its elders, SET 
has had little success outside France (McIntosh, 1995).
In the world of small enterprises, AutoCAD, a widely used, low-end, CAD system, met 
enough success to allow its data exchange format to be considered by many experts as a 
de facto exchange format. The AutoCAD drawing database is wiitten in a compact 
format that changes significantly as new features are added to AutoCAD. Autodesk, the 
product developer, does not recoimnend use of its data format while exchanging 
information with other CAD programs. The preferred solution is the use of the Drawing 
Interchange File Format (DXF) to be used in interchanging drawings between 
AutoCAD and other file CAD programs. These DXF files aie ASCII files that can easily 
be read and translated into other formats.
The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES)
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is a data exchange format for the digital 
exchange of database information among CAD systems. It provides a neutral data 
format for describing product design and manufacturing information that has been 
created and stored in computer readable form (NIST, 1997).
IGES information, including drawings, tluee-dimensional wireframe models, and 
sui'face models, is intended for human interpretation at the receiving site. A key point is 
that IGES format is designed to be independent of all CAD/CAM systems. This 
independence is designed to remove the need for bi-directional translators between 
every pair of CAD systems. A translator to and from IGES is sufficient to achieve the 
required data exchange between systems. In addition, IGES can be exchanged or stored 
using common media and transmitted by a range of electronic processes. The scope of 
IGES is the data required to describe and commimicate the essential engineering
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characteristics of physical objects such as manufactured products (Bloor and Owen, 
1995.a). Products aie described in terms of their physical shape, dimensions, and 
descriptive information. The processes that generate or utilize the product definition 
data typically include design, engineering analysis, production planing, fabrication, 
material handling, assembly, inspection, marketing, and field service. Figure 2.2 
illustrates a sample of the data structure of IGES.
IGES was developed to represent, ideally, all entities of all CAD/CAM systems. This 
allows CAD systems to mutually coimnimicate using one single neutral format. In 
today’s engineering world, this capability is highly desirable. Trying to achieve an 
accurate mapping between systems that may not have comparable entities or do not 
represent these entities in the same way becomes a major obstacle for the translator 
software (NIST, 1997) It is because of this ambiguity and the fact that there does not 
exist a standard about how to design and engineer a product on a CAD/CAM system 
that IGES is considered inadequate (NIST, 1997). But the ambiguity necessary in the 
standard to accommodate the many diverse systems it tries to serve can, at the same 
time, cause the misinterpretations and misrnappings that give IGES this reputation. The 
concept of neutral files is still preferable to direct translators and the relative 
acceptability of the process has made IGES the world leading data exchange format for 
quite a considerable period of time (McIntosh, 1995).
New IGES versions and projects have also begun addressing the problems associated 
with this ambiguity. Subsets of the IGES specification have been written that restrict the 
use of some of the entities for certain applications. This narrows down the range of 
options for the mappings that are used for arry exchange and, therefore, provides a better 
chance that the mapping will be accurate (Bloor and Owen, 1995.a).
There are also applications protocols (APs) being developed for IGES. An A? restricts 
the use of some entities, and defines entities irr relationship to the application or market 
area of interest. This renders IGES more specific and create more accurate translations. 
The concept of APs that has been developed for IGES is the basis for the 
implementation of STEP (NIST, 1997).
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Figure 2.2. A Sample IGES data structure
A format to allow the exchange of a product definition between CAD/CAM systems 
must, as a minimum, support the communication of geometric data, annotation, and 
organization of the data. The file format defined by IGES treats the product definition as 
a file of entities. Each entity is represented in an application-independent format, to and 
from which native representation of a specific CAD/CAM system can be mapped.
A CAD application is provided with two translators each able to transcribe in both 
directions the contents of the internal database in a format that is completely specified 
and universally known. This neutral format is one that copes with descriptions of 
complex volumes and surfaces, assemblies, modes of projection and so on, and is very 
different from that associated in standards for geometrical description typified by GKS 
and HPGL, which are only able to handle elementary forms (text, points, segments, 
arcs). That is to say, if there exists a line with an associated dimension, then GKS will
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still be able to translate the value of the dimension, but only as a text entity, and its 
property as an associated dimension to the line will be lost.
IGES has been considerably enriched since version 1.0 dating from 1980. From the 
simple geometrical description of elementary components, it has talcen on board 
specifications of 3D forms of the CSG (constructive solid geometry) type. This has been 
achieved by incorporating, as it evolved, finite element mesh generation, specification 
related to AEG fields (architecture and engmeering) and the concept of connectivity 
which is fundamental to schematics in electronics. IGES version 4.0 (1988) handles 
non-geornetrical entities such as annotating and dimensioning. Version 5.0 (1990) 
supports the B-rep (Boundary representation) type of description and scale information.
2.5. General data exchange problems
A list of some problems related to data exchange is presented here. First, problems 
related to the general interchange of data between any two dissimilar* computer systems, 
(not particular to CAD systems) are discussed. This may include document exchange, 
engineering drawings, engineering designs up to product data:
- Symbols and conventions used in drawing offices may vary from one 
enterprise to another. A possible solution for this problem would be to 
agree on a general set of rules guidelines that will address drawing-office 
incompatibilities (McIntosh, 1995). However, tliis problem is already 
bypassed by the slninking role of the conventional drawing office in 
engineering applications.
- Media used by different systems to store and convey data may be 
incompatible, which causes enormous problems to the physical exchange 
of data between systems. This problem is becoming easier to solve now 
with the widespread use of local area networks in smaller companies, and 
the increasing dependence on wide-area and internetworking in larger ones 
(Candadai et a l, 1994).
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- CAD systems incompatibility: such as the mismatching sets of information 
between functionally different CAD systems, e.g. a 3D wireframe CAD 
representation and a solid modelling engine. Any transfer of data fr om the 
latter to the wirefr ame-based system will end-up with a loss of information.
The mismatch may also occur between two CAD systems witli different 
domains of applications e.g. electronic CAD and mechanical CAD 
(Driscoll et a l, 1995). Different CAD systems will always exhibit different 
frmctionalities, and imless a mature data standard can cover all areas of 
applications throughout the whole life-cycle, loss of data will still be a 
reality to cope with (McIntosh, 1995).
- Interpolating data to compensate for lost information, or making a learned 
decision from the outset on whether to perform the data transfer will be 
two points to talce into account as regar ding this problem.
- Numerical approximation: different algoritlmis, programs and machines 
will use different approximations and numerical representations. 
Converting numeric values may therefore cause discrepancies. 
Furthermore, conversion between different representations of smfaces or 
solids may not be feasible without numerical approximations that will 
affect data integrity (Nalcamuia et a l, 1993). Accuiate transfer between 
different forms and polynomials of varying degrees has been facilitated by 
the advent of non-uniform rational B-spline representation (NURB) which 
can accmately describe a lar ge set of curves and smfaces. This means that 
most CAD systems in the friture will use the NURB representation, thus 
alleviating approximation problems (Bloor et al 1995.a).
While the above problems were general in nature, the following list of problems is 
particular to the use of neutral formats for the exchange of data;
- Neutral formats file size: Internal proprietary formats developed by CAD 
vendors to satisfy the particular specifications of their corresponding 
systems ar e usually compact and exclusive to featur es and properties of the 
particular' CAD system (Driscoll et a l, 1995). On the other hand, neutral
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formats have to be general and to accommodate different properties from 
different systems, additionally, checking the validity of the conversion 
between two CAD systems will lead to considerably more data than either 
end-systems representation. Experience with using IGES has shown that 
IGES files range from twice to ten times the original CAD system file 
sizes. However these lessons were learned and a compressed format of 
IGES eliminating umiecessary spaces was developed. STEP took into 
account such problems and adopted a context-fr ee syntax approach, which 
can always be pai'sed (NIST, 1997).
• Informal specification: specifications of the existing industrial standards 
aie wi'itten in natuial languages, without the provision of a formal 
description language. The result is neither thorough nor complete, and 
suffers fi'om contradictions, omissions and ambiguities. This led to varying 
and slightly incompatible implementations, whilst conformance tests 
wi'itten according to these specifications were yielding inconsistent results. 
Additionally, these specifications are only textual, and consequently, the 
information content cannot be extracted by a computer (Bloor and Owen, 
1995). To overcome this problem formal specification languages should be 
used, benefiting from both computer-processable and human-readable 
characteristics. This should also be accompanied by software that will 
check if the code in the language conforms to the syntax (Schenck and 
Wilson, 1994).
■ Format unintelligibility: The existing industrial formats aie unintelligible 
and difficult to understand. Two issues aie involved here: the complexity 
of information and the size and complexity of the physical file format 
(Schenck and Wilson, 1994).
■ Scope limitation; a neutral format will not be able to cover every special 
feature or support every paiticular property offered be all CAD systems. 
Solving this problem will require an exliaustively comprehensive 
specification, which is what STEP is tlii'iving to do but has not been 
attained yet (Owen, 1993).
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■ Mismatched subsets of data: different CAD systems support different 
subsets of entities and do not implement all the entities in the specification. 
Only the intersection area between two sub-sets of the same exchange 
format will be successfully translated (not taking into account other 
problems) (Nakamuia et a l, 1993). No existing CAD implementation is 
known to cover every entity specified in the neutral format.
■ Proprietary to neutral format mapping and vice-versa: neutral format 
translators will map each source CAD system entity or feature into a 
neutral format entity, to re-map it consequently into the destination CAD 
system proprietary format. But different CAD systems have different 
mappings for the same entity (eg. The circle is defined in some CAD 
systems as an aic whose start and end angles meet at the same point, while 
other CAD systems offer a distinct circle entity). The mapping used for 
each CAD feature in both tlie pre-processor and post-processor has 
enormous effect on the quality of data exchange. The main reason of this 
problem is the inadequate explanation of the intent in the neutral foiinat 
standard (such as IGES). If the neutral format had a formal method in 
which use and conversions of entities are detailed, CAD vendors would 
develop more consistent CAD internal databases.
■ Static nature of neutral formats: neutial formats are most often reflections 
on the current state-of-the art of CAD teclmology. They also require a long 
time to be developed and formally adopted (and this is paiticularly true in 
the case of international standaidisation proceduies). By die time these 
neutral formats aie approved, CAD technology would have developed 
flirther using even newer concepts and teclmologies. This problem will 
always be there due to the nature of pressure on CAD vendors to rapidly 
accommodate all new brealcthi'oughs in teclmology, versus the need for any 
neutral format to be comprehensive and all-encompassing.
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2.6. Data Integration
Integration is defined as the coherent, compatible, and non-redimdant interaction 
between different components (Ashworth, 1993). Originally, integration had a naiTOwer 
scope, being limited to platform compatibility. Each application will have its own 
representation of product data. A more advanced role for integration evolved with the 
emergence of data exchange concepts, where different applications, with different 
representations of product data were able to commimicate tlirough the use of data 
exchange applications.
Integration, in the context of this thesis, has a more profound natur e. It is achieved on 
the level of the underlying product data that is created, used and modified by 
applications throughout the product life-cycle (data model integration). To achieve this 
level of integration all applications par ticipating in various phases of the product life­
cycle will have to use the same representation of product data, which leads to the 
emergence of a set of homogeneous product data encompassing all information 
corresponding to each phase of the product life-cycle.
Achieving integration tlrrough conventional data exchange mechanisms is an easier 
case. Applications need not modify their internal information representation, which has 
the benefit of theoretically allowing old, current, and fiiture applications to be 
integrated. However, this does not solve the problem of duplicate data and multiple 
representation of the same information item. Additionally, some translations are simply 
unfeasible, such as parametrics. And, finally, maintaining consistency becomes more 
difficult with the increasing number of interfaces needed to be written and maintained.
The integration process
Integration implies the replacement of multiple models of the same product by a single 
integrated product data model. The work of Batini et al (1985) on integration became 
the corner stone of the STEP integration methodology. It will be useful to review their 
integration methodology at this point of tlie thesis. According to Batini et al (1985) the 
integration process goes through the following activities:
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- Pre-Integration: the choice of the integration policy, models to be 
integrated, order of integration, priorities, etc.
- Semantic Analysis: determining the correspondence among concepts, 
detection of possible conflicts, and drawing out relationships between 
models.
- Conforming the Models: resolving any of the identified conflicts.
- Merging and Restructuring: combining the models.
Pre-integration is divided into the Binary and N-ary strategies. Binary strategies 
integrate two modules at a time, while N-ary strategies integrate more than two at a 
time, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Binary strategies simplify the integration task at each 
phase of the integration, however, issues may be missed that only emerge on 
consideration of the larger scope as in an N-ary strategy. Binary is further classified as 
Ladder or Balanced. The Ladder approach attaches significance to the intermediate 
results, whereas a Balanced approach places greater emphasis on the final product. N- 
ary is fur ther classified as one-shot or iterative. One-shot allows the whole scope of the 
integration to be considered, however it can become unmanageable when the scope is 
large and complex. Iterative processing involves the identification of logical groups to 
be integrated.
Batini et al. also provide the following qualitative criteria against which an integrated 
Data Model may be tested:
- Completeness and Conectness. The integrated data model must contain all 
the concepts that are present in the component data models correctly. The 
integrated model must be a representation of the imion of the information 
requirements of the applications domains associated with the component 
models.
- Minimality. If the same concept is represeneted in more than one 
component data model, then it must be represented only once in the 
integrated model.
- Understandability. The integrated data model should be easy to imderstand 
for the designer and end-user.
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Figure 2.3 Integration Strategies (after Batini et al.)
To these criteria Ashworth (1993) added fiuther criteria for the assessment of Data 
Models:
- Extensibility. It should be possible to extend the integrated data model as 
new requirements are developed.
- Manageability and Maintainability. The integrated data model should be 
easy to control and it should be possible to see the effects of a proposed 
change before the change is made and the effects are felt.
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- Upwai'ds Compatibility. It should be possible to translate instances of old 
versions of a data model into instances of new versions of the same data 
model if the data models themselves aie upwai'ds compatible.
All these teclmiques and criteria were adopted by STEP as the basis of its Product Data 
Model development, as will be seen in Chapter 3 where a thorough review of STEP is 
presented.
2.7. Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented the importance of product modelling, and the information 
requirements for a product model. The case for an object oriented database in product 
modelling was presented. This was followed by a review of data exchange mechanisms, 
formats, and problems, with special emphasis on ICES due to its prominence in the data 
exchange domain. Finally, the issue of data integration, as opposed to data exchange 
was discussed, with criteria against which an integrated data model can be tested.
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Chapter 3
STEP
After discussing the importance of data modelling and data exchange standards, a more 
detailed overview of STEP is presented in this chapter. The backgroimd to STEP will be 
followed by a description of its structure, STEP-based data exchange and sharing, CAD 
systems correspondence to STEP, and finally, a listing of STEP’s advantages and merits 
followed by its wealaiesses and limitations.
3.1. Background to STEP
STEP is an acronym for the plirase: “STandard for the Exchange of Product Model 
Data”. The official designation of the STEP standard is “ISO 10303 - Industrial 
automation systems - Product data representation and exchange” (ISO 10303-1, 1993),
In the mid 1980s, experts in industrial automation identified the need for a more 
comprehensive international effort to improve existing data specifications and fulfill 
requirements for life-cycle product data support. This led to the collaborative 
development of a new information teclmology standai'd in support of industrial 
automation. In 1984, the STEP project was initiated with the following objectives 
(Fowler, 1995):
- The development of a single universal data exchange standard covering all 
CAD/CAM applications.
- The adoption of this standard by industry, thus replacing all currently 
existing industrial and de facto standards.
- The stanardisation of the product data modelling process, tliroughout its 
entire life-cycle, and independently from any particular' system.
- The separation of the formal description of the model from its actual 
implementation. Thus, the standard would not only be suitable for neutral 
file exchange, but also as the imderlying basis for data sharing and long 
time archiving (Grabowski et al, 1993).
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Eaiiy in 1995, a total of twelve STEP parts were published by the International 
Standar ds Organisation (ISO) in the initial release of the standard. Work on developing 
seventy other parts was canted on in parallel to tire publication of the initial release. 
Many of these parts have been completed since. Appendix C lists a frill up-to-date status 
of the standard and its large number of constituent parts. Parts of the standard are 
categorised into:
- Description Methods (8 Parts)
- Conformance testing methodology and fr amework (5 Parts)
- Integrated generic resomces (8 Parts)
- Integrated application resour ces (4 Parts)
- Application protocols (29 Parts)
- Abstract test suites (29 Parts)
- Application interpreted constructs (18 Parts).
Docimients cori'esponding to these parts are lengthy and detailed, making STEP quite a 
large standard, Fowler (1995) considered it to be the largest existing standard. The size 
of each document can vary fr om around 80 pages (Part 1) to over 600 pages (Part 210).
The STEP standard is still imder continuous expansion and enhancement. On-going 
research work on the STEP standard is focused on tluee major areas (Fowler, 1995):
- Development of additional Application Protocols, to support the needs of 
almost every engineering and manufacturing discipline.
- Development of a standar d data access interface as part of the support 
for shared databases.
- Further development and enliancement of the EXPRESS data definition 
language.
Since its initial release a decade ago, the scope of STEP has shifted from being a new 
data exchange mechanism designed to replace older industrial standards, into an 
independent environment for the total support of product data management tliroughout 
the whole life-cycle. The scope of STEP is product data. The particular product may 
vary from an electronic chip to an oil refinery, fi'om a single machined part to a complex
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assembly. STEP covers any product designed on a CAD system. However the scope of 
STEP potentially reaches the analysis systems, the manufacturing systems, the materials 
systems, the confrgiuation control systems, and possibly the quality and accounting 
systems (NIST, 1997). STEP is the most complex and ambitious ISO standard yet 
developed (Grabowsky et aL, 1993). It is certainly going to be one of the largest in sheer 
volume (ISO 10303-1, 1993). Industry experts worldwide expect that efforts to expand 
STEP in capability and applicability will extend well into the next centiuy (NIST, 
1997).
STEP provides a representation of product information along with the necessary 
mechanisms and definitions to enable product data to be exchanged. The exchange is 
among different computer systems and environments associated with the complete 
product life-cycle including design, manufacture, utilization, maintenance, and disposal. 
The information generated about a product during these processes is used for many 
pmposes. This use may involve many computer systems, including some that may be 
located in different organizations. In order to support this use, organizations must be 
able to represent their product information in a common computer-interpretable form 
that is required to remain complete and consistent when exchanged among different 
computer systems.
3.2. The structure of STEP
After reviewing the background that led to the proposal and development of STEP, a 
detailed overview of its stiucture will be presented in this section. A general 
inti'oduction to the major components of the standard will introduce the seven classes 
which STEP parts ai’e categorised into. Out of all its components, the most important are 
those of EXPRESS, the Standaid Data Access Interface (SDAI), the methodology 
common to all Application Protocols (APs), and the relevant AP for a given engineering 
organisation’s natiue of business. The structiu’e of APs will be covered in the next 
section (section 3.3) followed by a detailed discussion of SDAI in section 3.4. 
EXPRESS is presented in Chapter 4.
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Wlien the new standar d was still in the planning phase, it was proposed to be based on a 
tlii'ee-layer architecture (Owen, 1993), namely:
- an application layer : data models concerned with individual applications 
or disciplines such as mechanical products, electrical products, and others.
- a logical layer : generic data models describing the common concepts used 
by all product data applications, such as product structm-e, shape (geometry 
and topology), and presentation.
- a physical layer : a file fomiat for data exchange.
Later, in mid 1989, a more advanced proposal for STEP divided it into seven separate 
classes of parts. The first class describes the overall structure of the standard, and 
relationships between different classes, structiues and elements. This is detailed in the 
dociunent entitled.' "Part 1: Overview  ^and fundamental principles^\ This part provides 
the definitive statements of the scope and purpose of STEP. It also defined all key terms 
frequently used tluoughout the other parts of the standard. STEP classes are organized 
as a series of parts, each published separ ately. These parts fall into one of the following 
classes:
- Overview and frmdamental principles
- Architecture and methodology
- Description methods
- Integrated resources
- Application protocols 
“ Implementation forms
- Conformance testing methodology and framework
From a data modelling perspective, STEP parts can broadly be grouped into two main 
categories, namely:
- STEP data models
- tools to create the STEP data models, and to enable the commimication of 
STEP data
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The data models are the descriptions of product data, or the data dictionary in relational 
databases terminology. The tools include:
- a language called EXPRESS which is used to define the data model;
- an Application Programme Interface (API) to enable an application to 
commimicate with a virtual STEP database, this is called in STEP: 
Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI);
- the Exchange File format which enables STEP data to be exported in 
ASCII format from one system to another. The tools are fixed but can be 
used with any range of STEP data that may be created in response to 
industry needs.
As a product is conceived, designed, analyzed, manufactured, used and possibly 
destroyed, data is created and used. STEP provides many definitions for different 
concepts inherent in this data. There are a lar ge number of application protocols being 
proposed for STEP. All are based on the common basic data model shown in Figure 3.1.
This figure emphasises the concept that the model supports configuration management 
and therefore configur ation changes, it allows for multiple representations of the same 
item, and finally, it changes the emphasis from a drawing of a product to the product 
itself, with all information related to it and possibly, drawings associated with it.
s t e p ’s methodology is based on two principles, integration and interpretation, to 
produce standardised data constructs (Ashworth, 1993):
- the integration of resource constructs that are intended to be used for the 
description of any product over its entire-life cycle;
- the interpretation of the Integrated Resources for specific 
applicationsidentified by industry and commerce as essential for 
comnumication.
These two concepts are further explained in detail in Chapter 4.
STEP has adopted an approach that uses laiowledge of information system data 
requirements to specify a compatible set of integrated product data constiucts spamiing
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Fig. 3.1. The basic data model for STEP
the range of current and anticipated systems, resulting in the set of Integrated Resources. 
The STEP formalised integration method is used to develop the set of Integrated 
Resources. The interpretation method is used to standardise the usage of the Integrated 
Resources for particular application domains, i.e. to specify a usage of the construct that 
is specific to a certain application context. The interpretation of the Integrated 
Resources results in constructs that are used as the standard information elements for 
communication in that specific context.
Description Methods
The scope of description methods is that of the languages and associated methods used 
to create standard representations of product data. Two parts exist presently within the 
description methods classes, but more may be incorporated in the future as the need 
arises. These two parts are:
- Part 11 : the EXPRESS language
- Part 12: the EXPRESS-I language
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The use of the EXPRESS formal language enables precision and consistency of 
representation and facilitates development of implementations. EXPRESS-I is a 
standard data instance definition language, i.e. it may be used to specify actual values 
within an EXPRESS schema. EXPRESS-I is paiticularly useful in the specification of 
test data. The concepts of EXPRESS will be covered in detail in the next chapter of this 
tliesis .
Implementation forms
A key element in STEP is the separation of data definition from implementation. The 
implementation creates class of parts, defines standard formats for data instantiation, 
and mapps between these formats and the EXPRESS language. Of the parts allocated to 
this class, the two main parts are:
- Part 21 : Clear' text encoding of the exchange structur e (commonly referred 
to as the physical file format), which defines the standard format for 
encoding a data in a file, and supports the exchange of data between 
applications.
- Part 22 : Standard data access interface (SDAI), which allows access to 
product data within an application independently of the internal form of 
data storage within the application. SDAI will be discussed in more detail 
later in this section.
In order to define the complete requirements for a conforming implementation of STEP, 
both a data model and an implementation form are needed. Thus, an implementation of 
STEP combines an Application Protocol (that defines a subset of STEP’s data models), 
with an Implementation Form.
Integrated Resources
A number of conceptual data models have been developed as a part of STEP to provide 
a pool of common building constructs for many different applications. These basic 
building constr ucts ar e included within the Integrated Resour ces class of parts, and they 
are used by the Application Protocols to provide standardised data constructs, which 
would be modified and enlianced or specialised to accommodate for the special
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requirements of each application. Integrated resour ces are categorised into two series of 
parts:
- The Integrated Generic Resources: these parts define application- 
independent data models, and comprise parts 41 tlirough 99. They are 
mostly used for basic geometric entities, without any constraints or 
specialisations according to the intended use of these entities or shapes.
- The Integrated Application Resources: these parts extend the generic 
resources to support the requirements of applications, and comprise parts 
101 tlirough 199.
For example. Part 44 - "Product structme configuration" defines the common data 
requirements of all applications that include configuration management of product 
structiu’es.
Data models contained in the number of separate parts of the Integrated Resources are 
designed to be integrated and to constitute a logically single conceptual model for 
product data.
3.3. Application Protocols
STEP uses application protocols (APs) to specify the representation of product 
information for one or more application and fulfill its requirements. This is contrasted 
with the generic nature of the Integrated Resources, which are completely application 
independent. As an example. Part 42 of the Integrated Resources defines standard 
geometric and topological representations, an Application Protocol will take a generic 
geometric entity from that part and redefines its use to cater for a particular domain of 
application, such as for finite elements modelling, and it may talce the same entity, 
giving it different interpretation to suite another domain of applications such as thermal 
analysis in printed circuit design.
Application Protocols (AP) are the implementable portion of the STEP standard. 
Without application protocols, system vendors will be tempted to define their own sub­
set of the STEP standard and implement non-standardized subsets of the integrated
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resources. So the AP will define for each group of interest a set of comprehensive 
requirements for implementations. An AP includes the definitions of scope, context and 
information requirements of an application. While the integrated resources specified in 
STEP define a generic information model for product information, the resources 
themselves are not sufficient to support tlie information requirements of an application 
without the addition of specific constraints, relationships and attributes. The AP 
provides this mapping to show how the interpretation of the integrated resources is used 
to meet the information requirements of the application. The information requirements 
of the application ar e represented by an application interpreted model (AIM) using the 
EXPRESS language. This AIM is independent of all implementation methods.
Application Protocols define the uses of STEP Integrated Resources, but do not extend 
the data model defined in the Integrated Resources. This ensures a high degree of 
uniformity across different Application Protocols, and guarantees that common or 
similar' requirements are satisfied using a common or similar solution.
As mentioned before. Application Protocols are intended to offer a controlled 
mechanism to allow the continuous development of subsets within the standard to suite 
various application domains. On-going development efforts are focusing on the release 
of a wide range of Application Protocols to meet the requirements of various sectors. 
However, this diversification of Application Protocols is not only tightly controlled by 
development procedures and conformance test suits, but also represents a conscious 
design intent of STEP that Application Protocols should be consistent. This consistency 
is achieved tlirough the following procedures:
- when an Application Protocol is being developed careful analysis is talcen 
to determine overlap areas in its scope and requirements with otlier existing 
Application Protocols.
- conunon data modelling constructs are used to fulfill requirements of the 
overlap areas.
- all Application Protocols are based on the Integrated Resources, which 
enforces consistency across all Application Protocols.
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Each AP includes three types of models: an application interpreted model (AIM), an 
application activity model (AAM) and an application reference model (ARM). This 
subdivision of the APs aids in achieving a consistent set of APs and facilitates the task 
of reviewing, implementing, and using APs. The AAM describes the processes and 
information flows of the industrial activities within the scope of the application, a 
graphical model is used to describe AAM. The ARM model lists the entities required to 
model the content of these information flows, which is done in two stages: listing the 
application objects required, followed by assertion of these objects, where constraints 
and relationships applied to these objects are defined. A graphical model is also used 
here, to describe entities and relationships within this AP. Finally, the ARM has to be 
validated to ensure complete specification of all essential data. The AIM is an 
EXPRESS data model that defines and implements all information in the application 
necessary to satisfy the requirements and constraints of ARM, and is assembled from 
resource constructs in the integrated resources that are constrained and specialised to 
meet the particular requirements of the AP. This will result in a data model that satisfies 
the application requirements on one hand, while preserving its compatibility with other 
APs on the other hand. A mapping table is provided with the AIM to illustrate how 
each identified information requirement (application object and application assertion) is 
satisfied. These tlrree information models are linlced and cross-referenced with each 
other via this mapping table. It also includes constraints on the valid population of the 
AIM. Figure 3.2 illustrates the relationships between these models.
Application Interpreted Construets
When two or more APs specify identical requirements, common data modelling 
constructs, specified using EXPRESS, are used. These Application Inteipreted 
Constructs (AIC) explicitly identifies the potential for shared data between industry 
applications.
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Figure 3.2. The structure of an Application Protocol 
Conformance classes
Every application that claims compatibility with a specific STEP Application Protocol 
has to acquire completeness of implementation. This means it must support every single 
object, type, constant, and attribute specified in the AP. Natiually this might be a burden 
on applications whose scope of fimctionality does not require such a thorough 
conformance, hence, paitial classes of conformance have been defined, and a given 
application can only conform to a certain level of these conformance classes. As 
presented above, the Application Interpreted Model defines the scope and boimdaries 
for implementation of product data within an AP. It also provides the scope and 
boundai'ies for testing implementations. A conformance class will define a subset of the 
AIM, thus outlining the minimimi conforming implementation based on the AIM.
The "Conformance Testing Methodology and Framework" class of pai'ts provides test 
laboratories, implementers, and end-users with the basis for consistent, comprehensive 
conformance testing for implementation of STEP .
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Abstract test suites
The conformance Testing Methodology and Framework states that an Abstract Test 
Suite should exists for each AP. This Abstract Test Suite defines detailed requirements 
for the assessment of conformance, and include a number of test cases that are to be 
used in all testing procedures. This ensures universal acceptance of test results . The 
Abstract Test Suite parts of STEP are numbered from 301 onwards. Each part in the 
Abstract Test Suite corresponds to an AP. Table 3.1. summarizes all classes of parts in 
the STEP standard, providing entries for parts that already exists, and for those 
envisioned to be developed in the future.
There is a wide potential range of application protocols that are likely to emerge in the 
near future, conformance testing is the main requirement for an application protocol to 
be included in the STEP standard.
Part numbers lOlass
1-9 Overview and Fundamental Principles
11-19 Description Methods
21-29 Implementation Forms
31-39 Conformance Testing Methodology & Framework
41-49 Integrated Generic Resources
101-199 Integrated Application Resources
201-300 Application Protocols
301-400 Abstract Test Suites
501 -... Application Interpreted Constructs
Table 3.1. ISO 10303 part classes 
3.4. Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI)
This is part 22 of the 10303 International Standard. This part specifies an 
implementation method of a functional interface to data repositories containing data 
whose structure is defined using EXPRESS. SDAI provides the facility to access data as
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if the physical model used for data storage is identical to the conceptual model. STEP 
offers through SDAI a new dimension to system design. Adding a data management 
layer between user applications and the STEP repository simplifies integration with 
Product Data Management (PDM) systems that provide data security and configuration 
management. This offers:
- data independence of the application that generates it.
- data can be shared between applications fine resolution of data - down to 
entity level if needed, this also means that data storage is reduced since 
only new versions of entities need to be stored not versions of whole files.
- any application that uses the SDAI can communicate with any other as 
well as with a PDM system.
- applications can only access data tluough the PDM system, thus it is easier 
to ensiue database integrity.
SDAI Scope
The SDAI standard (part 22 of ISO 10303) has the following scope:
- Access to and manipulation of data entities which aie described using the 
EXPRESS data specification language.
- Access to manipulate data repositories by a single application process at 
the same time.
- Capabilities for an application process to organize operations into groups 
whose effects can be saved or canceled at the discretion of the application 
process.
- Access to the EXPRESS definitions of all data elements that can be 
manipulated by an application process.
- Validation of the constraints defined in EXPRESS at the discretion of the 
application process.
- EXPRESS built in constants.
Major points not covered by SDAI include:
- ConcuiTent access by multiple applications to a single data repository
- Access to remote data
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- Data access and manipulation operations which are specific to the 
semantics of application data.
- Specification of the mechanisms or formats by which data is represented in 
a data repository.
“ Creation, deletion and identification of the data repositories available via 
the SDAI.
SDAI is not specified in any specific programming language. Wlien a functional 
interface is represented in a given programming language (e.g. C++), then tliis 
representation form is referred to as a language binding of SDAI. This part of ISO 
10303 provides language bindings for the C, C++ and FORTRAN programming 
languages.
STEP does not specify a standard way for the physical implementation of the data in the 
database. Therefore, any database paradigm, e.g. hierarchical, network, relational, object 
oriented as well as flat file could be used to share the data. Access to the data, however, 
is standardised and is effected tlnough SDAI.
SDAI implementation
SDAI defines a functional interface between an application and one or more collections 
of data, called repositories. Repositories are self-contained, i.e. data stored in one 
repository cannot refer to data stored in another repository. A repository can be a 
database file but this is not a requirement. Within a repository, data are grouped into 
SDAI models. Each SDAI model is associated with a particular EXPRESS schema, 
which defines the structure of the data. Data stored in one SDAI model may refer to data 
stored in another SDAI model, provided the second SDAI model resides within the 
same repository and is associated with the same EXPRESS schema as the first. Within a 
repository, data are grouped into SDAI-models. The instances nialdng up each SDAI- 
rnodel are based on a particular EXPRESS schema, which defines the structure of the 
application level data.
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Applications can build their information models in EXPRESS schemas and implement 
SDAI by a method of language binding. If applications are based on STEP, the 
applications will comply with application protocols presented in EXPRESS schemata, 
and SDAI language bindings are operated on these schemata. So it is independent from 
any particular application.
The SDAI proposals represent an ambitious but significant advancement towards 
interoperability, as smnmed up by Goh (1994): " If all data management systems used a 
standaid data access interface, then applications could be developed without regards to 
which database management system they would be using." Figure 3.3. illustrates the 
concepts of a standard interface between various CAD systems and a single STEP-based 
data repository using SDAI. The SDAI specification consists of many parts, where the 
core specification ISO 10303-22 specifies a language-independent access interface.
SDAI
CAD CAD CAD
system system system
A B 0
CAD-A CAD-B CAD-C
In terface In terface in terface
D ata S e ss io n Dictionary
R epository D ata
____ _______
Figure 3.3. The SDAI Concept
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Additional detail needed to combine SDAI to specific proramming languages, for 
example C++ is provided in other parts of the standard. These additional details, named 
language bindings, allow two different modes of operation for an individual 
implementation of SDAI.
An early binding implementation is specific to one EXPRESS data model, and will 
provide access functions only for the constructs defined in that data model. A late 
binding implementation is independent of any specific data model, and allows access to 
data defined by any EXPRESS data model. Late binding implementations me clearly 
more flexible, but offer lower performance than early binding implementations due to 
the overheads in maintaining a complete data dictionary.
3.5. STEP and parts libraries
There are two major problems related to the representation of standard parts. Crurent 
part libraries represent the geometry, either as a drafting of a part or in form features. 
Design definitions of a part such as the material, tolerances, and surface finish, etc., are, 
if provided, treated as notation which have no association with their relevant definitions 
on the part. The other problem is in the selection and prudiase of a standard part. At 
times, a desired part may not be available in the part library catered to a particular 
supplier, but may well be obtainable fiorn others. This suggests that it is necessary to 
have multi-part libraries accessible by a CAD system, and it is therefore useful to 
provide the capability of cross-reference between the libraries.
To tackle the above two problems, a full representation of the standard parts has to be 
created. This means the development of a product data model to capture all the 
necessary aspects of information for the use and procurement of parts. For this purpose 
STEP provides rich resources of data definitions. Moreover STEP would allow 
interoperability between various systems without being specific to the individual 
vendors’ databases or CAD systems.
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Each library of can contain a lar ge number of various types of parts, each of which is 
attached with lists of different dimensions and specifications. Wlien considering the 
establislmient of multi-libraries, the actual items (objects) and their instances can be 
significant in number. Consequently, data access and cross referencing between libraries 
could be a time consuming process. These factors suggest that an Object Oriented 
Database Management System (OODBMS) should be used to provide the repository 
platform.
If all parts or components are modelled in EXPRESS, then using the STEP Data Access 
Interface (SDAI) to access the data will solve this problem. Figure 3.4 illustrates the 
concept of interfacing any CAD system with a standard library of components and parts 
as supplied by vendors via the EXPRESS data model and the STEP Data Access 
Interface.
Parts Library (PLIB)
A sister standard to STEP is ISO 13584 which is aimed at the capability for sharing 
parts library information. This is particularly relevant to applications in design and 
engineering where the end product includes the assembly of components procur ed from 
different sources, such as electrical, electronic, and mechanical assemblies. ISO 13584, 
known as PLIB, is not limited to the representation of pari library information, but also 
covers the exchange mechanisms that enable different applications to exchange 
components and parts using shared databases. The scope of the parts library is the 
complete life-cycle of products, including design, manufactiue, maintenance, and 
disposal.
PLIB defines a common structiue for neutral, exchangeable libraries that hold 
information about “families” or “classes” of parts (ISO 13584-1, 1995). PLIB parts 
library data and STEP product data are designed to be exchanged, shar'ed, and managed 
together. PLIB defines standard mechanisms for the creation and use of these paris 
libraries. A PLIB-based user contains information about all the standard parts that are
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Figure 3.4. Interfacing a Standard Library to CAD Systems via SDAI
available to the designer, containing two basic types of information:
- information on the identification and selection of standard parts.
- information on properties and characteristics of the standard parts.
PLIB implementation will potentially enhance design quality by ensuring the use of a 
common and consistent set of standard parts. Additionally, increased efficiency of the 
exchange process is expected, since the product model uses only references to the 
standard parts included in the deign, which has an impact o the size of the exchange 
files and processing time.
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3.6. STEP based data exchange and sharing
The separation of data models and implementation forms in STEP allows for different 
methods to be implemented in STEP to achieve the required task according to the needs 
of a given application. The initial release of STEP defines four different levels of 
implementation:
- passive file tiansfer
- active file transfer
- shared database access
- integrated laiowledgebase
In the first method, a CAD system’s postprocessor will translate the CAD file from its 
internal proprietary format into STEP physical file format. The preprocessor in the 
receiving-end CAD system will then read and translate the data into its internal format. 
This is the least effective way in implementing STEP and is an echo of the conventional 
data exchange mechanisms used in older generation standards.
The second method is a more advanced method in which data in the sending system is 
translated into a working form that allows selection and modification of data as part of 
the translation process. This is the recommended use of file-based transfers in STEP. 
Although, these two methods are considered an improvement on previous data exchange 
mechanisms, they only offer a higher level of functionality. The remaining two methods 
represent not only a significant advance in teclmology, but also address a higher level 
problem: that of data shar ing and integration.
In the shared database access metlrod, implementation of STEP combines file exchange 
with data access, i.e. trarrslation from the internal data formats is still provided (if 
rreeded). The target here is not a STEP physical file but a data repository used to store 
the resultant STEP data. A standard interface to this underlying data repository will 
allow different applications to store, manage, and share data in a standardised manner. 
This is the method adopted and implemented in this thesis.
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The fourth method is still a topic for on-going research, and it has not yet been 
implemented in a standardised framework. The concepts suggests an integrated 
Imowledge-based system using artificial intelligence teclmiques and the STEP data 
format. The goal is to have an intelligent design environment in which designers and 
engineers are supported by advanced information teclmology (Fowler, 1995).
Wlien the data exchange process starts, the models of data actually used determines the 
translation requirements that are to be satisfied. Two data models have to be taken into 
account: the internal data model of the CAD system, and the data model of the STEP 
Application Protocol that defines the data to be exchanged. A mapping between these 
two models will preserve the meaning of data entities being exchanged regardless of the 
structural differences in this data. This is equivalent to creating a STEP interface to that 
particular CAD system.
An example to this point would be a CAD system that represents a straight line using 
both end-points coordinates. The STEP Application Protocol used to exchange this data 
requires a straight line to be represented using the coordinates of the stai't point, the 
length of this line, and its direction. The interface program will have for a task to remap 
the data related to this line from one form to another. The result of the translation 
process will end up with different data entities and values, but they still represent the 
same information, i.e. the meaning of data has been preserved. Once translated, data has 
to be encoded in a format suitable for the physical transfer process. The STEP physical 
file format is specified in Pai't 21 describing a standaid representation form for data 
instances conforming to a data model specified in EXPRESS.
ISO 10303-21 “implementation methods : Clear text encoding of the exchange 
structure” is based on ISO 8859, a standaid 8-bit character-based encoding, wliich 
guaranties that almost all computer platforms can read this textual file, and can transfer 
electronically via EDI or electronic mail. Although IGES was also a textual file, the 
IGES basis was a rigid and outdated file format. STEP uses a simple sequential format. 
Additionally, IGES structure has never had a formal definition, while STEP file format 
is defined using the Wirth Syntax Notation, and a defined mapping from EXPRESS to
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the file structure. This mapping allows any data model formally defined in EXPRESS to 
serve as the basis for the exchange of data using files. There is no requirement to define 
a file mapping for each data model.
On the other hand, if previously mentioned third level implementation of STEP is 
required for data access and sharing, a different implementation is to be undertaken. 
This will be based on Part 22 “ Implementation methods : standard data access
interface”. The translation process defined, and the roles played by data models, are 
identical to those used in the data exchange level. The difference lies in substituting the 
encoding of data in a form suitable for physical files by a standard interface used to 
store the data in a database. SDAI allows applications including product data 
management software and CAD tools to directly access this database, writing, 
manipulating, and sharing data. Figure 3.5 is an illustration of both methods.
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Figure 3.5. Data exchange vs. Data sharing
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3.7. CAD systems correspondence to STEP
STEP is designed to offer a data model that can be regarded as a superset of all future 
CAD data models (Nakamura, 1993). This means that any CAD data model will only be 
equivalent to a subset of the STEP data model, which leads to the conclusion that if two 
CAD systems wanted to exchange model information with each other via STEP while 
having different semantic scopes, then the only set of model data that can be 
successfully exchanged is that belonging to the intersection set as illustrated in Figure
3.6. This figure clarifies the idea that not every item in the data models A and B are 
included in the STEP data model, but even with the parts of both data models that 
belong to the STEP superset, the intersection subset is the only set of data model that 
can be exchanged without any corresponding loss of data.
STEP A ?  
data model
A: data constructs defined only within the scope of CAD system A
A 1 : data constructs defined in A and conforming to STEP
B: data constructs defined only within the scope of CAD system B
B 1 : data constructs defined in B and conforming to STEP
A l B l : data constructs defined in both A and B, and conforming to STEP
Figure 3.6. The Data Model in a CAD-STEP-CAD Correspondence
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This concept poses two problems: How to include data models that are not cuixently 
defined in STEP, and how to exchange data between two CAD systems that are not 
entirely equivalent?
The first problem can be alternatively put as follows: if the CAD data model is partially 
beyond the semantic scope of the model covered by a STEP AP, then the CAD data 
beyond the semantic scope of the coiTesponding STEP data model is always lost. But, if 
the participating CAD systems can be identified beforehand, it is still possible to 
exchange that data by extending the STEP AP to include the data as user defined 
entities.
The second problem needs a more pragmatic approach. In many cases a partial transfer 
of data is still preferable to no transfer at all. A typical example is when a solid model 
is imported from one CAD system to another that doesn’t support solids. The receiving 
CAD system will lose all data pertaining to solids, but will accept a 3D wire fiame of 
the model. The data conversion of this type can be applied to the correspondence 
relationship fi'om STEP to CAD.
Both problems are typical of the present transient situation, where STEP is been actively 
developed to encompass a wide variety of applications, and, in parallel to that, all major 
CAD vendors are cuiTently involved in developing STEP interfaces to their data models, 
while introducing new concepts to their data models to achieve a higher level of 
compatibility with STEP in the near friture. In Chapter 6, this problem is further 
investigated when AP interoperability is discussed .
3.8. STEP implementation strategy
As STEP becomes more widely implemented by industry, more feedback is expected 
from organisations that did not participate in the initial development activities of STEP, 
but who are, nonetheless, key users of STEP. Their assessment of its applicability and 
benefits would be of prime importance. This thesis argues tliat engineering 
organisations will increasingly depend on STEP and advocate STEP use in their data
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communications. While CAD/CAM vendors are currently implementing STEP-based 
interfaces in their systems, an engineering organisation will still have to develop its own 
implementation strategy required for the effective use of STEP .
It is useful here to distinguish between various levels of implementing STEP. If an 
organisation’s information modelling language is EXPRESS and its exchange files are 
built according to STEP Part 21, or the EXPRESS schema that it implements is a STEP 
Application Interpreted Model, then it is reasonable to describe this as implementing 
STEP.
McKay et al. (1994) proposes another aspect of being STEP-based; modelling an 
organisation’s information according to the STEP methodology. In order to follow the 
STEP methodologies of integration and interpretation, an organisation needs to have 
STEP resoui'ce models that are integrated, and are interpreted for their paiticulai" 
application domains. In addition, any industry or organisation-specific information 
models should be integrated as resources with the STEP resomce models, and 
interpreted along with the STEP resoiu'ce models. The result is a model that can claim to 
be STEP-based.
3.9. STEP advantages and limitations
STEP provides a considerable amount of the manufacturing communities needs, and has 
managed to adapt to the change in emphasis from exchange to integration, which is one 
major concern of the modern CIM environment, and a paramount CE requirement.
The data models provided by STEP aie closer to actual engineering models than 
drawing-based approaches used by previous standards. The emphasis on product 
structure and configuiation management is a paiticulai* strength fi'om a manufacturing 
viewpoint.
STEP is also very flexible and extensible, it is expected to sustain a high development 
rate, embracing the widest possible spectrum of engineering and business activities.
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STEP is closest to supporting the needs of concuirent engineering and can be expected 
to grow to meet these needs.
And finally, STEP, by the use of EXPRESS to sepaiate data description from 
implementation, is providing a focus for the harmonization of some of the existing 
standards. This is particularly true in the electronics industry (EXPRESS being used to 
model data for EDIT and VHDL) and is being adopted for trade data exchange. The 
following list summaiises these advantages:
- STEP provides a method to matche business needs and requirements 
and has managed to adapt to the change in emphasis from exchange to 
integration.
- STEP facilitates re-use of design information in engineering, 
manufacturing, operations, and support fimctions. The substantial loss 
and recreation of data between life-cycle phases and across applications 
is eliminated by the use of STEP.
- The data models provided by STEP are closer to current practice than 
drawing based approaches. The emphasis on product structure and 
configuration management is a particular strength from a business 
viewpoint.
- STEP is closest to supporting the needs of concurrent engineering by 
combining CAD models and drawings with other data in a managed 
data product environment.
- STEP creates a shared product database that is used by many different 
disciplines and applications, this mixed-teclmology support is a 
particularly usefril aspect of STEP. Research work reported in this thesis 
is based on this mixed-teclmology support provided by STEP.
- The quality of exchanged data, which previously suffered from 
inaccuracy, incompleteness, ambiguity, and redundancy, is improved by 
the use of STEP’s standard data models and interfaces.
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STEP and business objectives
From a business perspective, engineering benefits are only significat if they can be 
translated into benefits directly affecting the business requirements of a manufacturing 
enterprise. Therefore, the benefits of STEP have also to be presented in teiins of 
business objectives.
Fowler (1995) has listed the business objectives of a manufactming enteiprise as being:
- increased market share;
- improved profitability;
- agility in response to customer needs.
These objectives can be met by shorter product lead-times, continuous improvement of 
product quality, more flexibility in business practices, improved responsiveness to 
market changes, and reducing costs associated with key processes .
Product release time can be effectively reduced via the implementation of STEP due to 
improved interface and integration between systems, an enabling methodology for the 
successful implementation of concuirent engineering. This is combined with system- 
independent access to previous designs, and the extensive re-use of existing 
information.
The increasingly competitive nature of today’s markets mean that a delay in responding 
to customers needs can be a major factor in lost businesses. STEP can improve this 
responsiveness by providing effective interfaces between systems, thus enabling 
suppliers to receive and deliver technical information related to tenders, orders, and 
contracts more effectively.
Further more, the impact of design, or manufacturing changes on costs, production, and 
delivery schedules can be assessed and communicated to the customer more rapidly, 
when a STEP-based shai*ed environment is used to integrate product data.
s t e p ’s role in product quality improvement is achieved tlii'ough tliree facts; first, fewer 
design eiTors and defects resulting from incomplete or inaccurate information. Secondly,
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the continuous improvement of the product as a result of better interaction between 
manufacturing and design. Data produced downstream in manufacturing or assembly 
can be fedback in a standard format to design and engineering. Finally, the improved 
consistency and integrity of information across the life-cycle of the product, tluough the 
implementation of shared product data environments.
The flexibility in business practices which may be enhanced by STEP includes an open 
systems enviromnent based on excellence and business needs, rather than on the need 
for compatibility with existing systems. This applies also to choice of suppliers and 
business partners, where the concept of the “virtual” or “extended” enterprise enabled 
by s t e p ’s capability for exchange and sharing of product information across various 
enterprises becomes a feasible reality (Browne et al.  ^ 1995).
Cost reduction is achieved when implementing STEP by eliminating activities that do 
not contribute to the value of the final product. Such activities include searching for 
data, translating different data formats, re-editing translated data, generating duplicate 
copies of data by different application.
However, almost all these benefits are potential in their natuie. They are diawn from 
previous experiences with data exchange problems. Recently published case studies on 
the actual benefits of STEP achieved in practice have indicated the growing acceptance 
of STEP in industry (Brodsky, 1995). These published case-studies remain few and 
preliminary, since STEP is relatively new in the industrial sector. This pictiue may 
change very soon since a number of major companies, and paiticularly key CAD 
vendors are currently actively involved in implementing STEP in their products and 
systems (NIST, 1997). A proliferation of STEP-based systems is expected in the very 
neai* future (Fowler, 1995) and (Tan, 1995).
Stating the benefits of implementing STEP, needs to be balanced by an assessment of 
the realistic bairiers facing the implementation and market talce-up of STEP.
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The most important hairier to STEP implementation is the standai’d's high degree of 
complexity, and substantial volume. These facts malces the move towards STEP a major 
decision that needs high level managerial support. STEP is not just a software module to 
add to existing CAD systems. STEP has to become the core of the data management and 
information technology strategy adopted by an enterprise in order to give its full 
benefits. Obviously, this would involves financial decisions to meet the cost for 
implementing STEP, and replacing existing systems with STEP-based solutions.
Another barrier to implementation stems from the perception that STEP is neither 
complete nor mature. This could lead potential users to wait for before embarking on a 
frill STEP implementation policy.
Another problem is that STEP has taken a long time to produce and the commercial 
systems have moved on, leaving STEP behind the state of the ait in many areas in 
engineering and technology. Paiametrics and form featiues can be listed as examples of 
teclmologies already implemented in commercially available CAD systems, while still 
unsupported in STEP. The committee responsible for this domain of applications 
anticipates that form featuies may not be supported by STEP before the end of 1998 
(Tan, 1995).
The first release of STEP only covers a fraction of the total scope of product data. 
Single teclniology emphasis is dominant and no mixed teclmology applications aie 
supported. There is a long way to go before the data representing complete life-cycle of 
products involving different forms of systems (electrical, mechanical, optical, software, 
etc.) could be stored or exchanged.
These barriers, realistic though they may be, do not reflect a true understanding of the 
natiue and mechanism of STEP. STEP has not yet been completed, but its modularity 
was specifically designed to accommodate continuous changes and developments in 
technology and applications. Parts that are completed, can cover large aspects of the 
product life-cycle which have not been previously covered. Any uncovered or emerging 
sector, can always be the subject of a new Application Protocol. This leads to the most
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important barrier to STEP implementation and use in industry, which is the lack of 
laiowledge of STEP and its associated technologies and capabilities. The sheer volume 
of STEP can put-off any potential user.
This barrier can be overcome by realising the potential capabilities of STEP as an 
enabling technology for concurrent engineering and process improvement. This needs a 
combination of education, awareness, and participation in pilot projects.
3.10 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented a detailed review of STEP, which is the core concept used 
throughout this thesis. Presenting the structure of STEP with special emphasis on 
Application Protocols and SDAI, was followed by a discussion of STEP to CAD data 
correspondence. Finally, the case for STEP as a business requirement was presented. In 
the next chapter. Chapter 4, information modelling in general, and EXPRESS in 
particular will be reviewed.
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Chapter 4
Information Modelling 
4.1. Introduction
Previously in this thesis, the importance of a generic product model was laid out, and 
the case for adopting the STEP resources and methodology was presented. A STEP- 
based approach towards product modelling will necessarily lead to using EXPRESS as 
the information modelling tool. This chapter investigates the nature of information 
modelling, alongside tools and languages used in tliis context, followed by a detailed 
review of EXPRESS itself, and as compared to other information modelling languages 
and tools.
It may be suitable before proceeding into the details of information modelling to start 
with a formal definition of an information model :
"An information model is a formal description o f types o f ideas, facts and 
processes which together form a model o f a portion o f interest o f the real 
world and which provides an explicit set o f interpretation rules (Schenck 
and Wilson, 1994).
4.2. Concepts of data and information modelling
A data model is the conceptual representation of a database physical implementation or 
of a class of physical implementations. (Braithwaite, 1993). The term “information 
model” refers to models or languages that carry richer constructs that can be represented 
in standard relational databases (Eastman and Fereshetian, 1994).
Two approaches are used in the development process of information system 
applications:
- Data modelling: focuses on the systematic development of the data sub­
system of an information system.
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- Function modelling: concentrates on the systematic development of the 
data processing system.
The development of integrated information system applications depends on both 
approaches since the functions of data processing systems depend on the available data 
and its stmctine, and the data systems depends on its functionality. This concept is 
called Information Modelling. Information modellmg has as an objective the systematic 
and integrated development of the data processing system and the data system.
Eastman and Fereshetian (1994) identified six phases of the development life-cycle of 
Information Systems: domain analysis, formal requirements description and
specification, conceptual specification, formal implementation-paiadigm-specific 
specification, implementation specification, and compilation.
For tlie Conceptual Specification phase, a formal language is needed that supports 
precise, miambiguous and minimally redimdant descriptions of a conceptual solution. 
The language must be, as far* as possible, paradigm neutral. It must be possible to 
transform the Design Specification into different implementation-paradigm-specific 
descriptions.
For the Implementation Specification Phase, a formal language is needed that supports 
precise and unambiguous descriptions of an (interface) implementation specification. 
Different usages of the language must enable the creation of paradigm-specific and 
efficient specifications, as required by the type of target implementation. An example of 
a relevant paradigm is Object Orientation.
4.3. Object Oriented Modelling
In sub-section 1.1.5 of Chapter 1, the need for an object oriented model was discussed 
from the viewpoint of benefits it brings to the context of product modelling. In this 
section object oriented teclmiques will be reviewed as the approach used in developing 
the generic product model presented later in this thesis.
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Object oriented modelling provides a powerful representation for a real world problem 
and maps it into a solution domain in software. Unlike other software design methods, 
object oriented progrannning (OOP) results in a design to interconnect data objects and 
processing operations to allow sofrware modularised information and processing rather 
than processing alone (Rmnbaugh et al.., 1991). In conventional structured software 
design, data and processing operations are fully separated (Rao et al., 1993). In OOP the 
system can store static data and dynamic operations about an object in a structural 
frume. The two types of information may be viewed as a special object frame.
Abstraction, information hiding, and modularity are the underlying concepts of object 
oriented programming. This is represented in the following features:
- gradual detailing of the programming procedure
- modular and hierarchical structures based on the concepts of object 
description, object classes, and object inlieritance.
- data encapsulation (hiding) and data abstraction
- process-operations on data stored in a hierar chical structure of objects
- data interchange and actions invoked via message sending and inheritance.
Inlieritance principles based on the superclass and subclass concepts allow all subclass 
objects to partly or fully inherit the static data and dynamic operations stored in the 
superclass. Thus, modelling in OOP is mainly performed by defining supercalss objects 
describing common attributes that all its subclass objects will inherit. This is followed 
by the specialisation procedure, in which specialised attributes of the subclasses are 
defined, and operations on them are described. Any common attribute or operation that 
may be shared by many subclasses should be moved “upwards” and incorporated into a 
superclass so that it may be shared by all is subclass objects (Rimibaugh et al., 1991).
This approach facilitates modularising knowledge about an object, and frequent 
referi'ing to it by its subclass objects. On building new objects, designers only take into 
account data items, attributes, and operations not provided in its superclass object. Table 
4.1 layouts the concepts of classes and objects in general modelling and object-oriented 
modelling.
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The object oriented modular structure ensures that changes or modifications on a local 
part of the information model will not affect other partitions. Adding new data structure 
in the information model does not necessarily modifies the data processing operations 
due to the property of data abstraction. This is a very useful feature when developing 
and maintaining a large-scale information modelling system (Rao et a/., 1993).
Real world □Q EiogramialBg
Heneric Class Entity Class
Particular Object Instance Object
Table 4.1. Classes, objects, entities and instances 
4.4. Information Modelling Using EXPRESS
EXPRESS is a formal data specification language, documented in ISO 10303-11. The 
language provides the mechanism for detailing the normative description of product 
data covering both integrated resources and application protocols within ISO 10303. 
The normative description is independent of any implementation method. Two of its 
main requirements are that it is both human-readable and computer processable.
The following quotation from a publication of the US National Institute of Standards 
and Technology, will help to show the high position EXPRESS is occupying today: 
"Probably, no other language has met such a wide acceptance and was 
highly acclaimed since its very early days as EXPRESS did. And yet, 
EXPRESS is not a fully blown programming language, but it is such a 
powerful and flexible information modelling language that it has established 
itself in a very short period o f time as one o f the milestones in the history o f 
information modelling, and CAD underlying technologies.(NIST, 1997).
EXPRESS (which is supposed to indicate expressiveness) was originally conceived in a 
primitive form in Zurich in 1986 by Bemd Wenzel and Douglas Schenck, perhaps it is
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very convenient here to borrow the following quotation from Schenck himself (Schenck 
and Wilson, 1994):
"Science and technology and the various forms o f art, all unite humanity in 
a single and interconnected system. As science progresses, the M'orldwide 
cooperation o f scientists and technologists becomes more and more o f a 
special and distinct intellectual community o f friendship, in which, in place 
o f antagonism, there is growing up a mutually advantageous sharing o f 
work, a coordination o f efforts, a common language for the exchange o f 
information and a solidarity, which are in many cases independent o f the 
social and political differences o f individual states. ”
EXPRESS is an object-oriented information model specification language, developed to 
wiite formal information models describing systems and products (ISO 10303-11, 
1993). Although designed to be a part of ISO 10303, the use of EXPRESS is not 
limited to this standard, and has become very popular with all lai'ge scale modelling 
applications. In concurrent engineering applications, EXPRESS is used to model the 
product, process, resources and organization management mechanisms. In electronic 
engineering EXPRESS is used to specify information pertinent to data exchange for 
printed circuit boards and assemblies. The electronic data exchange format EDIF is 
being currently rewritten and extended using EXPRESS. The language is used to 
describe a wide range of mechanical products. A further use was a software 
specification language for CAD packages, and to define compiler data structmes. 
Finally, EXPRESS is also used by object-oriented database management systems as a 
neutral data specification language.
Graphical and Lexical Modelling
Although EXPRESS is the only ISO adopted information modelling system, other 
model representation techniques are worth mentioning here. They are divided into 
graphical model representation teclmiques and lexical representation techniques.
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A graphical model representation uses symbols and icons to represent the major items in 
a model. Lines are drawn between these symbols to represent the existence of an inter­
relationship among different items.
Some of the major graphical modelling tools aie the Entity-Relationship (ER) model 
that was introduced by Chen in 1976, and the IDEFIX graphical language developed by 
the US Air Force ICAM project for relational data modelling, this language is most 
popular* in the USA. NI AM (Nijssen’s Information Analysis Method) is another formal 
graphical language that is in widespread use in Euiope for data modelling. The Object 
Modelling Teclmique (GMT) is a graphical notation for the modelling of classes for 
Object-Oriented modelling, expanded later to cater for dynamic and functional 
modelling (Eastman and Fereshetian, 1994). A lexical language uses words and 
mathematical symbols to represent the items within a model. The language will have a 
precisely defined meaning (semantics).
In addition to EXPRESS, there aie several examples of lexical representation languages. 
The DAPLEX language, introduced in 1981, is a lexical representation of a functional 
model, using entities and functions to represent conceptual objects and their properties. 
A major lexical language that gained the respectability of being adopted as an ISO 
standard is SQL (Structuied Query Language) consisting of a set of tools for defining, 
manipulating and controlling data in a relational database (Rmnbaugh et ah, 1991).
The major problem with graphical models is the restricted representation of constraints 
and non computer-processablity. There aie no methods checking the validity of 
graphical models, however, they aie easy to generate and use, and illustrate the basic 
components of the system clearly and intelligibly.
Lexical model representations are designed to be computer processable, they generally 
have good formal semantic definitions. The most positive feature of lexical models is 
the possibility for automatic tianslation fiom one model representation to another, and 
for the generation of implementations of the model for simulation and test purposes plus 
quality assmance. Complex constraints and rules are easy to describe using a lexical
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language. The main wealaiess of lexical models though, is that they are not easy to 
follow and imderstands (Schenck and Wilson, 1994).
EXPRESS has a companion graphical tool called EXPRESS-G which provides a means 
for graphically displaying models wiitten in the EXPRESS lexical language, thus 
combining the best of the two worlds of model representation teclmiques. In general, 
using a combination of representations to describe a model has some significant 
benefits, since it combines advantages from the best of two methods as discussed above.
EXPRESS concepts and models
Two types of information models aie defined in EXPRESS: a conceptual model, and a 
concrete model (ISO 10303-11, 1993). The conceptual model is independent of any 
paiticulai' instantiation form, e.g. a conceptual model of an integrated circuit (IC) will 
contain all information related to every IC regaidless of the actual properties and 
functions it possesses. The concrete model is an information model specialised to take 
account of a pai ticulai' instantiation method (this is typically laiown as a data model, e.g. 
a data model of the Pentium processor). Consequently, an information model may be 
instantiated or populated to represent instances of the items defined in an information 
model.
EXPRESS allows a complete description of the data and constraints applicable to 
product data. The language permits classification and structuring of constructs and 
allows chaiacteristics of constmcts to be generalised or specialised. The specialisation 
capability of EXPRESS is a mechanism to facilitate development of application 
protocols by allowing the addition of constraints and attributes to existing resource 
constructs.
A major assumption underlying EXPRESS is the existence of an information base that 
contains instances of data corresponding to the information model. This information 
base can be an intelligent laiowledge base, or an ordinaiy database, or even a simple 
computer file.
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EXPRESS has four main elements: the schema, the type, the entity, and the rule.
- Schema: which is used to define the scope for the work to imdertake, or the 
universe of interest, and hence to structure and par tition the data . Inter­
schema referencing can be used to import whole schemas, or part schema’s 
into another schema. This will enable a common resource to be defined in a 
self-contained schema, and then be used by several other schemas.
- Type: data types are used to represent value domains.
- Entity: entities are the real essence of EXPRESS, they share a lot of the 
characteristics common to objects in Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 
languages, but are more specialised here in order to deal specifically with 
derived (calculated) values and constraints management. Entities and types 
are used to create tlie data structures required in a CAD/CAE system.
- Rules: allow the setup of a variety of constraints that are difficult to handle 
without this special facility. Rules can describe the interaction between 
different sets of entity values and situations where only partial coverage of 
a set of values is involved in a constraint.
The language focuses on the definition of entities which are the objects of interest. 
Entities aie defined in terms of attributes, the traits or chaiacteristics considered 
important for use and understanding. Attributes aie of tlnee general kinds:
- explicit: that is, the values are provided directly,
- derived: where the values can be calculated fiom other attributes
- inverse: which captures the relationship between the entity being declaied and 
a named attribute.
The attributes have a representation, which might be a simple data type or another entity 
type. A relationship is established between the entity being defined and the defining 
attributes.
Data types are used to define domains of instance values. Types can be classified as 
follows:
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- Simple types: these types cannot be fiuTher subdivided into elements. The 
group includes: ‘number’, ‘real’, ‘integer’, ‘string’, ‘boolean’, ‘logical’, 
and ‘binaiy’.
- Aggregate types: this group represents ordered or unordered collections of 
elements of some basic type. The group consists of: ‘array’, ‘bag’, (a 
collection of elements in which order is not relevant and duplication is 
allowed), ‘list’ (this represents a sequence of things) and ‘set’ (a collection 
of elements in which order is not relevant, and where duplicate elements 
aie not allowed).
- Entity type: defined as object types declaied by entity declaration. Using 
an entity as an attribute’s data type establishes a relationship between two 
entities.
- Defined type: this is a user extension to the set of standard data types, and 
is created in a type declaiation.
- Enumeration type: this is an ordered set of values represented by names, 
select or generic type: this type defines a named collection of other types.
This collection is called the select list, and allows an attribute or variable to 
be one of several possible types.
Entities are defined as classes, with instances generated of the classes. Local rules are 
specified in the context of the entity declaration. The local rules are assertions about the 
validity of entity instances, and apply to all instances of that entity type. For a given 
instance of the declared entity type, a local rule has one of tliree states: asserted, 
violated, or unknown. The local rule in all cases shall be either asserted or unknown for 
the information base to conform to the EXPRESS model; violated states are not 
allowed. There are two other kinds of local rules:
- Uniqueness rules or constraint: used to control the imiqueness of attribute 
values among all the instances of a given entity type.
- Domain rules or constraint: used to describe other restrictions among 
values of the attributes of each instance of a given entity type.
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These rules may belong to one of the related entities, or, alternatively, a relation entity 
may be defined to cairy the rule.
EXPRESS allows for the specification of classification types. The subtype/supertype 
structine is the mechanism for specifying classifications. A subtype is a specialisation of 
its supertype(s). The subtypes of a supertype are related among themselves in valions 
ways. Operators define the allowed relationships between pairs of sets using subtypes:
- ONEOF: restricts the subtype instance to being mutually exclusive
- AND OR: defines the subtypes are not mutually exclusive, and instances 
may belong to more than one subtype.
- AND: allows the definition of multiple, mutually exclusive relations as 
alternatives.
The default relation between subtypes is AND OR.
The attribute identifiers in a supertype are visible within the scope of the subtype. Thus, 
a subtype inherits all of the attributes of its supertype(s). If a subtype has more than one 
supertype, tlie subtype inlierits all the attributes fiom all its supertypes. Thus, EXPRESS 
supports multiple specialisation, but with a way of resolving name conflicts that is 
different from that of most OODBs. When a subtype inherit an attribute from two 
supertypes which are themselves disjointed, the possibility of distinct attributes with the 
same attribute identifier exists. The naming ambiguity is resolved by prefixing the 
identifier with the name of the supertype entity to which each attribute associates. Rules 
of supertypes are also inlierited into subtypes. Constants may be inherited, but not 
values.
A schema in EXPRESS defines a universe of discourse in which the objects declared 
have a related meaning and pmpose. An information model of more than one schema 
may be defined. Thus a schema is a module of information which is linlced to other 
schemas using the USE and REFERENCE specifications, provided for this purpose. 
These two EXPRESS elements allow reference to be made to declarations made in other 
schemas, the difference being that USE imports the external declaration to make it local 
and modifiable, whereas REFERENCE allows the access of an external declaration.
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Schemas may include rules on their use. Some tools are provided for pruning the 
imported subtypes.
An information model in EXPRESS consists of schemas that include definition of 
elements (entity, type, procedure, function, etc.), rules on elements, rules defining 
relationships betvyeen elements, and rules on relationships. EXPRESS includes a full 
procedural-language syntax for specifying rules. The rules defined camiot be executed, 
however, as variables have no ways of carrying values.
EXPRESS-G is the graphical representation of EXPRESS, which uses graphical 
symbols to form a diagram. Only a subset of the full language can be expressed, 
including the notions of entity, type, relationship, and cardinality. EXPRESS-G 
separately supports the notion of schema. It does not provide any support for rules and 
rule mechanisms. Relationships are shown as bidirectional, but, following the 
EXPRESS style, one of the two possible directions is emphasised.
Integration and Interpretation
Since both integration and interpretation are key elements of the proposed generic 
product model presented in this thesis, a detailed investigation of how these two 
activities are implemented in EXPRESS would be very useful.
The result of integrating two information models is a single information model. As an 
example, the integration of resource models with a set of data constructs from the 
Integrated Resources would yield a new set of IRs. The following example will 
integrate data construct A with data construct C. The figures presented use the 
EXPRESS-G notation.
integration
resomce model + IR ---------------^ new IR
b
a "" -C
INTEGER
Concept A has a property b of type INTEGER
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INTEGER
INTEGER
Concept C has a property b of type INTEGER and a property d of type INTEGER 
During integration C will become a SUBTYPE of A as follows:
INTEGER
INTEGER
An extension, for example, the additional attribute d is allowable during integration.
While Integration brings similar elements together. Interpretation brings dissimilar* 
elements together. An information model such as one of the IRs would have to be 
interpreted to satisfy the information requirements of an application domain. This is 
illustrated in the following:
interpretation
Information Requirements + IR ---------------► AIM
A concept A in the IRs has a property b of the type INTEGER:
b
A INTEGER
An application domain have the constraint that values of b can only be positive. This 
would also be solved by Subtyping:
* W HERE b>0
INTEGER
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Interpretation allows the information requirements for the application domain specified 
in ARM of an AP to be satisfied by the IRs provided they aie sufficiently rich. To 
further illustrate the Interpretation process, another example is presented. An IR has an 
OPTIONAL d attribute, while in an AP using this IR there is no need for the attribute d.
This is illustrated as follows:
OPTIONAL
INTEGER
INTEGER
This is also solved by Subtyping, with an added constraint for the non-existence of d:
W HERE NO T EXIST (SELF\d)
INTEGER
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPES are used in the IRs to specify generic constructs that 
camiot be instantiated without being interpreted for a particular application domain. 
The following example illustrates this concept:
b
A INTEGERIR: (A B S) C
As A cannot exist on its own, every A must be a C which means it must have a 
corresponding d attiibute:
AIM:
INTEGER
INTEGER
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In smiimaiy, an entity defined as a SUBTYPE is represented by the union of its own 
properties and those of its SUPERTYPE. In a set of valid populations of an entity, when 
the set of properties representing the SUBTYPE intersects with those representing the 
SUPERTYPE, integration has been carried out. Alternatively, when the set of properties 
representing the SUBTYPE is a subset of those representing the SUPERTYPE, this is a 
result of interpretation.
4.5. Converting EXPRESS schema into executable code
As mentioned eaiiier, EXPRESS adopts tlie object oriented approach that is currently 
available in most object-oriented programming (OOP) languages and database 
managemeiit systems (OODBMS). Since EXPRESS is just a model description 
language, then, a logical question once a family of pails or components is modelled 
using EXPRESS would be how to conveil the EXPRESS representation into source 
code of an executable object-oriented language that can be compiled to establish the 
database schema of an OODBMS.
Many different approaches aie possible, however, nearly all existing OODBMS are 
based on C++, promoting the choice of C++. In structure and definition, EXPRESS has 
a strong similarity to C++. The distinction between the two languages is principally that 
EXPRESS is a modelling language while C++ is a programming language providing a 
general object-oriented programmmg platform for developing application software. 
From now on in this thesis, EXPRESS will have a very close relation to C++ which 
may wrongly imply that this is always the case. C++ was an appropriate language 
choice for this thesis research work, and the integrated development environment being 
used (ST-Developer) adopts the same programming language. STEP and EXPRESS are 
independent from any particular implementation, and any programming language and 
DBMS can be used in this context, the only criteria would be the final conformance to 
the STEP standard. Finally, it may be suitable at this stage to restate that EXPRESS is 
not a programming language as it does not deal with input and output, exception 
handling, and other features necessary for that purpose.
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In detail and capabilities however, EXPRESS boasts a richer set of featines that are not 
present in C++ and C++ based object oriented databases. Consequently, when there is a 
need to translate the EXPRESS model onto C++ classes in order to populate an object 
oriented database, the particular” differences existing between EXPRESS , C++, and 
C++ based OODBMS must be talcen into account.
In general, it is possible to get around all the incompatibilities by introducing any 
necessary frinctions to the OODB. New releases of OODBMS are expected to be 
specially adapted for EXPRESS definitions, otherwise they will risk loosing an 
important potential share of the market (Spooner, 1994).
Wliile EXPRESS contains no run-time functions, just static information on the model 
structure, its parser can identify logical inconsistencies, violation of limitations, 
incomplete relationsliips and other erTors, helping the improvement and refinement of 
the object model. If the modelling process was solely dependent on C++ and its 
available resources, no provisions for checks on the consistency of the information 
model are provided.
It is useful here to outline the major differences between C++ and EXPRESS:
- There is only one EXPRESS flavour, it is a well documented, universally 
accepted standardised language, as opposed to a niunber of different C++ 
compilers with common main features but varying additional features and 
subtleties.
- EXPRESS suppor”ts user-specified lower and upper bounds for data types, 
this is not always the case with C++ compilers.
- EXPRESS enjoys a more powerful data aggregation scheme than that in 
C++, the latter does not feature the BAG data type that represents an 
imordered collection of like element types within which duplicate element 
values ar e permitted.
- EXPRESS is a class-based system, while some C++ compilers are type- 
based systems. This means that EXPRESS perceives a class as a collection
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of instances, where all sorts of queries and rules can be applied to those 
instances, but C++ does not support class-based operations.
- EXPRESS has a unique SELECT type that allows the creation of a 
heterogeneous type, allowing an entity to talce on one of several declared 
types. This select type defines a named collection of other types called a 
select list, and the value of the select type is a value of one of the types 
specified in the select list. Such a reference is not supported in most C++ 
compilers as it causes ambiguity in the class hierarchy.
- EXPRESS supports both upward and downward casting, that is, the 
translated function must return the base class of all possible classes when 
the EXPRESS function returns a generic class. C++ only allows a derived 
class to be converted to its base class (upward casting).
- EXPRESS supports general polymorphism which allows late dynamic 
binding. But some C++ compilers permit only extension polymorphism 
which allows dynamic binding only if there is a parent-child class 
relationship.
- EXPRESS can easily support rules and constraints, while C++ defines 
rarles as class methods that have to be accessed by public methods. Table 
4.2 summarises major differences between EXPRESS and other object- 
oriented languages and DBMSs in general.
Instantiation of EXPRESS schemas
The EXPRESS information model is independent of any apecifrc implementation, and 
can be linlced to a conceptual schema description for any given database. To translate a 
model from its EXPRESS description to a special implementation form, one of the 
following methods can be used:
- Physical file exchange for the exchange of product data (sequential files)
- Populating a database
- API (application program interface) for database access of product data
According to STEP, CAD systems will create the STEP objects and hold them in a 
special object called a design object. Design objects are the basic units of I/O
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Characteristic EXPRESS vs. other Object-Oriented Systems
Data aggregation N ot all O O D B s support the four kinds o f  data aggregation  types in 
E X P R E SS. A lthough  LIST, SET, and A R R A Y  are com m on , not all 
O O D B s support B A G .
Data type bounds A ssociated  w ith som e data types are user sp ec ified  rules w h ich  state 
bounds. T hese low er and upper bounds are not a lw ays supported.
SELECT data 
type
T his E X P R E SS feature a llow s a representation to  take on one o f  
several declared types. This discretionary reference is not supported  
in m any O O D B s as it causes am biguity in the ca lss hierarchy.
Downward casting The translated function m ust return the base c lass o f  all possib le  
c lasses w h en  the E X P R E SS function returns a generic  class. 
H ow ever, languages such as C + +  only  a llow s a derived class to be 
converted to its base c lass and not v ice  versa.
Late binding G eneral polym orphism  is expected  by E X PR E SS w h ereb y dynam ic  
binding can be ach ieved . Som e O O D B s perm it on ly  exten sion  
polym orphism  w h ich  a llow s such dynam ic b inding o n ly  i f  there is a 
parent-child c lass relationship.
Types vs. 
Classes
E X P R E SS perce ives a class as a co llection  o f  instances upon w hich  
queries or rules can be applied. Som e O O D B s are type-based  
system s, as opp osed  to class-based  system s. This subtle d ifference  
im plies that the form er does not support class w ide operations.
Constraints M any O O D B s do not support a trigger m echanism  or constraint 
sp ecification  language. Thus E X PR E SS constraints have to be 
program m ed in a general purpose object oriented program m ing  
language . The rules m ust be program m ed as c lass m ethods w hich  
are accessed  privately by public m ethods. T his a lso  hinders 
m aintainability o f  the constraints.
Table 4.2 Characteristics of Object-Oriented languages compared to EXPRESS
connecting the computer memory with the stored OODB. A simple database may be 
composed of a single design object, but larger and more complex databases will be 
composed of multiple design objects, each stored in a separate STEP physical file. 
STEP does not dictate that all objects holding information pertaining to the same 
physical design (or product) should belong to the same design object. Figure 4.1. 
illustrates a physical design consisting of a selection of electronic component design
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objects called “components”. Components within this group have attributes, 
(“logical_description” and “layout description”) that hold pointers to objects in other 
design objects, (“logic_families” and “physicaMayout”). This figure illustrates a CAD 
application program which has created several objects in memory. A line between two 
objects indicates that one of these objects has referenced the other in one of its instance 
variables. Each oval shape in this figure corresponds to a separate physical STEP file.
COmpOBSD
log iC B l
Figure 4.1. A Database containing multiple design objects
Once an object oriented database is populated with instances of the EXPRESS schema 
of a product model, different CAD applications can use the Standard Data Access 
Interface to share data across different applications and disciplines. Figure 4.2. 
illustrates data sharing by a PCB design package and a solid modelling package.
4.6. Evaluation of EXPRESS
EXPRESS has many of the capabilities needed for information modelling of products. It 
allows the definition of abstract data types using constraints to characterise object
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behaviour. Complex attributes are supported, with the aggregation of sets, lists, and 
bags. Multiple specialisation is also supported in a form that allows
multiple objects to be specialised into another object without merging or deleting of 
their attributes. Compositions can be defined with user specified rules for the invariant 
composition relation between the parts and the composite object. The domain specific- 
rules of composition and property relations can also be defined if the composition 
relation is defined as an entity. Precedence ordering distinguishing preconditions from 
property relations can be defined within accumulations, using rules that take other rules 
as parameters.
D e s ig n  O b jec t  
" L og ica l d escr ip tio n ''
PCB CAD
D e s ig n  O b jec t  
" P h ysica l L a y o u t”
Solids CAD
D e s ig n  O b jec t  
" S o lid  c a s e ”
Figure 4.2. Data Sharing by Two CAD Programs
EXPRESS provides a full procedural language for designing both structural and variable 
relations. The language is only for specification however and is not executable. All 
constraints are assumed to be either undefined or satisfied, and therefor are all invariant. 
Variant constraints are not considered and the management of partial integrity is not 
supported. External application packaging is partially supported using the relations
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between schemas, however, no means are provided to manage modifications to the data 
used ill the application.
The current specification of EXPRESS does not address the integrity issues associated 
with dynamic change, although these extensions appear* to be possible. EXPRESS 
assimies a class-instance structure.
EXPRESS was developed with Object Oriented Databases in mind, but there are some 
important differences between the language and the capabilities of current object 
oriented systems.
EXPRESS information models fail to reflect the dynamic and evolutionary natme of 
design, because of the varied sequence of applications and the possibly dynamic 
definition of the database schema as design proceeds. The schema it defines would have 
to be organised around a fixed design sequence, based on a predefined set of 
applications. This assumes static class definitions, and only allow instantiations to be 
defined at runtime. The EXPRESS model therefore appeal's to address the 
manufacturing end of the product development process, where the issues of change are 
less important.
EXPRESS is able to represent both structural and variable constraints. Variable 
constraints are important capabilities for design databases because they define 
performance relations for the overall product, and the decomposition of these goals into 
subgoals that apply to various parts of the product.
Constraints in most information models are considered invariants. In design, however, 
many relations are design goals, and are only incrementally achieved. Management of 
the state of relations is thus also required. A subset of the relations are satisfied by 
external analysis or applications. EXPRESS does not respond to these kinds of needs, 
treating all constraints as invariants.
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4.7. Summaiy and Conclusions
This chapter provided an extensive background to issues related to information 
modelling in general and data modelling in particular, a comparison between graphical 
and lexical modelling approaches was outlined. This was followed by a discussion of 
object-oriented modelling, leading to a detailed presentation of EXPRESS. The 
importance of the issue of data integration and data interpretation warranted some 
detailed examples. The relationship between EXPRESS and C++ was investigated, 
emphasising EXPRESS is a modelling, and not a programming language. Finally a 
critique of EXPRESS was offered. The conclusion fi'om this critique acknowledged 
EXPRESS as a powerful and rich modelling language, but is static in its nature, thus 
falling short on the capability of reflecting the dynamic nature of the product 
development cycle.
This ends the first part of this thesis, covering the theoretical background, published 
literature related to this subject, and the details of STEP plus EXPRESS. In the next 
chapter, a case study application and the resultant generic model will be presented, 
followed in chapter 6 by analysis and discussions of the results obtained.
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Chapter 5
Modelling an Electronic Product
This chapter describes in detail the modelling process of an electronic product. STEP’s 
resources and methodologies are adhered to in developing this industrial case satisfying 
the research proposals and objectives stated in this thesis, and to support the 
engineering organisation in question as the move towards modelling its information in a 
standard-based format is introduced. This chapter starts by outlining the modelling 
process midertaken, then the models developed to represent different aspects of the 
generic product model. This is followed by an illustration of the use of C++ to generate 
a particular- instance of a product from the generic model, and the use of format 
translators to translate CAD fries into STEP physical fries. The resultant model data 
repository is discussed, and finally, validation methods are presented.
5.1. Introduction
The backgroimd to the industrial case study is a medium size engineering organisation 
in the electronic products industr-y, the Electronics Industry Branch (EIB) of the 
Scientific Studies and Research Centre, in Damascus, Syria. EIB’s main business is the 
design, development and manufacturing of electronic products. An electronic product 
involves both electronic and mechanical parts, sub-assernblies and assemblies. The 
scope of this case-study is the transfer from design to manufacturing activities within 
the organisation. Reference to design activities is made in this thesis for purposes of 
offering a complete pictirr e of the product development cycle at its var ious stages.
EIB has approximately 600 employees working in all sectors of the organisation, 
including management, sales, procurement, engineering and manufactrue. EIB is fully 
integrated, and rarely depends on external commissioning. Four major manufacturing 
divisions at EIB exist; the PCB fabrication division, the manufacturing division 
(containing CNC machines), tire mould fabrication division, and the central assembly 
division. These divisions are supported by a number of depar*tments including
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production engineering, procurement, after-sale services, and other administrative and 
accoimting departments.
EIB conducts its business on a contractual basis, and does not produce for stock. Small 
batch-sizes and a wide variety of products are the main characteristics of this 
orgarrisation’s business. Order quantities in the range of several thousands (e.g. a digital 
taxi meter) are possible, at the same time orders for few hundreds (a central traffic 
control system) are received. Thus, EIB can be described as small to medium sized 
enterprise (SME) producing low volume, high variety of types of electronic products. 
This is reflected in a considerable amoimt of product-related data files and teclinical 
documents coiTCsponding to each product, and fuithermore, to each version of the 
product.
EIB’s decision to implement CE practices, led to the realisation of the necessity to 
develop a product information model that enjoys both the imiversality and flexibility of 
having a neutral standard format and structine, while directly conesponding to EIB’s 
established procedures, practices, and needs.
The proposed generic product model, had to reflect in-house policies and practices, 
while conforming to the STEP standard. The model will also offer a comprehensive set 
of data constructs capable of fully describing the product, thus, it should be complete, 
accurate and expandable. The proposition is that EIB will significantly benefit from a 
universal product model that combines information dravm from different disciplines 
and corresponding to various stages of the product life cycle. Since different CAD 
platforms (mechanical and electronic CAD) and a number of different computerised 
tools are involved in the life cycle, a STEP-based generic model was deemed a viable 
and challenging solution to the integration problem.
The actual model presented in this thesis reflects a realistic and pragmatic solution to 
this integration problem and the adoption of STEP by EIB. In an ideal situation, all 
CAD tools used by EIB would be using STEP for their internal data models, thus.
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would use SDAI to directly store product information in the product database. The same 
applies to other computerised tools generating or manipulating product data.
A solution proposed for the generic product model at EIB is to introduce new STEP- 
based models against a plaimed part by part programme, while continuing to use 
existing CAD data, translated into STEP physical files, allowing coexistence with those 
models in the same database. This results in a STEP-conforming data model, however, 
it still can not be described as a STEP-based data model, since parts of it do not use 
STEP-conforming data structiues drawn from the Integrated Resoiuces and Application 
Interpreted Constructs according to the STEP methodology, as previously discussed in 
Chapter 3.
Since research work presented in this thesis was conducted on a collaborative basis 
between EIB and the University of Siurey, considerable parts of the activity modelling 
process took place on-site at EIB, whilst the software development and generic product 
modelling were performed using tools available at the University of Surrey.
5.2. The modelling process
The modelling process started with formal analysis of the organisation’s information, 
which is a methodology based on the guidelines set by STEP for the development of 
APs. Thus, methodologies used for the development of the engineering organisation 
generic product model will parallel methodologies used by STEP for the development 
of Application Protocols.
As opposed to the development of an Application Protocol which concentrates on a 
small and specific application domain, the focus of this thesis is the development of a 
generic product model which will encompass existing Application Interpreted Models, 
interpretations from the Integrated Resoiu'ces, constructs fiom the Application 
Interpreted Constructs library, and non-STEP constructs. This illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Development of a generic product model
The initial stage of formal analysis will use an organisation-specific activity model to 
extract information requirements for the generic product model. This is illustrated in 
Figure 5.2.
IDEF EXPRESS-G
Activity Model 
AAM
Requirements
Model
ARM
Figure 5.2. Initial stage of formal analysis
The activities and information requirements of EIB have been used as the basis of an 
organisation-specific Application Protocol. An application activity model (AAM) for 
EIB is developed using IDEF (according to the recommendations of STEP), thus, 
enabling analysis of communicated information within the organisation. The resultant 
organisation-specific AAM will be used as an aid to the formal analysis of the 
information requirements, i.e. the development of the organisation-specific application 
reference model (ARM). The next step would be to investigate methods of satisfying 
these information requirements using existing STEP resources and purpose-built 
constructs wherever needed. This process involved detailed analysis of product 
development procedures at EIB as they are actually conducted, and ensuring that all 
information about plant, process, and product is documented and readily available to all 
team members involved in product development activities at EIB.
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The product development activity modelling involved lengthy analysis and 
docmnentation of the product development cycle at EIB. The department of Industrial 
Engineering at EIB is responsible for receiving all data from the design department, 
analysing the information content of this data, and reproducing engineering and 
manufactming docmnents directed towards various manufacturing and assembly 
workshops. The work of this department represented an important reference point for 
the model developed in this research work since all product data was soiu'ced into and 
out of this department. After an initial IDEF model was drafted, the model was 
reviewed with the head of each department in order to ensure its accmacy and 
completeness. Feedback and comments were reflected into the model, and the process 
was reviewed again; the result was a thoroughly verified model of activities and 
information requirements at EIB as presented in Appendix D.
An important note about the Industrial Engineering department scope of interest is that 
it is not interested in the electronic functionalities of the design, it accepts PCBs as 
physical blocks with a defined set of inputs, outputs and interconnections, alongside 
configuration information. The modelling work presented in this thesis is also 
concerned with information necessary for tire transfer of designs into manufacture. 
Thus, electronic parts of the product are described ftom a mechanical and physical 
viewpoint, and not from the electronic ftrnctionality viewpoint.
Once the organisation AAM is developed, a STEP implementation scheme should be 
planned. Since APs are to be used as the main sorrr ce of data constructs, the plan would 
go tlnough the following steps:
- The scope statement of each AP provides a textual description of the 
intended use and applicability of tire application protocol
- The application activity model (AAM) presents in graphical form the 
activities and information flows covered by the scope of the AP. This is 
compared with the activity models developed for EIB.
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- A data planning model, nomially given as part of the scope statement, 
will provide a high level description of the types of data that the 
Application Protocol supports.
- The application reference model (ARM) and the associated definitions of 
units of fimctionality and application objects, describe in detail the types of 
data that the application protocol supports. This description will use the 
perspective and terminology of an expert in the field.
On analysing these elements of the Application Protocol, a decision as to the relevance 
of this Application Protocol to the company’s needs is made. The other elements of the 
Application Protocol: the mapping table, the application interpreted model (AIM) and 
the conformance classes ar e equally important but not relevant at this stage.
The results of this analysis could be one of the following five different outcomes:
- EIB information requirements are completely satisfied by one 
Application Protocol.
- EIB information requirements are completely satisfied by a combination 
of more than one Application Protocols
- EIB information requirements are partly satisfied by one or more 
Application Protocols
- EIB information requirements are satisfied by one or more Application 
Protocols, but these include data for which the business has no need.
- EIB information requirements are not satisfied by any Application 
Protocol.
Later in this chapter, analysis of the organisation’s AAM will show that cases 3 and 4 
would describe the correspondence of the organisation information requirements to 
STEP Application Protocols.
5.3. The product development activity model
The main purpose of activity modelling in the context of this thesis is to determine what 
data is being used and generated. According to the recommendations of STEP, IDEF is
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used as an activity modelling tool. Using IDEF allows the system modeller to break­
down a complex system into successive simpler sub-systems. This results in a hierarchy 
of activities with precisely defined interfaces between them. Information created, used 
and shar ed by these activities is identified tlnough the careful analysis of each activity.
The first stage in IDEF-based modelling is to declare the Context, Purpose, and 
Viewpoint fr om which the activities ar e being modelled:
Purpose: Describe, analyse, and understand the electronic product activities, and how 
they inter-relate, in order that information requirements of the product be established to 
test the proposed generic model developed in this thesis using the STEP methodology.
Viewpoint: The project tearn-leader who has responsibility for the product over its 
whole life-cycle.
Context: The life-cycle of an electronic product in a concurrent engineering 
environment.
The next step is to define the ‘Create Electronic Product’ activity. This is represented in 
Figure 5.3.
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standards
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Product
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Electronic
Product Product
Inform ation
E quipm ent and m achines Com puter system s
Personnel
Figure 5.3. IDEF diagram for activity ‘Create Electronic Product’
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A product is identified within EIB by the ‘Project’ under which work towards realising 
this product is executed. In Figure 5.4., the introduction of a new project is illustrated. 
The ‘Add Project’ activity is achieved by adding a ‘Project’, which includes specific 
information about a product to the list of active projects.
A ‘project’ is added to the information system when there is a ‘Customer Requirement’ 
for a product. A project number is assigned to the product, and certain product 
properties including some ‘customer information’ are added at this stage. The result of 
this activity is the project information requirements. The following section will 
elaborate more on the contents and structure of the ‘Project Information’.
C ustom er requirem ents
Project
inform ation
C ustom er E ngineering inform ation
inform ation
inform ation
R outing
inform ationM aterial
sp ec ifica tion
Inform ation
system
C A D  inform ation system
Add
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Add
Tooling
A 3
Add
Parts
Add
Project
A !
Figure 5.4. IDEF diagram of Project Activities
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The major activities of node AO, ‘Create Electronic Product’ previously illustrated in 
Figure 5.3. aie fiirther broken-down into six major activities (as illustrated in Figui'e 
5.5):
- node A1 : identify product,
- node A2: do conceptual design,
- node A3 : spawn new technology,
- node A4: develop product,
- node A5 : manufacture product,
- node A6: support product.
Each block in timi, is fuither broken-down into a hierarchy of activities eventually 
describing all information requirements related to the 'Create Electronic Product' 
activity. Appendix - D includes major IDEF activity diagrams for the electronic product 
development cycle at EIB, in support of the application case study.
Requirements model
With information flows within the Activity Reference Model established and identified 
as data items, an information model representing a logical structure for this model is 
developed. Various information modelling tools can be used to perform the required 
task. STEP-based EXPRESS-G was chosen. Figure 5.5 illustrates an example at EIB of 
information requirements of a given activity. A project is defined by EIB as being a 
scheduled set of processes and operations using resources (manpower and equipment) 
which results in a specific product to satisfy certain customer requirements.
The project nmnber is used to identify the end-product and is used tluoughout all 
depai'tments and divisions of EIB. Once a project number is assigned it does not change, 
whatever state the product changes into from one process to another. Figuie 5.6. 
illustrates an EXPRESS-G representation of the information requirement for the entity 
‘project’. This figure should be interpreted as follows:
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Entity project has tlie following properties: 
propeity name of type STRING 
property project no of type project jiumber 
property customer of type customer_id 
property leadtime of type leadjime 
property status of type state 
property batch_size of type INTEGER 
property project jnanager of type id 
property teamjnember of type id 
property remark of type STRING
Types of properties are either internally defined by EXPRESS (e.g. INTEGER and 
STRING), or defined within the schema as another entity, as the case is with entity 
status, whose type state is defined in the second pai't of the same figure. The numbers 
appearing in the figuie aie generated by the compiler and used to reference page 
numbers and other entities.
This completes the initial stage of formal analysis for the ‘Create Electronic Product’ 
activity. The next stage is the interpretation of the STEP resouices to satisfy the 
information requirements of the generic product model. It should be noted here that 
interpretation is the definition of a usage of an information model, not the information 
itself.
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Figure 5.6. EXPRESS-G representation of ‘Project’
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5.4. The generic product reference model
The generic product is modelled according to the STEP methodology, drawing data 
constructs from STEP’s Integrated Resources (Pai'ts 41-44) and from the following 
Application Protocols: Part 201 (explicit draughting), Part 202 (associative draughting), 
Part 203 (configuration controlled design). Part 204 (mechanical design using B-REP), 
Part 210 (electronic assembly design), and Part 211 (electronic systems tests and 
diagnostics). Data constructs drawn from these APs were reviewed to eliminate conflicts 
and overlapping, as discussed in Chapter 4, and new data constructs were modelled 
using EXPRESS to fulfill requirements of the EIB information model not provided in 
any AP. This model is not exliaustive and comprehensive. It covers many topics related 
to electronic products and leaves other topics for friture development, as will be 
discussed in Chapter 7.
This model defines the information shai'ed between design and manufacturing process 
plamiing engineers for transforming a product detailed design into a manufacturable 
description. The detailed design identifies the product components and the connections 
between those components. The manufacturable description describes the physical 
realisation of that design. Tliis model includes information about paits that is sufficient 
to allow their use as components of an electronic product (these pails may be electronic 
or mechanical). Information needed to support configuration management of the 
product data is also included.
The process of drawing data constiucts from different APs, modifying these constructs 
to resolve conflicts and overlaps, and finally interpreting the constructs by method of 
specialisation and constraint rules according to STEP methodology, resulted in a data 
model proposed as a new STEP-conforming extended AP capable of describing data 
models for generic electronic products. This is a unique contribution of the research 
work, and is further discussed in Chapter 6.
The generic product model developed consists of the following nine schemas: Part, 
Functionality, Requirements, Geometry, Configiuation Management, Allocation,
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Printed Circuit Boards, Printed Circuit Assembly, Utility. Each of these schemas 
defines information models in support of its corresponding functionality, while 
referencing data constructs from other schemas. The resultant model is an intersection 
set of all schemas, which is illustrated in Figure 5.7. All schemas will be presented in 
detail later in this chapter.
A llocationF unctionality
R equirem ent G eom etry
PCB Product generic 
model U tility
PGA Part
C onfiguration m anagem ent
Figure 5.7. Constituent schemas of the generic product model
The EXPRESS schema of the generic product model uses all nine schemas as illustrated 
in the first statements of the model schema:
SCHEMA productJnformation_requirem ents;
USE FROM allocation;
USE FROM conflguration_m anagem ent; 
USE FROM printed_circuit_assembly; 
U SE FROM requirements;
USE FROM utility 
END SCHEMA;
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The scope of this model covers the following eighteen functionalities:
- The hierarchical description of the product that identifies the functional 
objects that are used in its composition.
- The physical layout of the product, including a description of the placement 
of the parts and their interconnections.
- The functional and physical description of parts and components, both PCBs 
and 3D mechanical components including material characteristics and 
composition.
- The description of the functional objects that aie combinations of one or 
more paits or functional objects.
- The configuration management of the fimctional objects that aie being 
developed concurrently.
- The description of the connection among the functional objects, packaged 
parts, and the requirements for physical inteiconnection.
- The configuration management of analytical models that aie being 
developed conciuTently.
- The reference to analytic models that aie used to define or describe a 
mechanical pait or a PCB.
- The description of the requirements and constraints on the design of the
product that assure product performance, incorporate quality, and enhance 
manufacturing process capabilities.
- The configuration management of constituent parts, whether PCBs or 
mechanical being concuirently developed.
- The allocation of requirements to functional objects, physical objects, and 
the physical implementation.
- The allocation of requirements from fimctional objects to their physical 
implementation.
- The configuration management of docmnents that contain requirements.
- The association of characteristics to fimctional objects, parts and
components.
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- The identification of actual parameters for parts and functional objects.
- The identification of planned parameters for functional objects, PC As, and 
PCBs.
- The description of the bar e printed circuit board, including the conductive 
and non-conductive layers of the boar d;
- The configur ation management of PCA descriptions
A data plamiing model that provides a high level description for this product was 
developed, including the relationships between the basic components. The plamiing 
model illustrates that an electronic product can be described as a configuration managed 
product that satisfies a set of requirements and is an aggregation of components.
The data planning model of the generic product describes the global view of the model. 
To fiutlier explain this an example is given: a printed circuit assembly (PCA) is 
considered a sub-type of physical ^ device, which has three properties: shape, which is 
defined in the geometry schema where a solid model representation of the board and 
components mounted on it is offered, part jjarameter, which is defined in the utility 
schema and lists all common parameters of physical devices, and part_spec, which is 
defined in the requirements schema and lists specifications of the part. This example is 
illustrated in Figme 5.8.
The same data plamiing model illustrates how mechanical aspects of the product are 
modelled. The electronic product does not only consists of printed circuit assemblies, 
and wiring trees, but also of a nmnber of mechanical parts: the case, the internal cage, 
the front and rear panel, and other items. Typically, mechanical items would be 
included in the configmation management, and assembly description of the product. As 
an example, the case which consists of a rectangular box and a cover, with outlets, 
fixtme points, and attaclinient points is modelled as a physical design, the shape of this 
case is modelled in tire geometry schema using STEP constructs drawn from Pari 515 
(constructive solid geometry).
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The nine schemas of the generic product model aie described in detail in the following 
sections, with a partial graphic representation of each schema to fmther clarify the 
information content of the schema.
The Part Schema
The Part schema models the information necessary to define a part for use in an 
electronic product. A part can be modelled as a level of aggregation that satisfies a set of 
requirements, and has a shape. A part can either be a representation of an electronic 
part or a mechanical part, providing sufficient information for the usage of the part in an 
electronic product. For a mechanical part, sufficient geometrical representation of the 
form and geometry of this pait, such as specified in ISO 10303-204 (mechanical design 
using boimdaiy representation) is provided. According to Application Protocol 210, 
information should be provided for both packaged and printed parts. Information is 
provided for parts EIB treats as associated with a given part and the specification 
defining the nature of the association.
Information is provided for both parts that are available in an enterprise data repository 
and for paits that are being designed concurrently with the PCA. Requirement 
information is included, as is material identification and ability to exchange response 
properties. Information of the shape of parts is included, as is a means to describe a 
single-level decomposition of a part into its constituent parts including package body, 
terminal (pin/lead) and the internal (or intrinsic) electrical device(s).
Explicit part characterization information includes identification of the technology and 
ftrnctionality realised in the part, optional analysis models, optional specifications, 
optional parameters, optional design requirements and shape. The shape information 
includes package body shape, terminal shape, and shape of an assembly construct of a 
completed packaged part. The terminal shape information includes both formed and 
unformed shapes, as required. A selected paitial listing of Schema Par t is provided in 
tlie following section with explanatory notes. The full listing is included in Appendix E. 
From this lexical EXPRESS model, a graphical representation of the same model can be
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derived (using EXPRESS-G). Figures 5.11 illustrates a selected set of entities modelled 
in the Part Schema.
SCHEMA part;
(*
This S ch em a u se s  a se t  o f entities defined in other sch em as, they are iisted in the following 
USE FROM statem ents:
*)
USE FROM utiiity
USE FROM configuration_m anagem ent 
(ee_product_definition);
U SE FROM geom etry
(pcb_curveJoop , axis_placem ent, 
bound_voium e_shape);
USE FROM requirem ents
(ee_requirem ent, ee_specification);
U SE FROM printed_circuit_board 
(stratum, pcb _passage);
(*
ee _ d e v ic e  is a physica!_unit that im plem ents electrical functionality and that is instailed in a  
p ack age which is then m ounted onto a PCB.
*)
ENTITY ee _ d e v ic e
SUBTYPE OF (physical_unit); 
material : OPTIONAL STRING;
fabrication_technology : OPTIONAL STRING; 
identifier : ee_nam e;
INVERSE
io : SET [2:?] OF physlcal_device_port FOR a ccessed _ d ev ice ;
UNIQUE
ur1 : identifier;
END„ENT1TY;
(*A p ack age is the physical envelop  for a packaged_part.
A packaged_part is a type of pca_part that con sists  of on e package and on e or more 
occurrences of ee_ d ev ice . Figure 5.9 illustrates exam p les of p ack aged _p art.
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*)
ENTITY package
SUBTYPE OF (physical_unit): 
identifier : ee_nam e;
INVERSE
leads : SET[2:?] OF package_termination FOR term inated_package;
UNIQUE
UR1 : identifier;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY pca_part
SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF
(packaged_part, printed_part))
SUBTYPE OF (physical_unit); 
material : OPTIONAL ee_material;
identifier : ee_nam e;
UNIQUE
ur1 : identifier;
END_ENTITY;
(*
A physical unit is a sh ap e with functionality described by characteristics and numeric 
param eters, that is com m on to a variety of realisations. A physical_unit can be on e of the 
following: pca_part, package, ee_ d ev ice ...
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*)
ENTITY physical_unit
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF
(pca_part, package, package_body, ee_d ev lce , terminal) ANDOR  
ONEOF (library_pca_part, designed_pca_part))
SUBTYPE OF (bound_volum e_shape);
analytical_reresentation : OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF analytic_model;
unit_technology : OPTIONAL technology; 
device_characteristics : OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF characteristic; 
versioned_drawing: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF ee_docum ent; 
design_requirem ent: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF ee_requirem ent;
END_ENTITY;
(*
A terminal is a type of physical_unit that is the sh ap e of terminations on packaged electrical 
parts. Figure 5.10. illustrates a terminal with its two properties external_conn_zone and 
internal conn zone.
internal conn zone o f  Terminal
external conn zone o f  Terminal i
Figure 5.10. A Terminal
*)
ENTITY terminal
SUPERTYPE OF (prepared_terminal)
SUBTYPE OF (physical_unit); 
external_conn_zone : pcb_curve_loop; 
internal_conn_zone : pcb_curve_loop; 
configuration_description : OPTIONAL ee_text; 
core_m aterial : ee_m aterial;
INVERSE
identifier : package_term ination FOR placed_terminal; 
END_ENTITY;
END SCHEMA;
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Figure 5.11. Partial EXFRESS-G Representation of the Part Schema
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The PCB Schema
The PCB schema provides the information to describe the bare printed circuit boaid 
used to realise the comiectivity between components of a PGA. It also provides 
information to model components that are realised integral to the printed circuit board. 
Figure 5.12 illustrates a printed circuit board.
2
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Figure 5.12. A Printed Circuit Board
This schema models the layout, Avithout using process oriented syntax. The relationsliip 
between features necessary to satisfy design rules and design requirements ar'e provided, 
and support for manufacturing teclinology and attachment teclmiques, including chip- 
on-board, tlu'ough-hole and smTace mount is provided. The schema also models the 
information necessary to create complex, connected, geometry.
The schema describes the shape and shape tolerance of features on layers and of the 
entire board. Keep out regions and keep in regions, with allowances for design and 
enterprise classification specificity are described. Support for relating features on layers 
to each other and to components on the PGA are provided.
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The PCB Schema models the allocation of comiectivity requirements entirely to design 
layers. Additional detail is added to the coimectivity requirement by the physical net. 
The physical net includes information describing additional nodes that may be included 
in order to correctly implement the required connectivity. The comiectivity definition 
may be refined into intra-layer connectivity that is realised by layout items and inter 
layer connectivity that is realised by multi-layer comiectivity items. Multi-layer 
comiection items include plated through passages and eyeleted passages.
The physical realisation is completely traceable to the Fmictionality Schema 
comiectivity definition. Support is provided therefor, for design rule checks on various 
bases. Support is also provided for the information modelling layer comiectivity data 
for bare boaid and intermediate process checks during fabrication.
Figine 5.13 illustrates a paitial EXPRESS-G representation of tills schema. The 
EXPRESS model of the PCB is fully listed in Appendix - E.
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Figure 5.13. Partial EXFRESS-G representation of the PCB Schema
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Figure 5.14. A Printed Circuit Assembly (PCA)
The PCA Schema
The printed circuit assembly schema models the orientation and location of components, 
both packaged and printed, as well as their location in the coordinate system of the 
product. The PCA schema describes the physical connectivity requirement, including 
device pin identifiers, that satisfies the functional connectivity requirement specified by 
the functionality schema. Planned parameter values for data elements associated with 
components and physical connectivity, including subnets are described. The subnet 
provides greater detail through the definition of additional constraints on the 
connectivity definition provided from the functionality schema.
This schema also identifies associated parts and supports the information required to 
verify the connectivity realised by their use. Connectivity that may be realised by 
components other than the PCB, as well as connectivity intended to be implemented by 
the PCB is also described.
The PCA schema describes materials used to assemble each component and termination 
to the PCA. Information to identify the specifications for design rules the PCA must
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satisfy is included, and explicit description of the interface to the next higher level of 
assembly, including the coimector used and the shape of the PCA is provided. Figiue 
5.14 illustrates a printed circuit assembly (PCA). And Figuie 5,15 presents a partial 
EXPRES S-G representation of the PCA schema. The complete EXPRESS is included in 
Appendix E.
The Configuration Management Schema
The configiu'ation management schema models information to support management of 
information. According to Part ISO 10303-203, an electronic product can be described 
as a configiuation managed product defined by a set of frmctional or physical product 
descriptions. Context for those product descriptions are the life-cycle stages. The 
configiuation management schema defines versions of managed items, including 
information about changes from a previous version of an item, and identifies initial 
requirements as well as the change requirements for subsequent versions. This schema 
also provides the request, approval, and directive for work to proceed in the 
development or modification of an item.
The configiuation management schema describes the approval status assigned to a 
managed item. Managed items include descriptions of a bare printed circuit boaid, a 
printed circuit assembly, a part being designed especially for use in the product. It 
identifies initial requirements, as well as the change requirements for subsequent 
versions. It provides the request, approval, and directive for work to proceed in the 
development or modification of an item. It provides information that defines the 
plamied change of a configmation of products and the components they use. Figme 5.16 
presents a pai tial EXPRES S-G representation of the Configiuation Management 
schema. The complete EXPRESS schema is included in Appendix - E.
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Figure 5.15. Partial EXPRESS-G representation of the PCA Schema
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The Geometiy Schema
The geometry schema provides a description for mechanical and physical objects, 
including the solid models: edge based wire frame, solid of linear extrusion, solid of 
revolution, advanced boundary representation (B-rep), and constructive solids geometiy 
(csg). The geometry schema also provides descriptions for curves, including those 
bounded curves needed to support the definitions of features and stratum. Styled text 
and corporate logos are provided, including the ability to describe a boimding function 
for complex ciuves. The requirements of the product domain are for two-dimensional 
and tlrree-dimensional geometry. Each use of geometry will specify the required 
dimensionality. Figure 5.17 presents a partial EXPRESS-G representation of the 
Geometry schema. The complete EXPRESS schema is included in Appendix - E.
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The Requirements Schema
The requirements schema describes the information specified in requirements, including 
textual, data element values, and interface requirements. Requirements are decomposed 
into requirement occurrences that may be used by other schemas in support of 
requirements traceability. The requirements schema also describes the interface 
requirements specified that the product must meet, including overall thiee dimensional 
shape, comiector tlnee dimensional shape, orientation, and location. Several types of 
requirements are provided, including: design requirement, design characteristic, pmpose 
and constraint. A classification structiue for specification is provided, with specification 
treated as a type of document. A general set of paiameters and chaiacteristics is 
provided for the requirement concept. Figure 5.18 presents a partial EXPRESS-G 
representation of the requirements schema. The complete EXPRESS schema is included 
in Appendix - E.
The Allocation Schema
The allocation schema defines information to support requirements allocation to 
elements designated in both the fimctionality schema and the printed circuit assembly 
schema. Information supporting the assigmnent of functionality to parts, including pin- 
mapping is defined. The allocation schema describes the requirements the product must 
meet and the specifications that contain those requirements. The allocation of 
comiectivity definitions in the hieraidiical functional product definition to the 
connectivity definitions in the non-hierai’chical physical product definition is also 
described. Figure 5.19 presents a partial EXPRESS-G representation of the allocation 
schema. The complete EXPRESS schema is included in Appendix - E.
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Figure 5.18. Partial EXPRESS-G representation of the Requirements Schema
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Figure 5.19. Partial EXPRESS-G representation of the Allocation Schema
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The Functionality Schema
The functionality schema describes a segment of an electronic system independent of 
specific product or implementation teclinology in that segment. The function that the 
segment is to perform is identified. An optional description of the function may be 
explicitly included or may be identified as an external reference. A functional imit may 
be described hieraichically in terms of occurrences of other functional units it contains, 
or it may be described by an analysis model and does not contain functional units.
The functionality schema describes either hierarchical or non-hierarchical connectivity. 
Parameters may be defined as applicable to Functional imits, ports, and connectivity 
requirements. The complete EXPRESS schema is included in Appendix - E.
The Utility Schema
The utility schema provides information used by one or more of the other schemas that 
is not easily confined to a single schema. This schema describes the information needed 
to identify a text docimient, its version and approvals, as well as the text contents. 
Support is included for identifying persons and organizations. The utility schema 
describes the information needed to identify and manage the configuration of a 
computer interpretable model, supporting exchange of the model text and management 
information. It provides the information necessary to identify an item as an enterprise 
library item.
The utility schema provides the information that describes materials and their 
composition and decomposition. The information necessaiy to specify measmable, 
logical, string, or BOOLEAN characteristics and paiameters and their values is provided 
by this schema. Figuie 5.20 presents a partial EXPRESS-G representation of the utility 
schema. The complete EXPRESS schema is included in Appendix - E.
Finally, Figure 5.21 illustrates the global generic model and the main information 
modelling constructs drawn fi'om each of the nine schemas.
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Figure 5.20. Partial EXPRESS-G representation of the Utility Schema
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Figure 5.21. Global generic product model schema
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5.5. The PCB generic model
The product model detailed in the previous section included nine different schemas, 
each of which modelled a set of general information requirements for an electronic 
product. The schemas in that model treated parts and components of the product as 
physical entities, the scope of interest being their role within the configiuation of a 
product. The product model would not be considered complete miless each main 
component of the product has a detailed model of its own. The total size of such a 
modelling task exceeds the scope of this reseaich project. However, one detailed model 
was developed for the printed circuit boai'd, a major component in every electronic 
product. Other detailed models aie suggested for fuidher research work on this subject 
as will be detailed in Chapter 7. The representation of mechanical paits of the product 
has been achieved using commercially available CAD tools and physical files 
translation into STEP. The use of format translators to accommodate resultant files is a 
pai'tial solution to this problem as presented later in this chapter.
The PCB model describes a configuration managed product that satisfies a set of 
connectivity and other requirements. The model also describes the geometry used to 
realise the interconnection between components and the supporting substrate for those 
components. The materials used to fabricate the PCB are described. This PCB 
information model consists of sixteen schemas containing all information requirements 
listed by ISO 10303-210 as necessaiy for the transfer of a PCB design into 
manufactiue.
The selection of schemas was based on similaiity of functionality or scope. All other 
information items that were not clearly categorised into one of these schemas are 
grouped together in the Support schema.
The methodology used to develop the PCB model is similar to that used in developing 
the generic product model. The difference is that no Aplication Activity Model was 
generated for this task since Application Protocol 210 describes all information 
requirements of PCBs. The logic behind Application Protocol 210 is to provide every
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PCB CAD developer with a super-set of all information requirements against which the 
PCB CAD system is benclnnaiiced.
An important chamcteristic of this PCB model is its full conformance to AP 210, which 
is validated using STEP-based conformance methods as detailed later in Üiis chapter. 
This frill conformance means the data model developed for PCBs in this research work 
covers 100% of information requirements for any PCB as defined and standardised by 
STEP. The significance of this conformance is a major proposition of this thesis: any 
PCB CAD design tool that may he developed in the near- future will have to conform to 
the same AP 210 standard (due to practical and teclmical reasons). The level of 
conformance would be determined by the standardised abstract test suite applied to 
validate its conformance. The result is that a STEP-conforming PCB CAD tool would 
be able to seamlessly shai e data witli this model if entities modelling this data belong to 
the same configuration class. Obviously, this is a considerable advantage to any 
engineering organisation as previously discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 5.22 is a pai'tial illustration of the data planning model for the PCB. Each of 
these schemas is briefly described in the following paragraphs, while a partial 
EXPRESS listing of selected schemas is provided in Appendix - F.
The Design Sehema
This schema defines a design object which collects together all the information 
pertaining to a single design. This information includes the design’s function netlist (the 
output from the schematic capture tool), the design rules to he followed when laying out 
the bare hoard, the description of tire finished assembled hoard, and the set of 
documentation sheets that annotates the physical implementation.
The Technology Schema
This schema provides a set of data used as guidelines for the CAD designers of PCBs in 
order to design a PCB layout conforming to the manufacturing processes and 
capabilities existing at EIB. Information to fully describe the physical str'uctrue of a bare 
board is also provided.
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The Geometiy Schema
The geometry schema describes single geometry objects or drawn text strings. These 
objects may be of any complexity: a text string, a simple poly-line with width, a solid 
shape, or a complex fill pattern.
The Netlist Schema
This schema describes the complete set of electrical fimctionality that is to he realised 
by the assembled hoai'd. The description consists of a number of functional net objects 
(each of which describes the required electrical connectivity for a given electrical 
signal), and a number of netlist function instance objects which realise the circuit.
The Material Schema
This schema describes physical materials in terms of their names and physical 
properties, e.g. electrical conductivity, relative permitivity, thermal conductivity.
The Documentation Schema
This simple schema associates each single sheet of documentation with its 
corresponding assembled board or har e board.
The Package Libraiy Schema
This schema defines a package as a collection of mechanical data of a set of physically 
similar components. It also provides for the description of geometric symbols of 
packages and pins.
The Function Libraiy Schema
This schema defines units of electi'ical fimctionality.
The Part Libraiy Schema
This schema describes pai'ts of the PCB appearing in the circuit schematic. The parts 
may be either electrical or non-electrical, either pre-fahricated (packaged) or printed.
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Figure 5.22 Partial data planning model for the PCB generic model
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The Mountable Package Libraiy Schema
This schema defines mounting methods (such as automated and manual insertion) , 
mounting positions (horizontal, vertical), and other mounting processes related 
information.
The Design Rules Schema
This schema describes design rules, which aie a set of instructions to one or more 
design tools set up according to in-house processes and standards. This includes rules on 
assembly, routing, trace geometry, board restriction areas, and other PCB design rules.
The Sub-layout Schema
This schema describes traces in the printed circuit hoard, their geometry, and the 
physical layers the traces affect. Special layout features are also described in this 
schema, including pads, holes, and plated through holes. Layout text applied to the 
boar d is also described in this schema. An example of a sub-layout item is a footprint, 
which is a collection of layout items specifically reserved for connection to the pins of a 
component.
This schema also defines a test coupon, which is a collection of layout items used for 
testing purposes, and typically consisting of the narrowest possible tracks and holes as 
close to each other as allowed by the design teclinology.
The Footprint Mapping Schema
This schema defines a mapping between a mountable package object and a footprint 
definition object. Tlirough this an indication of component objects using each 
mountable package ability to be connected to any occurTence of that footprint definition 
is determined. The same applies to mapping toeprints were a pin of a component object 
can he connected to an occurrence of that toeprint instance.
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The Generic Function Schema
This schema defines flmction instances which aie single occm*rences of a unit of 
electrical functionality and which may be a single function or a complex one. Instances 
of flinction terminals which refer to logical comiectors into or out of a function instance 
aie also defined in this schema.
The Assembled Board Schema
This schema describes a single bare boai'd and the mounted components. Such an object 
consists of one hare board instance and one component netlist, and an optional set of 
one of the following: board terminals, components and assembled physical nets. A 
assembled board can have an associated netlist and/or schematic description.
The Support Schema
This schema describes all other information needed to complete the generic description 
of a PCB, including an identification stamp, documentation sheets, values of 
parameters, and definitions of basic geometric types according to STEP Integrated 
Resources.
5.6. Using C++ to generate data instances
The identified models of the generic product and the PCB were developed using the 
EXPRESS modelling language in accordance to the STEP methodology and in 
conformance to the relevant STEP Application Protocols. However, those models were 
designed to be generic in nature, which means tliey cannot he used to directly describe 
an instance of a product, their role is to define the data model of such an instance. 
Application software should he used to create data instances of these models and to 
store the generated data in a product database.
Wlrile the generic model offers benefits from the point of view of product data 
management, data integration, CAD software compatibility and from a research 
perspective, the engineering organisation will only benefit from the instantiated 
instances at an operational level. These instances will represent the actual data
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generated, manipulated, shaied and accessed by various disciplines in the engineering 
organisation, while the generic model serves as the data structural frame which contains 
the information requirements to define, describe and model a product in conformance 
with STEP. The following sections will illustrate how the generic model is instantiated 
to represent an actual real-life model.
As discussed earlier, and illustrated in figure 5.6, a unique project at EIB will be 
initiated for every new product. The generic description of the project in EXPRESS is 
the following:
SCHEMA pro]ectjnfo_req:
TYPE state = SELECT (proposal, design, developm ent, production, frozen);
END_TYPE;
TYPE id = STRING;
END_TYPE;
TYPE lead_tim e = STRING;
END_TYPE;
ENTITY project;
project_number : id; 
project_nam e : id; 
cu sto m e rjd  : id; 
leadtim e : lead_time; 
remark: STRING; 
status : state; 
project_m anager : id; 
team _m em ber : id; 
b atch_size : INTEGER;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY proposal;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY developm ent;
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END_ENT1TY;
ENTITY design;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY production;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY frozen;
END_ENTITY;
END_SCHEMA;
This conceptual data model is translated into actual data using the STEP-Developer 
development environment, which is described in Appendix G, and a Microsoft C++ 
compiler. The process is outlined as follows:
- generating C++ classes fiom the EXPRESS schema.
- compiling the C++ classes
- creating instances of these C++ classes (objects) to store actual data in an 
object-oriented database (ROSE)
The first step is achieved using a special EXPRESS to C++ translator (express2c++) 
which, upon execution, generates a class definition for each EXPRESS entity in this 
schema. The following is the C++ class of the entity 'status' defined in the generic 
model, alongside with the ROSE methods needed to define these classes in the ROSE 
database schema.
#ifndef sta te_c  
#d efine sta te_c
/* C lass state */
#include "state, h"
r CLASS IMPLEMENTATION EXTENSIONS */
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ROSE_BEGIN_M EM BERS{"state".state.stateOffsets)
ROS E_SCH EM A_N AM E("projectJnfo_req")
R OSE^SUPERCLASS (RoseU nion)
->variable(ROSE_TYPE(RoseObject),"_proposal",0)
->variable(ROSE_TYPE(RoseO bject),"_Design",0)
->variable(ROSE_TYPE(RoseObject),"_deveIopnnent",0)
->variable(ROSE_TYPE(RoseObject),"_production",0)
->variable(ROSE_TYPE(RoseObject),"_frozen",0)
ROSE_END_MEMBERS;
/* Default Constructor - This constructor may be modified,
* but *DO NOT* add any calls that would initialize ROSE.
*/
#ifndef ROSE_CTOR_EXTENSIONS
#define ROSE_CTOR_EXTENSIONS /* additional initializations */
#endif
state::state () {
ROSE_CTOR_EXTENSIONS;
}
#endif
This listing only coiTcsponds to a single entity in the EXPRESS schema, and each entity 
is similarly processed. The resultant classes can be immediately manipulated by C++ 
code to wiite information into or read it from these instances.
In addition to these files, express2c++ will generate a file which stores the compiled 
example schema - the “.rose” file, called in this example "project_info_req.rose", and 
stores descriptions in a compiled format of all entities in the EXPRESS schema. Wliile 
the C++ classes are only accessed by C++ programs (PROLOG will not understand the 
C++ class code), the compiled schema is language independent and can be used by, say, 
the LISP version of ROSE to read or wiite the STEP data described by the EXPRESS 
schema “poject_info_req”.
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The next step is compilation of the generated C++ classes. This can be done using any 
C++ compiler, whether UNIX or MS-Windows based. In this research work, a Windows 
NT environment was chosen, and Microsoft Visual C++ Version 3.5 was selected to 
compile the C++ classes. Following is a listing of a C++ program creating an instance of 
the object “project”, assigning values to its attributes, and finally saving it in the 
database.
#include "rose.h"
#include "project_info_req.rose"
main()
{
/* C reate a design  to store the project objects */
R O SE.new D esIgn ("FM_001");
/* C reate a project object */ 
project * projecti = pnew  project;
/* A ssign e  project nam e 7
projecti -> project_nam e ("FM_001");
/* A ssign e  project number 7  
projecti > project_number ("1001");
/* A ssign e  project custom er id 7  
projecti “> cu sto m erjd  ("HIAST");
/* A ssign e  project m anager nam e 7  
projecti -> project_m anager ("A. Ahmad");
/* C reate project status (this project is currently under developm ent)7  
projecti -> status (developm ent);
/* A ssign e  team  m em eber 7
projecti -> team _m em ber ("S. Sallah");
/* A ssign e project lead time 7  
projecti > leadtime ("36 months");
/* A ssign e  project batch s ize  7
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projecti -> batch_size (2400);
/* Display all STEP objects in this project 7  
RO SE.display ();
/* S a v e  the STEP objects a s  a design  file7  
R O S E .saveD esign  ();
}
This simple C++ code can be used for every EXPRESS schema. The output is product 
information that can be accessed by all parties involved in product development at EIB.
By this stage, a STEP-based description of tlie project has been created, and stored in a 
database using a physical file format as specified by the STEP standard. The result is the 
ability of any CAD system to read and manipulate this data successfully when provided 
with suitable pre and post-processors.
5.7. Translating CAD files into STEP
Translation of CAD data formats into STEP physical file is only deemed necessaiy for 
the present transitory state of the STEP standard, where CAD tools are still based on 
their proprietary data models, and CAD vendors have not yet released new versions of 
their products conforming to the STEP standard and the Application Protocol 
corresponding to the CAD application domain.
Results of these translation processes ai'e STEP physical files that can be stored and 
manipulated in the same object oriented database serving as a data repository for all 
other product-related, STEP-based model data. STEP physical files conform to Part 21 
(clear text encoding for the exchange structure), but the data models they describe do 
not conform to STEP. Problems related to CAD correspondence to STEP will arise in 
the present situation. These are discussed in section 3.7 of Chapter 3, and section 6.3 of 
Chapter 6.
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For resource availability at EIB, an interface of the object oriented product model to a 
3D solid modelling CAD tool (AutoCad), and a PCB CAD tool (CadStai') was used. 
The AutoCAD translation program accepted DXF format files and generated STEP files 
corresponding to the input DXF files. Loss of data was encoimtered due to the non- 
coiTespondence of internal data modelling and representation, discussed in detail in 
Chapter 6.
Figure 5.23 illustrates the product chosen for this case study, an electronic frequency 
meter designed and produced at EIB. While this product’s docmnentation was used as 
reference to verify the generic product model, its CAD files were used to provide a test 
bed for the format translation experiments conducted in tliis reseaich work. The solid 
model for this product was generated using AutoCad, and DXF files were translated into 
STEP files to be stored in the same database containing other information related to this 
product model. The same process was applied on PCB CAD files, where EDIF format 
files were translated into STEP files, and stored in the same database.
A considerable amoimt of analysis and tests was focused on the translation process. All 
classical problems of data exchange as detailed in section 2.5 of Chapter 2 were 
encountered, of which, loss of data was the most serious. AutoCAD uses an internal 
data format representation, and DXF is a re-representation of this internal data format 
for data import and export piuposes. IGES is also offered as an optional exchange tool, 
but both failed to successfully represent solid objects. Experiments on this problem 
resulted only with a wireframe representation of the solid object - a severe loss of data. 
However, translating the IGES file into a STEP physical file enabled partial 
representation of mechanical aspects of the product to be incorporated into the product 
database. Detailed results of translation evaluations are published in (Driscoll et al. 
1995), however, format translation is not a main research topic in the scope of this 
thesis.
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Figure 5.23 Solid model of the electronic product
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5.8. Validation
Within this research a considerably detailed STEP model has been developed and many 
of the required schemas generated.
As with all resear ch, the impoi-tant question of validating the developed models arises. 
This validation, the equivalent of an experimental programme, is cariied out in two 
parts; testing of data accuracy and testing for STEP compliance.
To formulate the validation policy, the scope and context in which the models were 
envisaged ar e reviewed. Two major aspects of the developed generic model as presented 
in Chapter 1 are the following:
- For the generic model to be useful to the engineering organisation the 
generic model should encompass all organisation-specific information 
requirements. This can be verified by generating an instance of an existing 
model and comparing resultant product model data against past data 
generated during the development cycle of the test product. Completeness, 
accuracy and availability should be investigated in this comparison process.
- For the general model to be useful in a CE environment, it must be 
imiversal, vendor independent, and non proprietary; thus, the generic 
model’s claim to neutrality should be tested. This can be verified by 
assuring that all components of its data model conform to the STEP 
standard.
To summarise, two validation procedures ar e required:
- validation of model information content
- validation of model conformance to STEP
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Before outlining the validation procedures in detail, a roadmap of the validation process 
is presented:
- As in every modelling process, detailed actual information on the real-world 
object was documented.
- IDEF was used to develop an engineering organisation activity model 
describing all activities of the enterprise. The model was developed on-site, 
checked and verified by field experts working in the engineering 
organisation. This included thorough and detailed review of each activity by 
the actual engineers and technicians involved in the activity. This was 
undertaken as part of EIB’s initiative to introduce concurrent engineering 
practices. The results are listed in Appendix D.
- A case study was based on an actual product which was selected as a sample 
of the engineering organisation products range. All information related to 
this product and generated throughout various stages of its development 
cycle was compiled and documented. This provided a reference set of 
product data used in the past to transfer a product from design to 
manufacturing, and to support the production process. This set was cross- 
referenced with the information requirements defined in the organisation’s 
activity model.
- A set of relevant Application Protocols provided an aclcnowledged reference 
to information requirements needed to describe various constituents of the 
product according to the STEP standard.
- Exliaustive comparisons between the instantiated models generated in this 
research work and the reference set of product data were conducted to 
determine any possible lack or mismatch of information. CorTcctive 
procedures had to be talcen, and he whole roadmap was re-iterated.
To validate the model conformance to STEP, abstract test suites provided by STEP are 
used to check models developed in EXPRESS. These test suites define a set of 
conformance levels against which the resulting model can be described to be 
conforming to one of these levels.
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To validate the information content of the instantiated models, the ‘actual’ CAD files 
translated into STEP physical formats are used as a benchmark to examine the 
information contents of the resultant instantiated model. These two validation concepts 
are illustrated in Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24 Validation of the resulting models 
Conformance Testing
Conformance testing consists of verifying that the developed product data model 
satisfies the information requirements stated in ISO 10303 Application Protocols, the 
requirements of the implementation methods supported, and the relevant requirements 
of the normative references.
The significance of such conformance testing, is that any future CAD tool that 
corresponds to the same conformance class these models correspond to, would be able 
to share data with this model without any loss of information due to internal data
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models discrepancies. This means that an engineering organisation can gnaiantee 
integrity and consistency of its data if it ensures that all future CAD tools fulfills a given 
conformance class requirements. Even when CAD tools do not meet requirements of a 
given class, but that of a lower order conformance class, the engineering organisation 
will still be able to determine in advance data instances that will not be shared between 
two or more systems.
Conformance to a particular' conformance class requires tliat all model entities, types, 
and associated constraints defined as part of that class be supported. All entities that ar e 
required as attributes of the required model entities must also be supported. Support for 
a pai-ticular conformance class requires support for all the requirements specified in this 
class.
Two tools were used to test the developed data models in this thesis:
- The STEP Conformance Editor, which is a visual tool that can be used to 
create, view, explore and edit STEP data files, and can interactively 
evaluate constraints, global rules, and derived attributes.
- The STEP Conformance Checker, which evaluates the EXPRESS rules 
and constraints to verify databases defined by the STEP application 
protocols. The checker examines every object in the database and 
determine whether it complies with the rules and constraints defined in the 
relevant Application Protocol. This tool is batch-oriented and accepts 
testing criteria to be run against all entities in the database.
The conformance checking tool “apconfoim” scans the complete STEP physical file. 
First, the tool reports any syntax errors, then it checks required attributes, derived 
attributes, inverse attributes, aggregate bounds, local constraints and finally, global 
constraints. Wlien the tool is used, a single Application Protocol must be selected to 
check against the model. If a model draws resources from multiple Application 
Protocols, as the case with the product model of this resear ch work, the conformance 
test should be repeatedly executed for each Application Protocol.
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The following conformance classes where selected fiom the abstract test suites defined 
in STEP to check the generic product model, in their total they correspond to all entities 
defined in the schemas developed in this research work.
Class 1- Fimctional design definition 
Class 2- Physical interconnection definition 
Class 3- Physical interconnection design 
Class 4- Interface requirement definition 
Class 5 - Auxiliary PCA requirements 
Class 6- ConGguration controlled product version 
Class 7- Fimctional interface definition 
Class 8“ Parts list
Class 9- PCA component placement
Class 10- Physical design
Class 11- Routed PCB
Class 12- Advanced brep
Class 13- CSG solids
Class 14- 2D graphics
Class 15- 3D graphics
Class 16- Extruded solids
Class 17- Wire Game
Class 18- Solids of revolution
This selection was based on information requirements of EIB as defined in the Activity 
Model.
Tliroughout the model development process, each entity defined and coded was initially 
checked for conformance with STEP. Failing to immediately validate its conformance 
would have ended with non-conforming entities propagating throughout the whole 
model, since entities used in both models aie highly interrelated through inheritance, 
subtyping, and referencing. Each entity in the model either conformed to one class, to
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several classes, or to none. In the latter case the non-conforming entity was reviewed 
and modified to attain conformance requirements. This process leads eventually to a 
model that completely conforms to STEP. Table 5.1. compiles conformance test results 
applied on selected entities of the developed model (the total sum of entities defined is 
436 entities).
CAD files ti'anslated into STEP physical files were also evaluated by the same 
conformance testing methodology. The AutoCAD representation of the case, cover, and 
front and rear panels which had been translated into a STEP physical file was checked 
against Application Protocol 204 (mechanical design using boundary representation) 
and Application Protocol 205 (mechanical design using surface representation). The 
logical result was a complete conformance to Integrated Constructs described in Parts 
512 and 514. The explanation is that translation sofrwaie developers either implemented 
a STEP-conforming construct or completely failed to represent it in the resulting 
physical file, which explains both the complete conformance and the loss of data.
This was demonstrated at EIB when CAD-Star was used to export the PCB geometric 
outline tlrrough the EDIF-to-STEP translator into a STEP physical file. Conformance 
testing showed that entity “edge based wire frame” conformed to class 17 of AP 210, 
which is in turn supported by the STEP to DXF translator. The conclusion is wire-frame 
representations of PCB are supported and exchanged by both AutoCAD and CADStai* 
without loss of data. However, solids represented by AutoCAD (version 13) did not 
conform to any conformance class supporting solids in AP 210 (classes 12 and 13), 
which indicates that a PCB CAD tool conforming to AP 210 is incapable of importing 
solids data generated by that paificular CAD tool.
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5.9. Summary and Conclusions
The previous sections of this chapter have detailed all aspects of the modelling process, 
where an industrial case study was applied. In this industrial case study the STEP 
methodology was used to model an actual product. Starting with the development of the 
engineering enterprise activity model using IDEF methodology. After the information 
requirements for the product model were derived from the activity model, a generic 
product model representing all global information related to the product was developed, 
global level information is related to frmctionality, teclmical specification, the existence 
of analytic models related to the product, mechanical and physical representation of the 
product and confrguration management.
As opposed to the global level of product modelling, a local level represents specific 
components of the product. Due to the considerable amount of information modelling 
needed to represent every local model of the product, one component was selected to be 
modelled: the printed circuit boai*d, which is the most important part in any electronic 
product.
Information contents of both models were verified through cross-referencing against 
actual product data and documentation generated at EIB using conventional methods.
Conformance to STEP was verified on two levels: EXPRESS data models consistency 
and integrity were verified by an EXPRESS paiser looking for any logical errors in 
definitions or contradictions/overlapping in their data structures. The PCB generic 
model was verified against the abstract test suite of the STEP standard to ensuie 
conformance with the standard. While its information content was verified tlirough 
cross examining the instantiated model against tlie reference set of product data.
This approach ensures full compatibility and data model coiTespondence between the 
present PCB model developed in this reseaich work, and any PCB CAD tool that may
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be released by major CAD vendors in the futui'e and claiming conformance to the STEP 
standard.
A programming language, C++, was used to convert EXPRESS entities into C++ 
classes and to instantiate these classes with actual data representing a specific product (a 
frequency meter developed and manufactured by EIB). The resulting classes were stored 
in an object oriented data repository.
Existing CAD files (AutoCAD mechanical models, and CAD-Stai" PCB designs) were 
translated into STEP physical files and stored in the same data repository. Conformance 
checking was also applied on these files.
The result is a product model database, capable of integrating different types of data, 
relating to different disciplines of engineering and product management, and on 
different levels of genericity or particularity, while still capable of coexisting with 
presently used CAD systems that do not conform to STEP. A major aspect of this 
product model is its upward compatibility with STEP-based CAD systems expected to 
be released in the near' future.
This modelling process explored new teclmologies and metliodologies, and developed a 
model based on multiple Application Protocols, as opposed to the single Application 
Protocol modelling applications published in the reviewed literature. This allowed the 
investigation of a number of problems and issues related to the implementation of STEP 
in the electronics industry, as will be detailed in the next chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Problems and issues related to the implementation of STEP 
6.1. Introduction
Developing the STEP based models presented in this research work involved analysis of 
the STEP standard, and a better understanding of its applicability and limitations when 
applied to modelling of electronic products. This chapter offers a critique and evaluation 
of STEP based on experience gained tlnoughout the research work presented in this 
thesis. Problems and issues related to the implementation of STEP in this context have 
been grouped into those of exchange, sharing, and integration for the purpose of 
discussion. Inlierent problems related to the conceptual modelling process in STEP, the 
AP interoperability problem, and the scope of existing APs will also form par t of the 
research evaluation.
6.2. The Issue of Integration
Wliile STEP successfully provided a thorough representation and modelling tool of 
almost every aspect of the electronic product tliroughout its entire life cycle, no 
straightforward support of the product model as a whole exists. That is, amalgamating 
all single facets from different disciplines is still not provided in STEP. Integrating APs 
representing the mechanical aspects of the product with those representing its electronic 
aspects needed fiirther work on this subject.
A suggested solution to this problem of integration would be to allow multiple APs to be 
merged into one schema and compiled into an integrated model that can be manipulated 
by one application. This application would have a schema implementing the union of all 
APs of interest. This is represented in Figur e 6.1.
One important problem affecting the issue of integration in an engineering enterprise 
working on electronic product development, is the availability of sufficient expertise in
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various fields of technology including materials, PCB design, 3D solids, FEA as 
examples, while there is very little actual know-how on the enabling tools of integration.
The questions that have to be faced in this context are: should all CAD tools used in the 
development of the electronic product correspond to several different APs (as the present 
situation), or should a new extended AP be developed to cater for the needs of the 
electronic product?.
Another integration issue is that of databases. When EXPRESS was used in conjunction 
with available CAD tools to model the configuration and control data, a key problem 
was the lack of direct database support in EXPRESS.
Figure 6.1 The concept of an extended AP
Currently available CAD tools almost always use proprietary databases and therefore the 
need for the construction of a neutral, integrated database allowing sharing of data with 
other CAD tools.
An alternative approach to this integrated and distributed database would be to develop a 
multidatabase system supporting databases interoperability. All databases would then be 
usable without the need to introduce a globally integrated schema.
This has led to the observation that STEP does not provide any guidance to standards 
developers and CAD implementers, so that the combination of the tools they build 
provide collectively a virtually integrated database .
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6.3. Data Exchange and Data Sharing
Wliile STEP was originally conceived as a data exchange set of protocols, the engineering 
community realised the significant potential of STEP as a suitable environment for data 
shai'ing. Presently, STEP supports data communication and exchange, but in order to 
support data sharing there is a need to create a shaied data repository. This implies 
creating joint applications. Current CAD applications used in the context of electronic 
products development aie, at their best, capable of importing and exporting product 
information, using de facto and industrial formats translators into and from STEP, while 
SDAI interfaces with these applications have not yet matured.
However, even the exchange mechanism suffers fiom the degradation of model data, 
albeit the translation process is error fi'ee. This degradation may be caused by the inherent 
limitations in the neutral description reference scheme. The conversion process might 
have to depend on a set of approximations or to entirely remap them into a different 
conceptual schema. As an example, the solid model of the case of the electronic product 
was translated into a wireframe when imported into the PCB design package. Mapping 
approximations and inaccuiacies are consequently unavoidable using the present set of 
STEP protocols and cause irreversible change in the product model data. Since the main 
features and functionalities aie still successfully exchanged, the benefits of STEP can still 
be of major importance to the industry.
Data sharing is a different issue. STEP’s standard data application interface (SDAI) was 
conceived to facilitate data shai'ing in a STEP-based database among different application 
programs via an interface program conforming to SDAI. Entity instances of product 
model data represent a typical data unit to be shared. Figuie 6.2. illustrates the concept of 
data shai'ing as opposed to data exchange.
The present problem with using STEP resources to develop CAD applications supporting 
data integration is that integrated resources (IRs) ar e too basic in structure and generic in 
natui'e to be used as the logical building blocks for a shared product information model or 
database.
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Figure 6.2 Data Sharing and Data Exchange
Application protocols (APs) that were especially developed to meet different 
applications requirements are too constrained to encompass a multifaceted product, and 
to be implemented within a global database management system. SDAI does not offer 
any mechanism for data integrity checking, and this responsibility is left to the 
application program. A solution to the problem of data sharing could be building more 
specialised IRs starting from sub-types of the application interpreted model (AIM), that 
is, creating an extended-AIMs while eliminating contradictory constraints. Another idea 
would be to create integrated application reference models (ARMs) to be used as the 
basis for shared data implementations. This implies that STEP’s current capabilities can 
still be developed and extended to allow seamless product data sharing in the future.
6.4. The Scope of STEP
A major hindrance in the problem of modelling an electronic product is the scope 
limitation of STEP. When the scope of STEP was defined, the aim was comprehensive 
coverage. The results were not able to cover all the particularities and features of the 
numerous applications STEP tried to cover. STEP started initially with a rich set of 
possibilities, and enjoys an ongoing and continuous development effort trying to expand 
its scope and applicability, but still does not cover all possibilities available in modem 
CAD systems. Parametrics, procurement and sales data are some conspicuous absentees 
that are not included in the scope of STEP.
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The result is the need corresponding data requirements and definitions development 
outside the scope of STEP. The problem of scope is further highlighted when APs are 
examined. A number of APs occupy a restricted scope within an industry, others talce an 
industry wide scope. Alternative APs are scoped explicitly for exchange, others are 
implicitly targeted at database implementations, leading to the conclusion that limited 
consistency across the set of APs exists when viewed from the perspective of their scope 
statements.
To illustrate this conclusion, the most important AP for electronic products, i.e. AP210, 
can be discussed. AP 210 supports the exchange of electrical printed circuit boar d design 
information, and defines the information shared between design manufacturing and 
process planning engineers for transforming a PCB detailed logical design into a 
manufacturable description. AP 210 identifies the PCB components and 
intercomiections between these components, describes the physical realisation of the 
logical design, and provides support for configuration management of the printed circuit 
assembly product data. Additionally this AP enumerates the conformance requirements.
From a limitation perspective, AP210 does not support analysis and simulation tools, 
process plans for the fabrication of the PCB, classification and categorisation of data 
elements types, process plans for the assembly of PCB assemblies, management of the 
manufacture of the parts used by PCB assemblies, administr ative procurement data, and 
cost data of the PCB.
6.5. Parts Library
The problem of parts library is a two-fold one. The process of developing an electronic 
product involves using different electronic design automation tools and more than one 
CAD program. These packages and tools are all related to the domain of electronic 
design, and they all involve extensive use and build-up of components libraries which 
ar e capable of data exchange (with varying degrees of success) tlrrough the EDIF neutral 
format. The complete product model requires mechanical CAD programs to model the 
physical properties and solid representation of tire product, and these programs use parts
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libraries and consequently, need to exchange these parts across a wide platform of CAD 
applications.
Thus, the problem of parts library is more complicated than was originally anticipated. 
Simple translation between EDIF and IGES from and to STEP in order to obtain an 
integrated part library ended up with a number of problems. Electronic components 
libraries comprise logical relations that define the behaviour of these components as well 
as physical and layout information. The logical or functional data is separated from the 
physical data, and the translation process ended up with a STEP components library only 
containing geometry and physical information. The solution to this problem is already 
under way with the extensive efforts in which EDIF is being re-authored using STEP’s 
conceptual modelling language EXPRESS.
With mechanical parts libraries, there is a variation on this problem. While the 
functionality of mechanical parts is inlierent in their form and embodiment, implying 
they are not lost when being exchanged and translated, design definitions of a part e.g. 
the material, tolerances, and surface finish are treated upon conversion as notation which 
have no association with their relevant definitions of the part.
6,6. Activity and Data Models
EXPRESS is a procedural information description language offering considerable 
capabilities for designing both structural and variable relations. However, EXPRESS can 
only describe static data models, and provides no means of describing the evolutionary 
nature of product development. When the modelling task in this research work started 
with analysing the organisation activities in order to determine all information flows 
within the engineering organisation (an essential phase according to the STEP 
methodology), STEP offered no means to support activity modelling, and non-STEP 
tools had to be used to develop a model capable of describing activities i.e. IDEF. The 
proposed solution is either to incorporate IDEF into the STEP standard, or to develop an 
extension to EXPRESS (which already has had two extensions : EXPRESS-G and 
EXPRESS-I) capable of modelling activities as opposed to static data models.
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6.7. Long-term data archiving
Another problem related to STEP stems from the paramount need of engineering 
enterprises to store considerable amounts of data related to their product’s entire life­
cycle for very long periods of time. STEP has to offer a solution to long time arcliiving. 
Two requirements for a viable solution to long-time archiving are: firstly, a concise and 
efficient data format, and secondly, complete and accurate information. All APs in STEP 
ar e capable of storing data pertaining to the application domam, but no provision for the 
storage of information on the product throughout its whole life cycle is offered.
6.8. Application Protocols Interoperability
AP interoperability is the ability to access and understand data defined in one AP by an 
implementation of another AP. This implies that two implementations of two different 
APs will be able to share the data defined in the overlapping area of APs. Therefore the 
two APs can interoperate over the overlapping area of the data models. This 
interoperability is either attained tlrrough the usage of common constructs or the 
intentional use of common AICs.
AP interoperability requires that the second AP be able to read the data set of the first 
AP and recover the information in those areas in which the two APs overlap. Since an 
implementation of one AP cannot process a physical file produced by an implementation 
of another AP without prior larowledge of the other AP schema, then the problem of AP 
interoperability becomes a major issue taking into account that an integrated product life 
cycle model will necessarily need information drawn from more than one application 
AP.
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Since research work presented in this thesis had to draw resources from different 
application protocols, the following data sharing issues were encoimtered;
Sharing data when the schemas are exactly the same
The application code would have no problems processing entities and constructs in both 
APs.
Sharing common data when one AP has a more generic scope than another AP
Here one AP uses a more generic supertype, while the other uses a more specific subtype 
in order to specify some information. Additionally, the second AP constrains the subtype 
to have a meaning or a value from a specific context. The result is that the first AP will 
not be able to correctly exchange information among both physical files unless it laiows 
the schema for the second AP and the relationship between the entities. A solution to 
this problem will be based on STEP architectuie and methodology providing a common 
basis for all product data, so that it is possible to define a model that enables the 
systematic implementation of many different application protocols. This was 
demonstrated within the reseaich work presented in this thesis. If more APs of interest 
aie to be incorporated into the new extended AP, a dictionary capable of recognising the 
relationships among corresponding entities can be built and reused as the need evolves.
One AP has the same entities of another AP but with different constraints specified
Basic entities and constructs aie shared in this instance, but the set of allowed values aie 
different, overlapping or possibly conflicting. Here, the two APs can easily read and 
understand only the constructs that have the same role in both APs. The AP may choose 
to ignore the data that violate the rules within its scope, or it may choose to process and 
store it. This depends on the original design of the AP. Anyhow, every particular 
instance of entities can always be traced back to the AP that created and owns it due to 
the existing dependence of all data in STEP on the AP metadata. The extended AP 
proposed in this thesis redefined data constructs drawn fiom any AP that conflicted with 
corresponding data constructs drawn from AP 210, which was given the precedence over 
the rest of APs given the context of application.
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Each AP has a different subtype in its schema
Although implementations of one AP can still be able to process the entities, laiowing in 
advance tlie schema of the other AP, the information is meaningless unless it is within 
the context of the application. Wlien entities are completely shaied among two or many 
applications and constiaints which aie dependent on that association entity are wiitten 
into the association entity, then an AIC may be generated to suite the needs of this 
particulai' application context.
Three causes of failui'e to interoperate may be summarised as follows:
- incomplete nature of the IRs leading to APs doing their own modelling 
tlii'ough interpretation. On the other hand, redundancy in the IR allow 
different choices, while their ambiguity leads to different implementations of 
the same entities.
- data may be fundamentally incompatible, or there might be incompatible 
selection of entities between APs, different specialisations of the same entity 
population, incompatible constiaints, or different allowed ranges.
- an individual AP may over-constrain when compared to the general 
requirements, or may have reduced scopes due to external factors.
- there are different conformance classes to different APs.
6.9. Summary and Conclusions
While implementing STEP metliodology and tools in modelling the whole life cycle of 
an electronic product, a number of issues and problems were encountered. The most 
important among them were related to the inability of STEP to cover all aspects of the 
product throughout its whole life cycle. Data integration and sharing via extended 
application protocols and multidatabase systems have been discussed, and application 
protocols interoperability was presented as one of the major issues in the implementation 
of STEP. Data dictionaries were suggested as a paitial solution to the problem of 
application protocols interoparability when the scope of one protocol is more specific 
than the other. Other problems were related to the inherent nature of EXPRESS, which
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does not support a dynamic model of the product, reflecting its evolution tlnoughout its 
life cycle. Wliile these problems pose serious challenges to the implementation and 
adoption of STEP, they are not insuiinountable. Individual or proprietary solutions 
contradict the concept of STEP, and standardised solutions should be provided, whether 
based on existing individual approaches, or completely new solutions specifically 
developed to overcome these shortcomings.
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Chapter 7
Results, analysis and evaluation 
7.1. Introduction
The research work presented in this thesis proposed a STEP-based generic data model for 
electronic products. The model was developed and implemented in an industrial enterprise 
as part of its enabling technologies for the implementation of concurrent engineering 
practices. Analysis of the results of research work done in this thesis is presented in the 
following sections. Objectives that were stated on the begimiing of this research work are 
reviewed and related to actual results.
7.2. Application of the STEP standard
This thesis has demonstrated that STEP in its current state can not offer a comprehensive 
solution to the problem of product modelling. However, the methodologies proposed by 
STEP, the tools adopted alongside STEP, and the Application Protocols developed in 
STEP, permit an engineering organisation to develop its own product model in a way that 
guarantees accommodation of curTcntly existing non-STEP design tools, conformance to 
the STEP standard, and future compatibility with new releases of CAD tools in case they 
conform to the STEP standard.
7.3. Modelling of an electronic product
This thesis defined an electronic product as consisting of an aggregation of physical parts, 
regardless of their intended functions. A generic model was developed according to the 
STEP methodology by developing an organisation specific Application Activity Model 
(AAM) using IDEF activity modelling tools to reflect the activities of EIB, an electronics 
industrial organisation. This activity model was used as the basis to define data 
requirements for a generic electronic product. The EXPRESS modelling language was 
used to develop these models.
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STEP application protocols provided a rich set of data constructs (from the Integrated 
Resources) covering a wide range of engineering applications, from geometrical 
representation of physical entities, to 3D solids modelling, to design rules for printed 
circuit boards. The product model developed in the reseai'ch work presented in this thesis 
used tire information requirements derived from the AAM to select relevant data 
constructs from a pool of integrated constructs, this was followed by a series of 
interpretation and specialisation of tliese constructs to coiTespond to the particular 
information requirements of electronic products, thus resulting in a new extended 
Application Protocol. A data planning model was developed to offer a global information 
view of the proposed model. And consequently, a generic product model was developed.
A main component of any electronic product is the printed circuit boar d (PCB). Wliile this 
component was dealt with as a physical (solid) entity in the generic product model, where 
its relation to the product assembly, its physical representation, and its global 
characteristics were modelled. A specific PCB model was developed to represent all data 
required for the design and transfer to manufacturing of a PCB. This model was based on, 
and completely satisfies information requirements of Application Protocol 210 in STEP 
which specifies all industry standard inforTnation requirements for the design and 
manufacture of PCBs.
Implementing an instance of an electronic product
The models developed were instantiated (populated with data) using tools provided by 
ST-Developer, a software development environment, and C++, an object-oriented 
programming language. Software tools provided witliin ST-Developer translated each 
EXPRESS entity into a C++ class. Special C++ code was written to generate objects 
corresponding to these classes, assigning data instances to these objects, and storing the 
instantiated objects in an object-oriented database (ROSE).
Translating existing CAD files into STEP-based physical files
CAD files of the product selected for the case study (an electronic frequency meter 
designed, engineered and manufactured at EIB) were translated into STEP files. This is
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not the saine as having STEP-based CAD files, since the internal data model was not 
STEP compatible. The results were files coded according to STEP'S physical file formats. 
This served two purposes: on one hand it allowed extensive evaluation of the product 
model by compaiison and analysis with the complete set of product documents, on the 
other hand it allowed incorporating the mechanical representations of the product into the 
same database holding instants of this product generated in the previous two methods.
Model Validation
The models developed underwent extensive validation testing on two fionts. Firstly, the 
content of information modelled was reviewed at each modelling step by different 
methods and procedures. The IDEF enterprise activity model was thoroughly reviewed by 
field experts and department managers at EIB. The information requirement model was 
checked against a complete set of documentation of the actual selected product, these 
docimients were used to transfer the product fiom design to engineering and manufacture. 
The printed circuit boaid model information requirements were checked against 
Application Protocol 210 which is an International Standai'd detailing all information 
requirements of any printed circuit boar d.
Conformance of the developed models and the tr anslated CAD files to the STEP standard 
was validated using two levels of automated conformance checking. An automated tool 
was used to check data integrity and logical consistency across all schemas of the models, 
and conformance checking of each data entity defined in the models was applied per 
application protocol (integrated resources used in the models were drawn fi’om 6 different 
application protocols in the developed generic model).
7.4. Model applicability
The electronic product model was designed fiom the outset to meet requirements at EIB 
for an integrated electronic data model. The product model was plamied to facilitate 
representation of multiple disciplines pertaining to various phases of the product 
development life-cycle, in the context of a concurrent engineering environment. The 
model was tested against an actual selected product produced at EIB. This product was
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designed and produced using conventional methods in which automated design tools were 
unable to share information on the product, and to communicate with other manufacturing 
processes (isolated islands of technology).
7.5. Evaluation of the resultant model
Talcing into account the substantial volume of product information generated throughout 
its entire life cycle, and the variety of different engineering disciplines it stems fiom, a 
complete generic model for the electronic product was not possible within the scope of 
this thesis. However, the generic product model proposed here was able to cover an 
extensive part of top-level information requirements of an electronic product. The scope 
of the model developed was detailed in Chapter 5. Other information requirements that 
were not covered in the developed generic model, nonetheless considered useful and 
important in modelling electronic products are listed later in this chapter as proposals for 
further research work on this subject.
A major advantage of this model was its ability to incorporate multifarious product 
information in one database regardless of its source (design, engineering, procurement, 
and other fimctional departments at EIB), and with universal accessibility, thus, 
facilitating information sharing and communication among different multidisciplinary 
project members. This is a crucial factor for the successflil implementation of a concunent 
engineering strategy, which is being currently introduced at EIB.
7.6. Thesis objectives reviewed
The section reviews objectives of this thesis as listed in Chapter 1 and evaluates whether 
the stated objectives were met.
- the STEP standard was successfrilly applied in the engineering organisation, 
thus putting it on the leading edge of data exchange and product modelling 
teclinologies.
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- the STEP methodology was used to develop information models not 
supported presently by the STEP standard, which allowed the development 
of a generic product model specific to EIB.
- the EXPRESS modelling language was used to model parts of the 
engineering organisation information not supported by STEP.
- the developed models used multi-Application Protocols, thus eliminating 
scope overlaps and contradictions in the pool of common integrated 
constructs, and scope interoperability. However this is not a global solution 
to the AP interoperability problem as stated in the literatur e. This solution is 
limited to the scope defined in this thesis.
- the result of integrating six different APs to particular ly suite modelling of 
electronic products is a new extended AP which draws resources and 
resolve conflicts from existing APs and Integrated Resources, while adding 
new constructs to complete the information model.
- all concepts discussed in this thesis were practically applied in an 
engineering case study at EIB, which is an organisation involved in 
producing electronic products and currently introducing concurrent 
engineering practices. The extended AP was developed to suite particular 
information requirements at EIB, and the generic model database was 
populated with an instance of an actual product designed and produced at 
EIB.
7.7. Further research work
With STEP being a new methodology and approach, the potential for friture research on 
this subject is considerable. Chapter 6, "Problems and issues related to the implementation 
of STEP" details all unresolved research issues to be overcome before this standard grows 
to maturity. These problems were compiled as a part of investigating the applicability of 
STEP to electronic products modelling. However, suggestions for further future work that 
is directly related to resear ch work described in this thesis are presented below.
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Further work on product modelling
The product modelling scope set at the outset of this thesis had to balance the full set of 
information requirements with the need to produce a realistic model that can be designed, 
developed and tested within the time and resource limitations of the research work 
described in his thesis. The models developed offer a solid and comprehensive global 
description of the product. However, only one aspect of the product model, i.e. the PCB, 
was modelled in full detail. Suggestion for further modelling would cover the other 
aspects of the model, which is a demanding task that needs the joint efforts of a multi­
skilled team.
Adding information requirements that may be considered important to the complete 
modelling of an electronic product, but not included in the models presented in this thesis, 
can be undertalcen as a further resear ch work to complement the work presented here. This 
may include, but is not limited to:
- the management of the process used to design a PCA;
- the process plans for the fabrication of the PCB;
- tire process plans for the assembly of the PCA;
- the definition and interpretation of external file formats for analytic 
models (e.g.: finite elements, thermal models, simulation test vectors).
- the administrative procurement and cost data used by an engineering 
organisation.
Further work on Application Protocols interoperability
Integrating six different APs resulted in a single extended AP tailored to accommodate 
information requirements for a generic model of an electronic product. This included a 
process of selecting data constructs from the Integrated Resources and integrating them 
into one Application Interpreted Model by process of specialisation and conflict 
elimination. The resultant extended model was tested against STEP'S abstiact test suite 
ISO 10303- 310, which guarantees conformance of the resultant AP to STEP, but does not 
guarantee the completeness and thorouglmess of the extended protocol. Further research 
work on the completeness and consistency of this extended AP to suit all electronic 
products, and all engineering organisations need to be fmlher investigated.
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Further work on CAD correspondence to the present model
Since no STEP-based CAD products have been released at present, but are expected in the 
near future as previously discussed, analysis and evaluation of CAD tools data models 
coiTespondence to the developed product model could not be practically undertaken. The 
current model can only store product-related CAD files in the object-oriented database 
after translating it from an intermediate neutral format (e.g. IGES or DXF). Once STEP- 
based CAD tools become available, further research work can be conducted to investigate 
data models correspondence between the present product model and the CAD tool. 
Another interesting aspect would be to investigate the mechanism in which the CAD tool 
will directly access the database to read and write product data into and fr om the database, 
wliich renders the translation process obsolete.
Further work on Product Data Management (PDM) aspects
Although the scope of this thesis does not include Product Data Management tasks and 
frmctionalities, many features and aspects of the developed model have common ground 
with PDM systems. This includes configuration management, referencing all analytic 
models files related to the product, global information on the project, components and 
parts, team members, client identity, contract information, and, most significantly, the 
inclusion of CAD files generated by different incompatible CAD systems. Further 
research work may investigate methods of incorporating this model into an existing 
commercially based PDM system, and the evaluation of benefits acquired fiom this 
interaction. The model can be further developed to become a STEP-based PDM system. 
This is a particularly promising resear ch ar ea that needs finther investigation.
STEP and other data exchange standards
The likelihood that STEP will become obsolete in the foreseeable firture is remote due to 
the dynamic nature of this international standardisation venture. Furthermore other 
industry standards with a scope not curTently covered by STEP and hence expected to 
survive well into the next decade, have already been influenced by the STEP 
methodology. An important data exchange standard in the electronics industry, EDIF, has 
been recently modified, and its entire data model was redeveloped using EXPRESS. This
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new release of EDIF promises transparent exchange with STEP tlnough use of common 
data conceptual schemas. Fuither research work can investigate methods allowing the 
present product model to exchange information with EDIF-based CAD tools. Similarly, 
further research work may investigate the relation between a STEP-based product model, 
and the global product data platform proposed as an Industry Standard by the Electronics 
Industry Association (EIA) and known as the CAD Frame Work Initiative (CFI).
7.8. Summary and Conclusions
This chapter reviewed the research work presented in this thesis, and evaluated the 
resultant models and their impact on an engineering organisation. The objectives stated at 
the beginning of this thesis were reviewed to ensur'e that research work of the thesis has 
met these objectives. Finally, proposals for further research to enhance, add, and further 
develop the work presented in this thesis were suggested.
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Appendix A-Definitions
The following list presents definitions of key terms used tliroughout this thesis. STEP 
related terms are taken from STEP Part 1 (ISO 10303-1), other general terms are either 
taken from various resources, or were derived tlrroughout the work on this thesis.
Abstract Test Case One or more files, encapsulating a test purpose, independent of both the 
implementation and the values, that provide the formal basis from which executable test 
cases ar e derived.
Abstract Test Method A description of how a candidate product is to be tested, given the 
appropriate level of abstraction to make the description independent of any particular- 
implementation of testing tools or procedures, but with sufficient detail to enable these 
tests to be produced.
Abstract Test Suite A part of ISO 10303 that contains the set of abstract test cases, possibly 
combined into nested abstract test groups, necessary to perform conformance testing for 
a standard or group of standards
Application A group of one or more processes creating or using product data
Application Activity Model (AAM): A model that describes an application in terms of its 
processes and information flows. AAM is one form of requirements for an application 
protocol.
Application context: The condition that define the intended use of product data within an 
application.
Application Interpretation: The development of a conceptual schema for product data 
coimnunication from a consensus external user view using a set of integrated product 
data constructs as resources.
Application Interpreted Construct (AIC): A logical grouping of concepts that is shaied by two 
or more Application Interpreted Models.
Application Interpreted Model (AIM): An information model that uses the integrated resources 
necessary to satisfy the information requirements and constraints of an Application 
Reference Model within an Application Protocol.
Application object : An atomic element of an Application reference Model that defines a unique 
application concept and contains attributes specifying the data elements of the objects.
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Application Protocol (AP): A  part of ISO 10303 that describes the use of Integrated Resour ces 
satisfying the scope and information requirements for a specific application context.
Application Reference Model(ARM): An information model that describes the information 
requirements and constr aints of a specific application context.
Application Resource: An Integrated Resource whose contents are related to a group of 
applications.
Assembly : A  product that is decomposable into a set of components or other assemblies.
Communication: The exchange, shar ing, or archiving of information.
Component: A product that is not decomposable from the perspective of a specific application 
context.
Concept: Representation of a set of properties
Conformance Requirement: Within a standard, a precise, textual definition of a characteristic 
present in conforming implementations.
Conformance Testing: The testing of a candidate product for the existence of required by a 
standard in order to determine the extent to which that product is a conforming 
implementation.
Construct: A  data modelling structure representing a semantic abstraction of a concept.
Context : The circumstances relevant to something under consideration.
Core Model: An information model that captures the requirements and knowledge of a number 
of different domains for a specific industry sector.
Data: A representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a formal manner suitable for 
communication, inteipretation, or processing by computers.
Data Exchange: The storing, accessing, tiansferring, and archiving of data.
Data Model: A  collection of related constructs, described in a formal data modelling language, 
that captures entities, attributes, relationships, constraints, rules, and operations 
necessary to specify the semantics on a chosen domain of discour se.
Data Specification Language: A set of rules for defining data and their relationships suitable 
for communication, or processing by human beings, or computers.
Data Integration: The process of managing data from multiple, diverse sources in a shared 
environment.
Data Sharing: The management of data to provide concunent access to multiple, diverse users 
and applications of the data.
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Data Specification Language: A  set of rules for defining data and their relationships suitable 
for coimnunication, interpretation, or processing by computers.
JEntity: Represents a set of real or abstract things which have common attributes or 
characteristics.
Exchange Structure: A computer-interpretable format used for storing, accessing, transferi'ing, 
and archiving data.
Formal: Being in accordance with rules explicitly established prior to use.
Generic Resource: An integrated resour ce tliat is completely context independent.
Implementation Method: a specified technique for exchange of product data of an application 
protocol using the EXPRESS data specification language.
Information: Facts, concepts, or instructions.
Information System: A  system having the ability to use, manipulate, rnalce sense of and select 
information of interest.
Integrated Resources (IR): an ISO 10303 Part that defines a group of resource constructs used 
as the basis for product data.
Integration : the process of uniting things in a coherent manner by eliminating inconsistencies 
and overlaps.
Interpretation: The modification or addition of constraints, relationships and attributes to 
Generic and Application Resources.
Manufacturability: Relating to the ease of ability to manufacture a product. Implies the 
availability of information on the manufacturing processes and the data to drive those 
processes.
Model: A simplified representation or description, describing only those aspects considered to 
be relevant in the context of the model.
Product: A  thing or substance produced by natural o ar tificial process.
Product Data: A  representation of facts, concepts, or instructions about one or more products in 
a formal manner suitable for comrmmication, interpretation, or processing by human 
beings or by automatic means.
Product Data Model: A  representation of the form of product data, the definition of the form of 
the Product Model.
Product Information : Facts, concepts, or instructions about one or more products.
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Product Information Model: An information model which provides an abstract description of 
facts, concepts and instructions, about one or more products.
Product Model: Represents all the information to sufficiently describe a product in such a way 
that it can be used by applications. A Product Model is defined in terms of a Product 
Data Model, and is an instantiation of its Product Data Model.
Prototyping: The act of creating test beds for ideas and concepts. The purpose is to validate 
ideas and concepts.
Resource: A construct which is fiee of a specific application context and is available for 
Interpretation by an Application Interpreted Model.
Resource Construct: The collection of EXPRESS language entities, types, fimctions, rules and 
references that together define a valid description of product data.
Resource Integration: The unification of generally applicable product data constructs, using an 
explicit architecture, that serves as resources for the development of communication 
standards in specific application contexts.
Schema: A formal conceptual structure used to specify a construct using data modelling 
teclmiques.
Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI): Specifies an implementation method of a functional 
interface to data repositories containing data whose structure is defined using EXPRESS.
STEP: Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data, a familiar name for the emerging 
international standard ISO 10303. The goal is a complete, unambiguous, computer- 
readable definition of the physical and fimctional characteristics of a product tlrroughout 
its life-cycle.
Structure: A  set of interrelated parts of any complex thing, and the relationships between them.
Test Purpose: A  description of an objective to be tested to assess if a specific requirement is 
met by arr implementation.
Unit of Functionality: A collection of application objects and tlreir relationships that defines 
one or more concepts within the application context such that removal of any component 
would render the concepts incomplete or unambiguous.
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Appendix B - Acronyms
This list of acronyms should not be considered as comprehensive, but a set of the most 
frequently used acronyms appearing tliroughout this thesis.
AAM Application Activity Model
AIC Application Interpreted Construct
AIM Application Interpreted Model
AMICE A European Computer Integrated Manufactui'ing Architectuie
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AP Application Protocol
ARM Application Reference Model
CAD Computer Aided Design
CALS Continuous Acquisition and Lifecycle Support
CE ConcuiTent Engineering
CFI CAD Framework Initiative
CIM Computer Integrated Manufacturing
DBMS Database Management System
DIS Draft International Standard
DPM Digital Product Model
EDA Electronic Design Automation
EDIF Electronic Design Interchange Format
EIA Electronic Industries Associations
ESPRIT European Strategic Program for Research in Information
Teclmology
IDEF Infonnation Definition modelling language
IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
IPC Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits
IR Integrated Resoinces
ISO International Organisation for Standardisation
NIST National Institute of Standar ds and Technology
NURB Non-Uniform Rational B-spline
OOP Object Oriented Programming
OODBMS Object Oriented Database Management System 
PCA Printed Circuit Assembly
PCB Printed Circuit Board
PDE Product Data Exchange
PDES Product Data Exchange using STEP
SDAI STEP Data Access Interface
SGML Standard Generalised Markup Language
STEP Standard for the Exchange of Product model data
VHDL Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description
Language
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Appendix C - STEP Parts
This Appendix provides an updated and comprehensive list of STEP parts, each with its 
current International Standard status, as released by ISO in April 1997. The following 
abbreviations are used by ISO to describe various stages of an International Standard 
development cycle:
NWI New Work Item
WD Working draft
CD Committee Draft
DIS Draft International Standard
FDIS Final Draft International Standard
IS International Standard
Descriptions methods
Part 1 (IS): Overview and fundamental principles 
Part 11 (IS): EXPRESS language
Part 12 (IS): The EXPRESS-I language Implementation methods 
Part 21 (IS): Clear* text encoding of the exchange structure 
Part 22 (DIS): Standard data access interface specification 
Part 23 (CD): C++ language binding to the standard data access interface 
Part 24 (CD): C language binding to the standard data access interface 
Part 26 (WD): Interface definition language binding to the standard data access 
interface
Conformance testing methodology and framework
Part 31 (IS): General concepts
Part 32 (FDIS): Requirements on testing laboratories and clients 
Part 33 (CD): Structure and use of abstract test suites 
Part 34 (CD): Abstract test methods
Part 35 (NWI): Abstract test methods for SDAI implementations 
Integrated generic resources
Part 41 (IS): Fundamentals of product description and support
Part 42 (IS): Geometric and topological representation
Part 43 (IS): Representation structures
Part 44 (IS): Product structure configuration
Part 45 (FDIS): Materials
Part 46 (IS): Visual presentation
Part 47 (DIS): Shape variation tolerances
Part 49 (DIS): Process structure and properties
Integrated application resources
Parti 01 (IS): Draughting
Part 104 (CD): Finite element analysis
Part 105 (IS): Kinematics
Part 106 (WD): Building construction core model
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Application Protocols
Part 201 (IS): Explicit draughting
Part 202 (IS): Associative draughting
Part 203 (IS): Configuration controlled design
Part 204 (CD): Mechanical design using boundary representation
Part 205 (CD): Mechanical design using surface representation
Part 207 (DIS): Sheet metal die planning and design
Part 208 (CD): Life cycle management - Change process
Part 209 (CD): Composite and metallic structural analysis and related design
Part 210 (CD): Electronic assembly, interconnect, and packaging design
Part 212 (CD): Electroteclmical design and installation
Part 213 (DIS): Numerical control process plans for machined parts
Part 214 (CD): Core Data for Automotive Mechanical Design Processes
Part 215 (WD): Ship arrangement
Part 216 (WD): Ship moulded forms
Part 217 (CD): Ship piping
Part 218 (CD): Ship structures
Par t 220: Process plarniing, manufacture, and assembly of layered electronic 
products
Par t 221: Fimctional data and their schematic representation for process plant 
Part 222: Exchange of product data for composite structures
Par t 223 (CD): Exchange of design and manufacturing product information for casting 
parts
Part 224 (DIS): Mechanical product definition for process plans using machining features
Part 225 (DIS): Building elements using explicit shape representation
Part 226: Ship mechanical systems
Part 227 (CD): Plant spatial configuration
Part 228: Building services: Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
Part 229: Exchange of design and manufacturing product information for forged parts
Part 230 (WD): Building structmal frame: Steelwork
Part 231 (CD): Process engineering data: Process design and process specification of 
major equipment
Part 232 (NWI): Teclmical data packaging core information and exchange
Abstract test suite
Part 301 : Explicit draughting
Part 302 (WD): Associative draughting
Part 303 (WD): Configuration controlled design
Part 304 : Mechanical design using boundary representation
Part 305: Mechanical design using surface representation
Part 307: Sheet metal die planning and design
Part 308: Life cycle management - Change process
Part 309: Composite and metallic structural analysis and related design
Part 310: Electronic assembly, intercormect, and packaging design
Part 312: Electrotechnical design and installation
Part 313: Numerical control process plans for machined parts
Part 314: Core data for automotive mechanical design
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Part 315: Ship arrangement 
Part 316: Ship moulded forms 
Part 317: Ship piping 
Part 318: Ship structures
Par t 320: Process planning, manufacture, and assembly of layered electronic 
products
Part 321 : Functional data and their schematic representation for process plant 
Part 322: Exchange of product data for composite sti uctmes
Part 323: Exchange of design and manufacturing product information for casting parts 
Part 324: Mechanical product definition for process plans using machining featines
Part 325: Building elements using explicit shape representation 
Part 326: Ship mechanical systems 
Part 327: Plant spatial configuration
Part 328: Building services: Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
Part 329: Exchange of design and manufactmtng product information for forged parts
Part 330: Building structural frame: Steelwork
Part 331: Process engineering data: Process design and process specification of major 
equipment
Part 332: Technical data packaging core information and exchange
Application interpreted constructs
Part 501 (CD):
Part 502 (CD):
Part 503 (CD):
Part 504 (CD):
Part 505 (CD):
Part 506 (CD):
Part 507 (CD):
Part 508 (CD):
Part 509 (CD):
Part 510 (CD):
Part 511 (CD):
Part 512 (CD):
Part 513 (CD):
Part 514 (CD):
Part 515 (CD):
Part 516 (CD):
Part 517 (CD):
Part 518 (CD):
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Appendix D - The product development activity model
Tills Appendix contains the IDEF diagrams used in modelling the electronic product 
development cycle at EIB.
Node AO represents the overall product development cycle. This node is progressively 
broken-down into its constituent activities according to the IDEF methodology.
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Appendix - E The Product Generic Model
This appendix lists the EXPRESS code of the product generic model.
SC H E M A  eib_product_ m odel;
U S E  F R O M  allocation;
U S E  F R O M  co iifig u ra tio n jn a n a g em en t;
U S E  F R O M  function_uof;
U S E  F R O M  geom etry;
U S E  F R O M  part;
U S E  F R O M  priiited_circu it_assem bly;
U S E  F R O M  printed circuit board;
U S E  F R O M  requirem ents;
U S E  F R O M  utility;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  allocation;
U S E  F R O M  fu n ctio n _ u o f
(fun ctional_connectiv ity_defin ition , 
fu iictional_un it_port_defin ition , 
functional unit defin ition , 
functional_unit_port, 
functional_unit);
U S E  F R O M  printed circuit a ssem b ly
(p h ysica l_con n ectiv ity_d efin ition , 
com ponent term ination, pca com ponent);
U S E  F R O M  part
(p h ysica l _device_port, ee  dev ice ,
printed_pait_tennination ,
printed_part);
U S E  F R O M  configuration jm anagem en t
(ee_p rod uct configuration , eejp rod uct, 
e e jD r o d u c tv e r s io n , ee_product_defin ition);
U S E  F R O M  requirem ents
(ee  sp ec ifica tion , requirem eiit occurence, 
e er eq u ire m e n t);
T Y P E  physical_  d ev ice  =  SE L E C T  
(printed_part, 
e e d e v ic e ) ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  p h ysica l_p ort_occu rence =  SE L E C T  
(printed_part_term ination, 
p h ysica l_d evice_port);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  c o n n e c tiv ity a llo c a tio n ;
im plem entation : SE T  [1;?] OF p h ysica l_conn ectiv ity_defin ition ;  
co n n ectiv ity  requirem ent : functional conn ectiv ity  definition;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fim ction  defin ition  allocation;
a llocated  fiinction  defin ition  : functional unit dehnition; 
fun ction  im plem entation : ph ysica l dev ice;
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E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fuiictionaI_port_de£îiiition_aU ocation;
a llocated _fun ctional_port_defin ition  : functional_unit_poit_defîn ition;  
assign ed _d ev ice_p ort : p liysical_port_occurence;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fuiictionaI_unit_port_allocation; 
target : com ponent term ination; 
source : functional u n itjp o it;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  functional_unit_alIocation;
a llocated _fun ctional_un it : functionai unit; 
fun ction  im plem etation  : p ca  com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fim ctional un it requirem ent allocation;
com p on en t assign m en t : SE T  [1;?] o f  p ca  com ponent; 
physical_requirem ents : SE T  [1:?] OF requirem ent occurence;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  r e q u ir e m e n to r s p e c a l lo c a t io n ;
a llocated  sp ec ifica tion  : O PT IO N A L  ee  specification ; 
allocated  requirem ent : O PT IO N A L  ee  requirem ent;
target_product_configuration  ; O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F eejp rod uct_configu ration ; 
target_product : O PT IO N A L  eejp rod uct; 
target_product_version ; O PT IO N A L  ee_product_version; 
target_product_defin ition  : O PT IO N A L  ee_product definition;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _SC H E M A ;
S C H E M A  configuration  inanagem ent;
U S E  F R O M  utility
(e e d o c u m e n t ,
e e jn e a su r e ,
date,
ee_approval,
ee_text,
ee  nam e, nam e);
U S E  F R O M  part
(supplier_part_version);
T Y P E  released  or unreleased =  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF  
(released ,unreleased);
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  w o r k o r d e r t y p e  =  SE L E C T  
(change_order, start order);
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  w o r k r e q u e s t t y p e  =  SE L E C T
(change_request, stait_request);
E N D _T Y P E ;
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E N T IT Y  alternate_product;
defining_base_part: ee_product;
defm ed_alteraate_part: ee_product; 
contract_num ber: O PT IO N A L  ee  nam e;
E N d _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  cliange_ order;
ch ange date : date;
adopted_solution: O PT IO N A L  ee  text;
identifier : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  change_request;
co n seq u en ce  : ee  text; 
recom m en ded_so lu tion  : O PT IO N A L  ee_text; 
change request id : ee  nam e; 
version  ; ee  nam e;
E N D E N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee_product;
part nom enclature : ee  nam e;
part c lassiflca tion  : ee  nam e; 
owner: nam e; 
part num ber : e e  nam e; 
part typ e  ; ee  nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee_product_configuration;
product conflguration  approval : O PT IO N A L  ee  approval; 
i t e m j d  : STR IN G ;
satisfy ing_part : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F ee_product; 
ph ase o f  product : STR IN G ;
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee_product_defm ition;
version  ; ee_product_version; 
cad fllenam e : O PT IO N A L  ee  nam e; 
contex t description: ee nam e; 
creation_date : date;
docum entation  : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF ee  docum ent; 
creator ; SE T  [1;?] O F nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee_product_version;
version ed  item  : eejp rod uct;
ow n er  : nam e;
product version  approval : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF ee approval;
rev ision_letter  : ee  nam e;
release  status : released_or_im released;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  eng ineer ing  m ake fi'om;
base design  : ee_product_defm ition; 
resultant design  : eej3rod u ct_d efm ition ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY start order;
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identifier : STR ING ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  sta rtreq u est;
start request id : ee  nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  w o r k o r d e r ;
w ork  orders : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [I:?] OF w ork order type; 
referenced w ork requests : SE T  [1:?] O F w ork request; 
w ork order approval : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF ee  approval; 
w ork order id ; ee  nam e; 
analysis_data  : O PT IO N A L  STR IN G ; 
additional data : O PT IO N A L  STR ING ; 
referenced_product : ee_prodnct version; 
status : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  w ork  request;
change or start request : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF w ork request type;
receiver  : O PT IO N A L  nam e;
w ork  request approvai : ee  approval;
w ork  request id : ee  nam e;
request date : date;
description  : STR ING ;
referenced_product : ee_product_version;
status : STR ING ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  fun ction  uof;
U S E  F R O M  configuration_m anagem ent 
(eejp rod u ct_d efin ition );
U S E  F R O M  utility
(library_item , analytic  inod el, num ericjparam eter, 
coordinated_nuineric_paiam eter, ee  nam e);
T Y P E  correlated or independent =  SE L E C T
(nunieric_param eter, coordinated num eric parameter);
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  iisa g e_ or_d efin ition _fu n ction a l_p o it =  SE L E C T
(fu n ction a l_u n itj3ort, in tem al_access_functional_un it_port_defin ition);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  behavioural_port_defin ition
S U B T Y P E  OF (functional_un it_port_defin ition);
D E R IV E
a ccessed  analytic  in o d el : functional_unit_defm ition_w _analytic_rep:=  
a c c e s s e d a n a ly t ic m o d e l;
U N IQ U E
uiT : nam e, accessed  fiinctional unit definition;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY decomposable_functional_unit_definition
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S U B T Y P E  O F (fun ctional_un it_defm ition);
analytical_representations : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F analytic inodel;
IN V E R S E
functional com ponent : SE T [1:?] O F fun ctional_com position_relationsh ip  
F O R  com posed_fu nction ;
U N IQ U E
uiT ; ee  function;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  d e s ig n e d fu n c t io n
SU B T Y P E  O F (ee_p rod uct_d efin ition , functional_unit_defin ition);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  external_access_fu nction al_u nit_port_defin ition  
S U B T Y P E  OF (fun ctional_un it_poi t defin ition);
IN V E R S E
intem al a ccess : internal_access_functional_un it_port_defin ition  
F O R  e x te r n a la c c e ss ;
U N IQ U E
uiT : nam e, accessed_flm ction al_u n it_defln ition ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fim ctional com p osition  relationship;
com p osed  function  : SE T  [1;?] OF
d e c o m p o s a b le f im c t io n a lu n itd e f in it io n ;  
fim ctional com ponent : functionai unit;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fun ctional con n ectiv ity  definition;
associating_fun ctional_u n it_defin ition  :
d e c o m p o sa b le fu n c t io n a lu n itd e f în it io n ;  
identifier : net elem ent;
associated_ports : SE T  [1:?] OF usage_or_defin ition_fim ctional_port;
U N IQ U E
uiT : identifier, associa ting  functional unit definition;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  functionai unit;
reference designator : ee  nam e;
defin ition  : functional_m iit_defm ition;
param eters : SE T  [1:?] OF correlated or independent;
IN V E R S E
co m p osition  relationship : SE T  [1;?] OF
functional com p osition  relationsh ip F O R  fim ctional com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fu n c t io n a lu n itd e f in it io n
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (d ecom p osab le_fun ctional_un it_defin ition ,
flm ctional_un it_d efm ition_w _an alytic_rep) A N D O R  O N E O F (lib ra r y fu n c tio n ,  
d esigned_fu nction ));
ee  fun ction  : ee_nam e;
requirem ent defin ition  : SE T  [1:?] OF correlated or independent;
IN V E R S E
port a ccess : SE T  [2:?] OF functional_unit_port_defin ition  
F O R  accessed_fu nction al_un it_defm ition ;
END_ENTITY;
2 0 0
E N T IT Y  fun ctional_u n it_defin ition_w  analytic  rep  
S U B T Y P E  O F (functional unit defin ition); 
analytical representations : SE T  [1:?] OF analytic  inodel; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  functional_unit_port;
defin ition  : extem al_access_fiinction al_u n it_port_defin ition ; 
accessed_fu nction al_un it ; functionai unit;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  functional_unit_port_defin ition
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  
(external_access_fu nction al_u n it_poit_defin ition , 
in tem al_access_ fu n ction a l un it_port_defin ition , 
behavioural_port_defin ition));
a ccessed  functional unit defin ition  ; functional un it definition; 
nam e : ee  nam e;
U N IQ U E
u rl : nam e, accessed_fu nction al_unit_defin ition ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  in ternal_access_functional_un it_port_defm ition  
SU B T Y P E  O F (fim ctional_un itjp ort_d efin ition ); 
external a ccess : external a ccess functional un it port definition; 
U N IQ U E
u rl : nam e, a ccessed  fim ctional unit definition;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  library function
S U B T Y P E  OF (library item , functional unit defin ition);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  net elem ent;
nam e : ee  nam e;
U N IQ U E
url : nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n e te le m e n tr e la t io n s h ip ;
e lem en ts ; L IST  [1:?] OF U N IQ U E  net elem ent; 
aggregation  : net elem ent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  port_equivalency_relationsh ip;
equ iva len t ports : SE T  [2:?] OF functional unit port definition; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  structural configuration;
configuration  le a f  e lem en ts : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1;?] OF functionai unit; 
configuration  root e lem en t : functionai unit; 
identifier : ee  nam e;
U N IQ U E
u rl : identifier;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
END_SCHEMA;
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SC H E M A  geom etry;
U S E  F R O M  utility
(lib r a r y ite m ,
e e t e x t ,
e e n ie a s u r e ,
e e to le r a n c e );
T Y P E  param eter va lu e=  R E A L ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  transition code  =  STR ING ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  trim m ing_preference =  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF  
(cartesian, param eter, unspecified);
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  tr im m in g  se lec t =  SE L E C T
(param eter va lue, cartesian_point);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  advanced  b rep
SU B T Y P E  O F (bound vo lu m e shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  a x isjp lacem en t;
d ev ice  orientation : orientation;
translation : cartesian_point;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  b sp lin e  curve
S U B T Y P E  OF (bounded_curve);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  bound vo lu m e shape
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
(edge_based_w ire_fram e_m od el, 
so lid_of_ lin ear_extru sion , 
so lid _of_revo lu tion , 
advanced_b_rep, 
c s g s o l id ) )
S U B T Y P E  O F (pca g e o m etiic  representation);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  boim ded curve
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
( b s p l in e c u r v e ,  
c o m p o s it e c u r v e s e g m e n t ,  
com posite_cu rve , 
tr im m e d c u r v e ,  
p o ly lin e))
SU B T Y P E  OF (curve);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY bounding function
2 0 2
SU B T Y P E  O F (curve);
E Q U A T IO N  : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  cartesian_point;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  circle
SU B T Y P E  OF (con ic);  
radius : e e jn e a su r e ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  co m p osite  curve
SU B T Y P E  OF (bounded  curve); 
n segm en ts : N U M B E R ; 
s e lf  intersect : B O O L E A N ;
segm ents; L IST  [1;?] O F com posite  curve segm ent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  co m p o site  curve segm en t
S U B T Y P E  O F (bounded  cui've); 
parent curve : bounded  curve; 
transition : transition code;
sam e sen se  : B O O L E A N ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  co n ic
SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  
(e llip se , 
circle, 
hyperbola, 
parabola))
S U B T Y P E  OF (curve); 
position  : axis_p lacem ent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  c sg  so lid
SU B T Y P E  OF (bound v o lu m e shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  curve
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
(con ic ,
b o u n d in g fu n ctio n ,
line,
b o u n d e d c u r v e ))
SU B T Y P E  O F (pca geom eti ic  representation);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  edge_based _w ire_fram e_m od el
SU B T Y P E  OF (bound vo lu m e shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  e llip se
SU B T Y P E  O F (con ic); 
se in i a xes l  : ee  m easure; 
sem i ax is 2  : e e jn e a su r e ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
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E N T IT Y  hyperbola
S U B T Y P E  OF (con ic);
se in i_ iin a g _ a x es : ee  ineasm e;
sem i real ax is : e e jn e a su r e ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  line
SU B T Y P E  OF (curve); 
datum _point : ca rte sia n jio in t;  
tangency_d irection  : orientation;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  orientation;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  parabola
SU B T Y P E  OF (con ic); 
fbcal d istance : ee  m easure;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pca geom etric  representation
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
(curve, pcb curve loop ,
pcb face, bound vo lu m e shape, sp ec ia l sy inbol));
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pcb cur ve  loop
S U B T Y P E  OF (pca geom etric  representation); 
outer bound ; B O O L E A N ; 
shape tolerance : ee  toler ance; 
ed g es : L IST  [1;?] OF curve;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pcb  face
SU B T Y P E  OF (pea geom etric  representation); 
bounds : L IST  [1:?] OF pcb curve loop;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p o ly lin e
SU B T Y P E  OF (bounded  curve); 
poin ts : L IS T  [2:?] OF cartesiari_point;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  so lid_of_ lin ear_extru sion
SU B T Y P E  OF (bound v o lu m e shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  s o l id _ o f je v o lu t io n
SU B T Y P E  OF (bou nd _volu m e_shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  sp ecia l syrnbol
SU B T Y P E  O F (pca  geom etric  representation); 
defin ition  : library item;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
2 0 4
E N T IT Y  trim m ed_ curve
S U B T Y P E  O F (bounded  curve); 
inaster_representation : trim m ing preference; 
sen se  agreem ent : B O O L E A N ; 
trim l ; SE T  [T.?] OF tiim m in g_select;  
trim _2 : SE T  [1:?] OF tiim m in g  select; 
basic  curve ; curve;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  part;
U S E  F R O M  utility
(library item , e e jn a te r ia l,  
ee  nam e, characteristic, 
coordinated_num eric_param eter, 
ee  docum ent, analytic  m odel, 
ee_ tex t,tech n o lo g y , 
supplier, e e  approval);
U S E  F R O M  configuration  inanagem ent 
(ee_product_defin ition);
U S E  F R O M  geom etry
(pcb curve loop , axis_p lacem ent, 
b o u n d v o lu m e s h a p e ) ;
U S E  F R O M  requirem ents
(e e  requirem ent, ee  sp ecification );
U S E  F R O M  priiited circu it board 
(stratum , pcb_passage);
E N T IT Y  designed_pca_part
S U B T Y P E  OF (ee_product_defin ition , ph ysica l unit);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee d ev ice
S U B T Y P E  OF (p h ysica l unit); 
m aterial : O PT IO N A L  STRING ;
fabrication tech n o lo g y  : O PT IO N A L  STR ING ; 
identifier : ee  nam e;
IN V E R S E
U N IQ U E
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
io : SE T  [2:?] OF p h ysica l_d ev ice_p ort F O R  accessed  device; 
u r l: identifier;
E N T IT Y  library_pca_part
SU B T Y P E  OF (library_iteni, physical_unit);
approved_parts : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1;?] OF su pp lierjrart version;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  m arking;
m arked in essa g e  : O PT IO N A L  ee  specification; 
m arked d ev ice  : ph ysica l unit; 
m arking_m ethod : ee  specification ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY package
S U B T Y P E  O F (physical_unit);
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identifier : ee  nam e;
IN V E R S E
leads : SE T [2:?] OF package term ination FO R  tenninated_package;
U N IQ U E
U R l : identifier;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  package bod y
SU B T Y P E  OF (p h ysica l unit); 
b od y  m aterial : ee  m aterial;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  package term ination; |
p laced  ten n in a l : term inal; |
used _package_bod y  :package_body; |
term inal_p lacem ent : axis_p lacem ent;
tem iin a ted jp a ck a g e  : package; |
IN V E R S E  :
assem b ly  term ination : SE T  [0:1] OF packaged_part_term ination |
F O R  p o r tterm in a tio n  ; I
E N D _E N T IT Y ; i
E N T IT Y  packaged_connector_term ination_relationship;
current assem b ly  lev e l : package term ination; 
n ext_ h ig h er_ a ssem b ly _ lev e l : package term ination; 
defined  connector : packaged_pait;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  packaged_part
SU B T Y P E  OF (pca_part);
potting com poun d  : O PT IO N A L  ee_m aterial;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  packaged_part term ination;
term inated_port : ph ysica l device_port; 
port term ination : package term ination; 
reference_p in  : B O O L E A N ; 
terininated_part : packaged_part;
identifier : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p a ck a g in g re la tio n sh ip ;
device_p lacem ent: O PT IO N A L  axis_placem ent; 
d efined_packaged_p ait : packaged  part; 
b on ding  agent : O PT IO N A L  ee  m aterial; 
installed  d ev ice  : ee  device;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  part association;
relating_part : pca_part; 
constraint source : e e  specification ; 
related_parts : SE T [1:?] OF pca_part;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p ca_pait
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
(packaged_part, printed_part))
S U B T Y P E  OF (physical_unit);
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m aterial : O PT IO N A L  ee_m aterial;
identifier : ee  nam e;
U N IQ U E
u rl : identifier;
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h ysica l_d evice_port;
a ccessed  d ev ice  : ee  device; 
nam e : ee  nam e;
externa l_con n_zone : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF pcb curve loop;
IN V E R S E
connected  term ination : SE T  [0:1] O F packaged_part_teiin ination  
F O R  terminated_poi1;;
U N IQ U E
u rl : nam e, a ccessed  device;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h ysica l unit
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F
(pca_part, package, package body, ee  d ev ice , term inal) A N D O R  
O N E O F  (library_pca_part, d esig n ed jp ca jp a rt))
SU B T Y P E  O F (bound v o lu m e shape);
analytical reresentation : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF analytic  inodel;
unit tech n o lo g y  : O PT IO N A L  tech nology;  
d ev ice  characteristics : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF characteristic; 
d ev ice  coordinated_paraineters : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF  
coord in a ted n u m eric jp a ra in eter ;
version ed  drawing: O PT IO N A L  SE T  [I:?] O F ee docum ent; 
d esign  requiiem ent: O PT IO N A L  SE T  [I:?] OF ee  requirem ent;
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p rep a red term in a l
S U B T Y P E  OF (term inal); 
pre_prepared_term inal : tenninal;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  printed_part
SU B T Y P E  O F (pca_part);
stratuin decom p osition  : L IST  [1:?] OF U N IQ U E  stratum; 
m ulti stratum feature : pcb passage;
IN V E R S E
access zo n e  : SE T  [1:?] O F printed part term ination F O R  
accessed_printed_part;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  printed_part_term ination;
nam e : ee  nam e;
accessed_printed_part : printed_part;
connection  zo n e  : SE T  [1:?] OF pcb curve loop;
U N IQ U E
url : nam e, accessedjprin ted_part;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  supplier_part_version;
producer : O PT IO N A L  supplier; 
supplier_pai"t num ber : e e j ia m e ;  
certification  required : B O O L E A N ;  
su p p lie d j jv  approval : SE T  [1:?] O F ee_approval;
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E N D _E N T IT Y ;  
E N T IT Y  term inal
SU P E R T Y P E  O F (prepared term inal) 
S U B T Y P E  OF (ph ysica l unit); 
external conn zo n e  : pcb curve loop; 
internal conn  zo n e  : pcb_curve_loop ; 
configuration description  : O PT IO N A L  ee  text; 
core m aterial : e e  m aterial;
identifier : package term ination FO R  p laced  tenninal;
IN V E R S E
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  printed_circu it_assem bly;
U S E  F R O M  part
(pca_part, packaged_part_tem iination , 
printed_part_term ination);
U S E  F R O M  utility
(ee  m easure, ee  m aterial, ee  nam e, 
num eric_param eter, coordinated num eric parameter);
U S E  F R O M  requirem ents 
(e e sp e c if ic a t io n );
U S E  F R O M  printed circuit board
(com ponent_term ination_passage,
s u r fa c e m o u n t la n d );
U S E  F R O M  geom etry
(axis_p lacem ent);
T Y P E  land o ijp a ssa g e  =  SE L E C T
(surface m ount land, com ponent_tenn in ation _passage);
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  te r m in a t io n o r ju n c t io n  =  SE L E C T
(p h y s ic a lju n c tio n , com ponent term ination);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  assem b led _b y_b on d in g
SU B T Y P E  OF (a ss e m b ly jo in );  
bond m aterial : ee  m aterial;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  assem b led  b y  fastners
SU B T Y P E  OF (a ss e m b ly jo in );
sub a ssem b ly  : com ponent sub assy  relationship;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  a s s e m b ly jo in
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (assem b led  b y  fastners A N D O R  assem bled by bonding); 
jo in ed  term ination : com ponent term ination; 
p cb _elem en t ; land_or_passage;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent_assy_relationsh ip  ;
p lacem ent : com ponent_p lacem ent; 
assem b ly  : pea;
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co m p osition  : p ca _ com ponent; 
m ounting_cIearance : O PT IO N A L  ee  m easure;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com p onent_p lacem en t
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F
(un sp ecified_p lacem ent, pcb_specified _p lacem en t, 
packagin g_sp ecified _p lacem en t, flex ib le_ lead_p lacem ent));
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent sub assy  relationship
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (in terfaced  com ponent sub assem bly); 
related com ponents : SE T  [1:?] OF pca com ponent; 
relating com ponent : pca com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent te im ination
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F
(priiited_com ponent_term ination, p a c k a g e d c o m p o n e n tte r m in a tio n )  
A N D O R  in te r fa c ec o m p o n en tter m in a tio n );
IN V E R S E
conn ected  net : SE T  [1:?] O F ph ysica l_con n ectiv ity_d efin ition  
F O R  associated_ports;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  flex ib le_ lea d _ p la cem en t
S U B T Y P E  O F (com p onent_p lacen ien t); 
com ponent body p lacem ent : axis_p lacem ent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  in te iia ce  com ponent
S U B T Y P E  OF (pca com ponent);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  interface com ponent term ination
S U B T Y P E  O F (com p onent term ination);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  in te r fa c e m o u n te d jo in ;
con n ection _to_p cb  : interface com ponent term ination; 
access to interface m ounted  com ponent : com ponent term ination; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  interfaced com ponent sub assem b ly
SU B T Y P E  OF (com p on en t sub assy  relationship);
D E R IV E
interface com ponent : pca com ponent :=interface_com ponent; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  packaged  com ponent
S U B T Y P E  OF (pca com ponent);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  packaged  com ponent term ination
SU B T Y P E  OF (com p onent term ination); 
a ccessed  com ponent : packaged  com ponent; 
m oiin tab le_package_term ination  : packaged_part_term ination;
U N IQ U E
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iiiT : m oun tab le_package_tenn ination , a ccessed  com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  packagin g_sp ecified _p lacem en t
SU B T Y P E  O F (com ponent_p lacem ent); 
com poneiit_p lacem ent : axis_piacem ent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pea
S U B T Y P E  O F (pca_part);
desig ii_ru les : SE T  [1:?] O F ee  specification ;
IN V E R S E
d ecom p osition  : SE T  [2:?] OF com ponent_assy_relationsliip  F O R  assem bly;  
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pca com ponent
SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F
(printed com ponent, packaged  com ponent) A N D O R  in teiface_com pon en t); 
defin ition  : pca_part;
planned_param etric_values : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F coordinated num eric_param eter; 
assem b ly  bonding agent ; O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF ee  material; 
reference designator : O PT IO N A L  ee  nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p cb _ sp ecified _p lacem en t
SU B T Y P E  OF (com ponent_p lacem ent);  
z  location  : e e  m easure;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h ysica l connectiv ity  defin ition
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (ph ysica l hierarchy conn ectiv ity  definition); 
sco p e  : SE T  [1:?] OF pea;
net_coordinated_param eters : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F coordinated num eric paiam eter; 
net_param eters : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF num eric_param eter; 
nam e : ee  nam e;
associated_ports : SE T  [2:?] OF com ponent term ination;
U N IQ U E
url : nam e, scope;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h ysica l connectiv ity  elem ent;
term inations: SE T  [2:2] OF term ination or junction;
constrained segm en t : physical_h ierarchy_connectiv ity_defin ition ;
net_coordinated_param eters : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF coordinated_numeric__pai*aineter;
net param eters : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF num ericjDaram eter;
nam e : ee_nam e;
scop e : SE T  [I:?] OF pea;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h y s ic a lh ie r a r c h y c o n n e c t iv ity d e f in it io n
S U B T Y P E  OF (ph ysica l com iectiv ity  defin ition);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h y s ica lju n c tio n ;  
nam e : ee  nam e; 
sco p e  : pea;
U N IQ U E
u rl : nam e, scope;
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E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  printed com ponent
SU B T Y P E  OF (pca com ponent);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  printed com ponent term ination
SU B T Y P E  O F (com p onent term ination); 
defin ition  : printed_part_term ination; 
a ccessed  com ponent : printed com ponent;
U N IQ U E
u rl : defin ition , a ccessed  com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  un sp ecified _p lacem en t
S U B T Y P E  OF (com ponent_p lacem ent);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _SC H E M A ;
SC H E M A  printed_circuit_board;
U S E  F R O M  utility
(ee  m aterial, e e  m easure, 
ee  tolerance, ee_text, ee  nam e);
U S E  F R O M  printed circu it assem b ly
(ph ysica l_com iectiv ity_d efin ition , 
packaged_com pon en t, p a c k a g e d c o m p o n en tter m in a tio n ,  
te r m in a t io n o r ju n c t io n ,  
p c a c o m p o n e n t);
U S E  F R O M  geom etry
(bou nd _volu m e_sh ap e,p cb _face, 
pcb curve loop,cartesian_point);
U S E  F R O M  part
(pca_part);
U S E  F R O M  requirem ents
(req u irem en to ccu ren ce);
T Y P E  ju m p e r c o m p o n e n t =  SE L E C T
(packaged  com ponent term ination, packaged  com ponent);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  b o a r d o u t lin e
S U B T Y P E  OF (pcb_passage);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent term ination_passage
S U B T Y P E  OF (p cb jp a ssa g e);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  conductor
SU B T Y P E  O F (layout item );
topolog ica l_req uirem en t : SE T  [1:?] OF intra la y e r jo in ;  
restricted : B O O L E A N ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY cutout
S U B T Y P E  O F (pcb_passage);
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E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  d esign  layer slïatum
S U B T Y P E  OF (stratum );
IN V E R S E
ex isten ce_d ep eiid en ce  : SE T  [1:?] OF layer_connection_point 
F O R  r e s id e i i td e s ig n la y e r ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  docum entation  J a y e r  stiatum
S U B T Y P E  O F (stratum );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  eyeletted _p assage
S U B T Y P E  OF (pcb_passage_feature); 
ey e le t : pca com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fiducial
S U B T Y P E  OF (stratum feature);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  filled_area
S U B T Y P E  OF (layout item );
points to be conn ected  : SE T  [I:?] OF layer connection  point;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  inter la y e r jo in
SU B T Y P E  O F (jo in  relationship);
IN V E R S E
im plem entation : pcb_passage_feature F O R  top o log ica l requirem ent;
E N D _E N T 1T Y ;
E N T IT Y  internal stratum access;
interstratuin feature : p cb jp a ssa g e  feature; 
connected_probe : probe access  area;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  in t r a j a y e r j o in
S U B T Y P E  OF (jo in  relationship);
IN V E R S E
im plem entation : SE T  [0:1] OF conductor  
F O R  to p o lo g ica l requirem ent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  jo in  j o i n t
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (layer connection_point); 
nam e : ee  nam e;
U N IQ U E
uiT : nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  jo in  relationship
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
( in t e r j a y e r j o in ,  in tr a ja y e r jo in ) ) ;
edge_vertices : L IST  [2:?] O F U N IQ U E  layer_connection_point;
END_ENTITY;
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E N T IT Y  land
SU P E R T Y P E  O F (surface_m ount_land)
SU B T Y P E  O F (stiatuni_feature); 
a s s o c ia te d ja s s a g e  : O PT IO N A L  pcb_passage;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  layer;
to  stratum : stratum; 
from _stiatum  : stratum; 
nam e : ee  nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  layer co im ection_p oin t
SU B T Y P E  OF (cartesianjD oint, jo in_poin t); 
resident design  layer ; d esign  layer stratum ;
IN V E R S E
im plem entation : SE T  [0:1] OF filled  area 
F O R  p o in t s t o b e c o n n e c t e d ;  
net to p o lo g y  : ph ysica l net F O R  layer topology;  
j o i n j a t h  : SE T  [1:?] OF jo in r e la t io n sh ip  F O R  e d g e v e r t ic e s ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  layout item
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  
(filled  area, conductor))
S U B T Y P E  OF (stratum  feature);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n et_vertex  a llocation;
im plem en tation jp o in ts : SE T  [2:?] O F layer_connection_pom t; 
required vertex : term ination o r j  unction;
E N D „E N T 1T Y ;
E N T IT Y  net w ju m p e r s ;
jum per requirem ent : SE T  [I:?] OF jo in  relationship; 
jum per : SE T  [1:?] O F jum per com ponent; 
p c b jin p le m e n te d  portion : n e t_ w _ o J u m p er;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n e t w o j u m p e r ;
to p o lo g ica l requirem ent : ph ysica l net;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p a ssa g e c o m p o n e n tr e la t io n sh ip ;
related_passage: pcb_passage; 
relating com ponent : pca_com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pcb
S U B T Y P E  OF (pca part);
m ulti stratum feature : SE T  [1:?] OF pcb_passage; 
stratuin decom p osition  : L IS T  [1:2] OF U N IQ U E  stratum;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p cb _p assage
SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F
(restriction_passage, cutout, 
board outline, com p on en tJern iin ation _p assage)
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A N D O R  pcb_passage_feature)
S U B T Y P E  OF (bound _volu m e_shape); 
inner_boiiiid  ; B O O L E A N ; 
from _stratiim  : stratum; 
to  stratum : stratum; 
shape to lerance : ee  tolerance; 
p a ssa g e_cross_section  : pcb curve loop;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pcb_passage_feature
SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  
(eyeletted _p assage , plated_through_passage))
SU B T Y P E  OF (pcb_passage);
topolog ica l_req u irem en t ; O PT IO N A L  inter la y e r jo ln ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p h y sica l net;
to p o lo g ica l vertices to be connected: ph ysica l connectiv ity  defin ition; 
layer to p o lo g y  : SE T  [2:?] OF layer_coim ection_point; 
naine ; e e j ia m e ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p lated_through_passage
SU B T Y P E  OF (pcb_passage_feature); 
feature inaterial : e e  material;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  probe a ccess area;
probed layout item  : layout_item ; 
shape : SE T  [1:?] OF pcb  curve loop; 
ex p o sed  stratum : stratum; 
requirem ent; requireinent occm en ce;  
naine : O PT IO N A L  STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  resti'iction_passage
S U B T Y P E  OF (pcb_passage); 
design  sp ec ifïc  usage  : e e  nam e; 
sp ec  : requirem ent occm en ce;  
resti'iction_purpose : ee  text;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  sp ecia l sy m b o l feature
S U B T Y P E  OF (stratum  feature);
END__ENTITY;
E N T IT Y  stratum
SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F
(docum entation  layer stiatum , d esign  layer stratuin))
S U B T Y P E  OF (pcb_face); 
naine : STR ING ; 
stra tu m jn ater ia l : ee  nam e; 
th ickness to lerance : ee  tolerance; 
thiclcness : ee  m easure; 
stratum u sage  : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
a ssig n ed jp cb  version s : SE T  [1:?] OF pcb FO R  stratuin decom position;
END_ENTITY;
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E N T IT Y  stratum _feature
SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F
(fiducial, land, sp ecia l_sy in bol_featu re, tex t feature, layout item ));
resident stiatum  : stratum;
shape : SE T  [1:?] OF pcb curve loop;
nam e ; O PT IO N A L  ee  nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  stratum feature association;
related features : SE T  [I:?] O F stratum feature; 
relatiiig  feature : stratum feature;
tc lm o lo g y  requirem ent : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF requirem ent occurence; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  stratum _feature_com ponent_relationship; 
related_stratum _feature : sti*atum_feature; 
relating com ponent : p ca  com ponent;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  surface m ount land  
S U B T Y P E  O F (land);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  tex t feature
SU B T Y P E  OF (stratum  feature);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  requirem ents;
U S E  F R O M  configuration  inanagem ent 
(ee_product_version);
U S E  F R O M  g eo m etiy
(b o u n d v o lu m e s h a p e ) ;
U S E  F R O M  part
(pca_part);
U S E  F R O M  utility
(characteristic,
coord in ated ch a ra cter istic ,
num eric_param eter,
e e t e x t ,
nam e,
e e d o c u m e n t ,
e e n a m e ) ;
E N T IT Y  configured  interface
SU B T Y P E  O F (bound vo lu m e shape); 
interfaced_product: e e j r o d u c t  version;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  constraint
SU B T Y P E  O F (ee  requirem ent);
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E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  d esign  cliaracteristic
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee_requirem ent);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  design_requirem ent
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (interface_requirem ent)
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee_ ieq u ireinent);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  d esign _sp ecifica tion
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (in terface_specification )
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee  sp ecification );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee_requirem ent
SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (d esign  requirem ent,
design  cliaracteristic, pui*pose, constraint)); 
requirem ent sp ec ifica tion  : SE T  [1:?] O F ee  specification ;  
required_num eric_param eters : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1 :?] OF num eric_param eter; 
required_coordinated_characteristics :
O PT IO N A L  SE T  [I:?] OF coordinated characteristic; 
required cliaracteristics : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F characteristic; 
required_parts : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F pca_part; 
description  : O PT IO N A L  ee  text;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee  sp ec ifica tion
SU P E R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F (d esign _sp ecifica tion , process sp ecification ,
la n g u a g e r e fe r e n c e m a n u a l) )
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee  docum ent);
co d e  or identifier : O PT IO N A L  STR ING ;
source : nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fabrication_tech no logy_sp ecifica tion  
S U B T Y P E  OF (process sp ecification );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  interface sp ec ifica tion
S U B T Y P E  O F (d esig n  specification );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  interface requirem ent
SU B T Y P E  OF (d esig n  requirem ent); 
in terface_to_n ext_h igh er_assem b ly  : configured  interface;
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  language reference m anual
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee  sp ecification );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  process sp ec ifica tion
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (fabrication_tech nology_sp ecification )  
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee_sp ecifica tion );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
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E N T IT Y  purpose
SU B T Y P E  O F (ee  requirem eiit);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  utility;
U S E  F R O M  requirem ents
(language_reference_m anual);
T Y P E  ee_n am e =  STR IN G ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  nam e =  STR IN G ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  stiing_p rop erty  === STR ING ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  boolean_property  =  B O O L E A N ;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  log ica l_property=  LO G IC A L;
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  p r o p e r ty ty p e  =  SE L E C T  
(string property, 
e e m e a s u r e ,  
boolean_property, 
log ica l_propeity);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  analytic  m odel
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (library_m odel)
SU B T Y P E  OF (ee  docum ent); 
representation language : language reference m anual; 
m odel_param eters : SE T  [1:?] O F coordinated characteristic;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  characteristic;
identifier ; STR ING ;
tolerance : O PT IO N A L  ee  tolerance;
property va lue : property type;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  coordinated characteristic; 
identifier : STR IN G ;
com p on en t characteristics : SE T  [1:?] OF characteristic;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  date;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee  approval;
purpose : STR IN G ;
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authorizer : nam e; 
approved : B O O L E A N ;
effec tiv ity  : date;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee  docum ent
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (analytic  inodel);
docum ent approval : O PT IO N A L  ee  approval;
cliange_dates : O PT IO N A L  L IST  [1:?] O F date;
creation date: date;
identifier ; ee  nam e;
ow n er : nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee  text;
co n ten ts:  L IST  [1:?] OF STR ING ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  e e  tolerance;
m in im m n value : O PT IO N A L  ee_m easure; 
m axim um  value : O PT IO N A L  e e  m easure;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ee  m easure;
unit o f  m easure ; STR IN G ;
m easure va lue : REA L;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  lib ra ry J te in
SU P E R T Y P E  OF (library m odel); 
i t e m j ia m e  : ee  nam e; 
v ersion  : ee  nam e; 
library: ee  nam e;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  library m odel
S U B T Y P E  OF (analytic_m odel,librai7 _item );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  num eric_param eter;
quantity : ee  m easure;
identifier : STR ING ;
to lerance : O PT IO N A L  ee  tolerance;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  req u irem en to ccu ren ce;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  tech n o logy;
c lassification: STR IN G ; 
p rocess tech n o logy: STR IN G ; 
m aterial_product system : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
END_SCHEMA;
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Appendix F - The PCB Generic Model
This appendix lists the EXPRESS code of the PCB generic model.
SC H E M A  PCB;
U S E  F R O M  m aterial section;
U S E  FR O M  d esig ii_section ;
U S E  FR O M  teclin o lo g y _ sectio n ;
U S E  F R O M  geom eti'y_section;
U S E  FR O M  netlist_section;
U S E  FR O M  docum entation_section;
U S E  F R O M  package_library_section ;
U S E  FR O M  fuciition_librai-y_section;
U S E  F R O M  part_library_sectioii;
U S E  F R O M  m ountable_package_library_sectio ii;
U S E  FR O M  design  rules section;
U S E  F R O M  su b_layout_section ;
U S E  F R O M  foot_print_m appm g_section;
U S E  F R O M  generic  functio ii section;
U S E  FR O M  assem bled_board_section;
U S E  F R O M  support_section;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  m aterial section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support section  (density  value, 
electr ica l_con du ctiv ity_valiie , 
n ot_yet_d efm ed , 
relative_perm itiv ity_valu e, 
therm al_cond uctiv ity_valiie);
T Y P E
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (condu ctive , 
resistive , 
dielectric, 
sem icon ductive);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  m aterial
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (stan dard jn ater ia l, 
n o n sta n d a r d m a te r ia l));  
m aterial_ identifier : STR IN G ; 
has e lectrica l type  : electrical_type;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  stan d a rd m a ter ia l 
S U B T Y P E  O F (m aterial); 
external nam e : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  non  standard m aterial 
S U B T Y P E  O F (m aterial);
e lectrica l coductiv ity  ; O PT IO N A L  electrica l condu ctiv ity  value; 
relative_perm ittiv ity  : O PT IO N A L  relative_perm ittiv ity_value; 
therm al codu ctiv ity  : O PT IO N A L  tlierm al condu ctiv ity  value; 
density  : O PT IO N A L  density_value;
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other_properties : SE T  [0:?] OF m aterial_property;
W H E R E
vaIid_electrica l_cond uctiv ity  : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  m ateriaI_propeity;
property_nam e : STR IN G ; 
property va lue : REA L;
IN V E R S E
the m aterial : non standard m aterial FO R  other_properties; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _SC H E M A ;
E N T IT Y
SU B T Y P E  OF  
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
SC H E M A  tech n o logy_section ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support section  (identification  stam p, 
not_yet_defined , 
to ler a n c ed d ista n ce );
T Y P E  layer type
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (substiate, 
silkscreen, 
so ld e r m a s k ,  
bonding, 
other);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  b a ie  board tech nology;
has layer stack : prim aiy  stacked layer group; 
has drill rules : SE T  [0:?] OF drill rule;
has identification  : identification  stamp;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  layer or layer group;
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (p h y s ic a lja y e r ,  
m u lt i la y e r e d g r o u p )) ;
D E R IV E
the_prhnai-y group : prhnaiy  stacked layer group
layer_or_layer_group_prim aiy_group (SELF);
IN V E R S E
o w n ed  b y  : SE T  [0:1] OF m lti layered group FO R  ow ns;
W H E R E
non  recursive : non_recursive_layer_or_layer_group ([],[SE L F]);  
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  non  recursive layer or layer group (referenced,
current lev e l : SE T  O F layer or layer group) : B O O L E A N ;
L O C A L
n ext lev e l : SE T  O F layer or layer group := [];
result : B O O L E A N  := TRU E;
i : IN TEG E R;
E N D _L O C A L ;
referenced  := referenced  +  n ext lev e l o  []) T H E N  result := FA LSE;
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R E P E A T  i:= LOnSTDEX (current lev e l) TO  H IIN D E X  (current level);
n ex t lev e l := n ext lev e l +  current lev e l [i].ow n ed _by;
E N D _R E E A T ;
IF (referenced  * n ext lev e l o  []) T H E N  
result := FA L SE ;
E L SE
IF (n ext lev e l o  []) T H E N  
result := non  recursive layer or layer group (referenced , n ext level); 
E L SE  
result := TRU E;
E N D J F ;
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
F U N C T IO N  layer_or_layer group_priinai-y_group ( lo lg  : layer or layer group)
: prim ary stacked layer group;
L O C A L
result : prim ary stacked layer group;
E N D _L O C A L ;
IF 'teclm ology_section .prim ary_stacked_layer_grop ' IN  T Y PE O F (lo lg ) T H E N  
result =  lo lg;
E L SE
result := lo lg .o w n ed _ b y  [l].the_prim ary_group;
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  p h y s ic a lja y e r
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F ( c o n d u ctin g ja y e r ,  
n o n c o n d u c t in g ja y e r ) )
SU B T Y P E  O F (layer_orJayer_grou p );  
la y e r jd e n tif ie r  : STRING ;
th ick n ess : O PT IO N A L  tolerance distance;
is_ m a d e _ o f ; O PT IO N A L  ,aterial;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  depend en cy  : S E L F \la y e r _ o rJ a y e r_ g r o u p .o w n e d _ b y o [];  
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  c o n d u c tin g ja y e r
S U B T Y P E  OF (p h y s ic a lja y e r );
W H E R E
valid  m aterial : SE L FX physicalJayer.is m ade of.h as electrical type  
=  electrical type.cond uctive;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  non  conducting layer
S U B T Y P E  OF (p h y s ic a lja y e r );  
layer type : layer_type;
W H E R E
v alid  m aterial : N O T  (S E L F \ph ysica lJayer.is_m ade_of.has_electi* ica l type  
=  electrical type.cond uctive);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  m u ltiJ a y ered _ g ro u p
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (stack ed Jayer_grou p , 
c o _ p la n a r J a y e r g r o u p ));
SU B T Y P E  OF (layer or layer group);
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o w n s : L IS T  [2:?] O F U N IQ U E  layer or layer group;
W H ER E
valid_num ber_of_Iayer_or_layer_group:
Q U E R Y  (1 <* ow n s | l.tlie primary group :=: 
SE L F\layer_or_Iayer_group.the_prim ary_group =  ow ns;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  stacked_Iayer_group
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (prim ary stacked layer group, 
secondary_stacked_layer_group))
S U B T Y P E  OF (m ulti layered group);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  co_planar_layer_group
S U B T Y P E  OF (m ulti layered group);
W H E R E
ex iten ce_ d ep en d en cy  : SE L F\layer_or_layer_group.ow n ed _by o  []; 
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p r im a i-y s ta c k e d la y e r g r o u p  
S U B T Y P E  O F (stacked  layer group);
IN V E R S E
the bare board tech n o lo g y  : b a ie  board tech n o lo g y  F O R  has layer stack; 
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  d epend en cy  : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  secondary stacked layer group  
S U B T Y P E  O F (stacked  layer group);
W H E R E
ex isten ce_ d ep en d en cy  : not_yet_defm ed ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  drill_rule
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F ( plated_drill_rule, 
non_plated_drill_ru le)); 
refers : layer or layer group;
h o le  s iz e  : to lean ced  distance;
IN V E R S E
the bai e board tech n o lo g y  : b a ie  board tech n o lo g y  FO R  has drill rules;
w h e r e ’
valid_referenced_layer_or_layer_group : not y e t defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p la t e d d r i l lr u le
S U B T Y P E  OF (drill_m le);
p lating m aterial : O PT IO N A L  m aterial;
plating  th ic lo iess : O PT IO N A L  toleranced distance;
W H E R E
valid__plating_m aterial : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n o n p l a t e d d r i l l r u l e  
SU B T Y P E  O F (drill_rule);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
END SCHEMA;
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SC H E M A  docum eiita tion_section ;
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  g eom etry_section  (po lygon);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support section  (box , not y e t defined);
E N T IT Y  docum entation  sheet; 
nam e : STR ING ; 
sh eet area : box;
sb eet m ask  : p o lygon ;
draw ing sca le  : REA L;
W H E R E
v a lid _sh eet_m ask  ; not_yet_defm ed ; 
valid _d raw in g_sca le  : draw ing sca le  >  0;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  g e o m e tr y se c t io n ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  docm entation  section  (docum entation  sheet);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  package library sec tio n  (package, pin);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support sec tio n  (angle , curve segm ent, 
distance, e ith er_belon gs_to  one, 
fill_pattern, line segm ent, 
n o t y e t d e f i n e d ,  point, 
p o s it iv e d is ta n c e );
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  tech n o lo g y  section  (p h y s ic a lja y e r );
T Y P E  te x tju s t if ic a t io n  =  E N U M E R A T IO N  O F (start top, start centre, 
start bottom , centre top, 
c en tie  cen h e , centre bttom , 
end top, end_centre, 
e n d b o tto m );
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  corner type
E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (round corner, extended  corner, truncated_ corner) 
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  endtype;
E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (round end, exten ded  end, truncated end);
E N T _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  geom etry;
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F ( geom etric  shape, geom etric  text)); 
contributes to : SE T  [1:?] OF sh n p le  geom etry collector;
D E R IV E
all a f fe c te d ja y e r s  : SE T  [0:?] OF p h y s ic a lja y e r  := g eo etry _ a ffec ted J a y ers (SE L F); 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  geom eti-y a f fe c te d ja y e r s  (g: geom etry) ; SE T  OF p h y s ic a lja y e r ;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
result : SE T  OF p h y s ic a lja y e r  ;= [];
E N D _L O C A L ;
R E P E A T  i L O IN D E X  (g . contributes to ) to  H IIN D E X  (g . contributes J o ) ;
result := result +  g .con tiib u tes to  [i].a ll a ffected  layers;
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E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  geom etric_sh ape
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F ( c losed _eom etric_shap e, 
o p e n g e o m e tr ic s h a p e ) )
S U B T Y P E  OF (geom etry);
IN V E R S E
m a k es_ co n stru cted _geom etiic_ tex t :
SE T  [0:1] O F con stu cted_geom etric_text F O R  is m ade of; 
m akes_rep laceab le_ fon ted _geom etric_ tex t :
SE T  [0:1] OF rep laceab le_fonted_geom etr ic_text FO R  is m ade of;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  g e o m e tr ic te x t
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (fon ted _geom eti ic_text, 
cnstructed _geom etiic_ tex t))
S U B T Y P E  O F (geom etry); 
srting v a lu es : STR IN G ;
m axim um _striiig_length: p ositiv e  distance; 
m axim im _string_height: p o sitiv e  distance; 
latter h e ig h t : p o sitive  distance;
stroke w idth  : p o sitiv e  distance;
sp ace  w idth  : p o sitiv e  distance;
gap w idth  : p o sitiv e  distance;
Ine sp acing  : p ositiv e  distance;
poin tjD osition  : point;
rotation : angle;
ju stifica tio n  : te x tjy s t if ic a t io n ;
m irrored : B O O L E A N ;
right readable : B O O L E A N ;
W H E R E
e x isten ce  depend en cy  : either b e lo n g s to one (SE L F,
['package_library_section .package_sym bol.has_geom etry',
'function library secton .sch em atic  sym b ol.has geom etry', 
'patt_library_section_schem atic_par't.has_geom etr*y',
'm ountab le_package_library_section .m ountable__package_sym bol.has_geom etry', 
'sub _layout_section .layout_text.has geom etric  text']);
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  open  geom etric  shape
S U B T Y P E  O F (geom etric  shape); 
has_path  : unbounded geom etric  shape;
path_w idth : p o sitiv e  distance;
has_corner_type : corner type; 
has end type : end type  
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  depend en cy  : either b e lon gs to  one (SE L F,
[ 'p a c k a g e lib r a r y se c tio n .p a c k a g e sy r rr b o l.h a sg e o rn e tr y ',
'fu n c tio n lib ra r -y se c to n .sch er n a tic sy m b o l.h a sg e o m etr 'y ',
'part_library_section_schem atic_part.has_geornetry',
'rnountable_package library section .m orm table_package sym b ol.has geom etry', 
'geornetry sec tio n  rep laceab le fbnted geom etric  text. is rnade o', 
'geom etry_section .con stm cted _geom etr ic_ tex t.is  m ade o f ,  
' s u b la y o u ts e c t io n .la y o u ts h a p e .h a s g e o r n e tr y ' ,  
'su b la y o u tse c t io n .p a d .h a sg e o rn e tr -y '
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'sub _layout_section .hole .h as cross_sectioiV  
'sub_layout_section .trace.has_geom etry']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  closed _geom etric_sh ap e
S U B T Y P E  O F (geoineti'ic_shape); 
has outline : bounded geom etric  shape;
has cutouts : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [ 1:?] OF bounded_geom eric_shape; 
path_w idth  : positive_distance;
has corner type  : corner type; 
has_fill_pattera  : fill_pattern;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  d ep end en cy  : either b e lon gs to  on e  (SE L F,
['p ack age_libra iy_section .package_sym bol.has_geom etiy ',
'function_lib ra iy_secton .sch em atic_sym bol.has_geom etry ',
'part_library_section_schem atic_part.has_geom etry',
'm ountab le_p ack age_lib ra iy_section .m ou ntable_package_sym bol.has geom etry',
'geom etry_section _rep laceab le_fonted_geom etric_text._ is_m ad e_o',
'g e o m e t iy s e c t io n .c o n s t r u c t e d g e o r n e t r ic t e x t . i s m a d e o f ,
's u b la y o u ts e c t io n .la y o u ts h a p e .h a s g e o m e tr y ',
'su b la y o u ts e c t io n .p a d .h a s g e o m e tr y '
'su b _layout_section .ho le .h as_cross_section ',
'design  rule section .b ound ed  routing direction rule.has bounds',
'design_rule_section .bounded_trace_ru le.has_bounds',
'sub_layout_section .bare_board_defuiition .has_outline',
'sub layout section .p lan e.has tem plate']); 
v a lid  cutouts : not y e t defined;
non  overlapp ing cutouts : not y e t defied;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  rep laceab le_fonted_geom etric_text 
SU B T Y P E  OF (fonted_geom etric_text);
W H E R E
valid  geom etric  shape :
Q U E R Y  ( s <* is rnade o f  | s \gem etry .a ll_affected _layers =  
SE L F \geom etry .a ll_affected_layers) =  i s r n a d e o f ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  irreplaceable fbnted geornetric text 
S U B T Y P E  OF (fbnted geom etric  text);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  c o n s tr u c te d g e o m e tr ic te x t  
S U B T Y P E  O F (geom etric  text); 
is rnade o f  : SE T  [1 ;?] O F geom etric  shape;
W H E R E
valid  geornetric shape : Q U E R Y  (s <* is rnade o f
sXgeornetry. a ll_a ffected _ lay  ers =  SELFXgeornetry. a ll_affected_lay  er s) 
=  i s r n a d e o f ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  unbounded  geom etric  shape
A B S T R A C T  SU B T Y P E  O F (O N E O N F  (path open_shape)); 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY boundedgeometiicshape
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A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (p o lygon , c losed _shap e, 
circle, recangle));
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  path
S U B T Y P E  OF (iinbounded_geom etric_shape); 
has path : L IS T  [1:?] O F line segm ent;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  depend en cy  : either b e lo n g s to  o n e  (SE L F, 
['geom etry_section .open_geom etric_shape.has_patli']; 
jo in e d  segm en ts : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  o p e n s h a p e ;
S U B T Y P E  O F (bounded geom etric  shape); 
has_path : L IST  [1:?] O F curve segm ent;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  d epend en cy  : either b e lon gs to  one (SE L F,
['geo inetiy_section .open_geom etric_sh ape.h as_path ']); 
jo in t segm en ts : n o t_yet defined;
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  p o ly g o n
S U B T Y P E  OF (bounded geom etric_shape); 
has_j»ath : L IST  [3:?] OF line segm ent;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  d epend en cy  : either b e lo n g s to  on e  (SE L F,
['docum entation_section .docum entation_sheet.sheet_m ask ', 
'g eo m etry_section .c losed _geom etiic_sh ap e .h as outline', 
'g e o m e tr y s e c t io n .c lo se d g e o m e tr ic s h a p e .h a s c u to u ts ',  
'geom etry section .exti-usion_volum e.has_projection_shape', 
'package_library_section .p in .cross_section ']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  c lo sed  shape
S U B T Y P E  OF (bou nd ed  g e o m etiic  shape); 
has_path  ; L IST  [2:?] O F curve segm ent;
W H E R E
e x is ten ce  depend en cy  : either b e lo n g s to  on e  (SE L F ,
['g eo m etry _ section .c losed _geom etiic_sh ap e.h as outline', 
'geom etry sec tio n .c lo sed  geom etric  shape.has cutouts', 
'geom etry_section .extiusion_volu m e.has_p rojection _shap e', 
'package_library_section .p in .cross_section ']); 
iio t s e l f  intersecting : not y e t defined; 
c lo sed  segm en ts : n ot_yet_defined;
jo in e d  segm en ts ; not_yet_defined;
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  circle
S U B T Y P E  OF (bounded  g e o m e h ic  shape);
cen tre_point : point;
radius : p o sitiv e  distance;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  d epend en cy  : e ith er_b elon gs_to_on e  (SE L F,
[ 'g e o m e tr y s e c t io n .c lo s e d g e o m e tr ic s h a p e .h a s o u t l in e ',
'geom etry_section .c losed_geom etiic_sh ape.h as_cutouts',
'geom etry_section .extrusion_volum e.has_projection_shape'.
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'p ackage_ libra iy_section ,p in .cross_section ']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  rectangle
S U B T Y P E  OF (bounded  g e o m etiic  shape); 
corn er_ l : point;
corner_2 : point;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  d epend en cy  : either b e lo n g s to  one (SE L F,
['geom etiy_section .c losed _geom etr ic_sh ap e.h as_ou tlin e ', 
'geom etry sec tio n .c lo sed  geom etric  shape.has cutouts', 
'g e o m e tr y s e c t io n . extrusion_volum e.has_proj ection_shape', 
'p a c k a g e lib r a iy s e c t io n .p in .c r o s s se c t io n '] ) ;  
v a lid _com er_p o in ts :
corner l o  com er_2;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  tex t_ fon t
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (standaid_text_font, 
non_standai*d_text_font)); 
fo n t nam e : STR IN G ;
E N D E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  standard text font 
S U B T Y P E  OF (text_font);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  non_standard_text_font 
S U B T Y P E  O F (text_font); 
describes : SE T  [1:?] OF text_font_character;
character he igh t : p o sitiv e  distance;
character w idth  : p ositiv e  distance;
W H E R E
v alid  describes: Q U E R Y  (d l  <* describes |
Q U E R Y  (d2 <* (d e sc r ib es -d l)  | (d2.1etter =  d l.le tter )) o  []) =  []; 
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  tex t fon t character
is describ ed  by  : SE T  [1:?] OF unbounded geom etric  shape;
letter : ST R IN G  (1);
IN V E R S E
the non  standard text font : non standard tex t font FO R  describes;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  extrusion  volum e;
has_projection_shape : bounded g e o m etiic  shape; 
start he igh t : distance;
end h eigh t : distance;
IN V E R S E
o ccu p ied  sp ace for ; SE T  [0:1] OF package F O R  occu p ied  space; 
bod y  vo lu m e for : SE T  [0:1] PF package F O R  bod y  vohim e;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  depend en cy  : either b e lo n g s to  on e  (SE L F, 
[ 'p a c k a g e lib r a r y se c t io n .p a c k a g e .o c c u p ie d sp a c e ',  
'p ackage_libra iy_section .package.b ody_volum e', 
'package_library_section.package.true shape'.
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'm ountab le_package_library_section .m ountable_package.occupied_space', 
'm ountable_package_librai7 _section .m oun tab le_package_body_volum e', 
'm ountable_package_libraiy_section .m ountable_package.true_shape']); 
v a l id h e ig h t  ;
s ta r th e ig h t  <  e n d h e ig h t;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  g eo m etiy _ co llec to r
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  ( sim p le_ g eo m etiy _ co llecto r , 
u n ion ed _geom eti‘ica l_cop y , 
d ifferen ced  geom etrica l cop y , 
translated_geom eti*icai_copy, 
rotated geom etrica l co p y , 
m ir r o r e d g e o m e tr ic a lc o p y  
r e s iz e d g e o m e t i'ic a lc o p y ) ) ;  
contribntes to docum entation  sh eets :
SE T  [0:?] OF docum entation  sheet; 
contributes to_p h ysica l_ layers :
SE T  [0:?] O F p h y s ic a lja y e r ;
D E R IV E
all a ffected  layers : SE T  [0:?] O F p h y s ic a lja y e r  := 
a ffected  layers (SE L F);
IN V E R S E
un ioned  b y  : SE T  [0:1] OF u n ioned_geom eti'ica l_copy F O R  un ioned  geo m etiy ;  
d if f e r e n c e d J y  : SE T  [0:1] OF d ifferen ced _geom etrica l_cop y  FO R  initial g em etiy ; 
translated by  : SE T  [0:1] OF translated g eo m etiica l co p y  FO R  initial geom etry; 
rotated by  : SE T  [0:1] OF rotated geom etrical co p y  F O R  initial geom etry; 
m irrored b y  : SE T  [0:1] O F m irrored geom etrica l co p y  F O R  initial geom etry; 
resized  by : SE T  [0:1] OF resized  geom eti'ical co p y  F O R  m itial geom etry; 
W H E R E
non  recursive :
non  recursive geom etry  co llector  ([], [SE L F]);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  non  recursive geom etry  co llector  (referenced, 
current lev e l : SE T  O F geom etry  co llector  := [];
L O C A L
n ex t lev e l : SE T  O F geom etry  co llector  :=[];
result : B O O L E A N  := TRU E;
i : IN TEG E R;
E N D _L O C A L ;
referenced  referenced  +  current level;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (current lev e l)  TO  H IIN D E X  (c u n e n t level);
n ext lev e l := next lev e l +  a ll the co llectors (current lev e l [i]);
E N D _R E P E A T ;
IF (referenced  * n x t j e v e l  o  []) T H E N
resu lt := non  recursive geom etry  co llector  (referenced , n ext level);
E L SE
IF (n ex t lev e l o  []) T H E N  
result := TRU E;
E N D J F
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
F U N C T IO N  affected  layers (g c  : g eo m etiy _ co llec to r) : SE T  OF p h y s ica lja y e r ;
L O C A L
result : SE T  OF p h y s ic a lja y e r  := gc.contriu tes to _ p h y sica J a y ers;
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E N D _L O C A L ;
IF (g c .u n io n ed _ b y  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  affected_layers (g c .u n ion ed _b y  [1]);
E N D J F ;
IF (g c .d i f f e r e n c e d j y  o  []) T H E N
result result +  a ffec te d J a y e rs  (g c .d i f f e r e n c e d j y  [1]);
E N D J F ;
IF (gc.translated  b y  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  a f fe c te d ja y e r s  (gc.translated b y  [1]);
E N D J F ;
IF (gc.rotated  by  o  []) T H E N
resu lt := result +  a f fe c te d ja y e r s  (gc.rotated  J y  [1]);
E N D J F ;
IF (gc . m irrored J y  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  a f fe c te d ja y e r s  (g c .m ir r o r e d jy  [1]);
E N D J F ;
IF (g c .res ized  J y  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  a ffec ted J a ers  (gc .resized  J y  [1]);
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D J U N C T IO N ;
F U N C T IO N  all the co llectors (gc: g e o m etiy  co llector) : SE T  OF g eo m etiy  collector;
L O C A L
result
E N D J O C A L ;
IF ( g c .u n io n e d j y  o  []) T H E N
resu lt := result +  [ g c .u n io n e d j y  [l]\g eo m etry _ co llec to r];
E N D J F ;
IF (g c .d i f f e r e n c e d j y  o  []) T H E N
resu lt := result +  [g c .d iffferen ced  by  [l] \g eo m etry _ co llec to r];
E N D J F ;
IF (gc.translated J y  o  []) T H E N
resu lt := result +  [gc.translated J y  [IJXgeom etiy collector];
E N D J F ;
IF (gc.rotated  J y  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  [gc.rotated J y  [ l] \g eo m etry _ co llec to r];
E N D J F ;
IF ( g c .m ir r o r e d jy  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  [g c .m u T o r e d J y  [l] \g e o m eh y _ co llec to r ];
E N D J F ;
IF (g c .res ized  J y  o  []) T H E N
result := result +  [gc .resized  b y  [l]\g eo m etry _ co llec to r];
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D J U N C T I O N ;
E N T IT Y  sim ple_gem eti'ica l_copy
S U B T Y P E O F  (g e o m e tiy  collector);
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  u n ion ed _geom etr ica l_cop y
S U B T Y P E O F  (geom etry  collector);
u n ioned  geom etry  : SE T  [2:?] O F g eo m etiy  collector;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  d ifferen ced _geom etrica l_cop y  
S U B T Y P E O F  (g e o m e tiy  collector);
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in itial geom etry  : geom etry  collector;
su btiahend  g e o m etiy  : geom etry collector;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  t ia n s la te d g e o m e tr ic a lc o p y  
S U B T Y P E O F  (g e o m e tiy  collector); 
in itia l g e o m etiy  : g e o m etiy  collector;
o ffse t  ; point;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  rotated geom etrica l copy
SU B T Y P E O F  (g e o m e tiy  collector); 
in itial geom etry  : geom etry  collector;
o ffse t : point;
rotation : angle;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m irrored g eon ietiica l co p y  
SU B T Y P E O F  (geom etry  collector); 
in itia l g e o m etiy  : g eo m etiy  collector;
m irroring ax is : line segm ent;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  resized _geom etrica l_cop y
S U B T Y P E O F  (g eo m etiy  collector); 
initial geom etry  ; g em etiy  collector; 
resize  : distance;
resize  corner type : corner type;
W H E R E
valid  resize  ; resize  o  0;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N D J C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  package__libraiy_section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  g eo m etiy  sec tio n  (bou nd ed  geom eti ic shape, 
e x tr u s io n v o lu m e ,  
geo m etiy );
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  support section  (independent stam p, 
point,
p o s it iv e d is ta n c e );
T Y P E  p a c k a g e sh a p e
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  O F (ellip tica l J o d y ,  
r o u n d j o d y ,  
r e c ta n g u la ijo d y ,  
s q u a r e j o d y ,  
othei J o d y ) ;
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  package J o  dy_m aterial
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (ceram ic J e r m e t ic ,  
glass, 
m etal,
ceram ic n on  herm etic, 
plastic ,
o th erm a ter ia l);
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E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  p in jp o s it io n
E N U M E R A T IO N  O F (axial, bottom , dual, 
end_p osition , lateral, 
perpendicular, quad, radial, 
s in g le , triple, upper, z ig  zag, 
other_positio ii);
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  package outline sty le
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (chip  can ier , d isc  button, 
f la n g b u tto n , f la n g m o u n t ,  
fibre optic d ev ice , flatpack, 
grid array, i i j i n e ,  ax ia l horizontal, 
m icr o e le c tr o n ica sse m b ly , m icrow ave, 
piggyb ack , p r e s s j t ,  p ost stud m ount, 
sm all outline, sp ecia l shape, un cased  chip);
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  p in fo r m
E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (butt, c_bend , so lder lug, flat, 
g u ll w in g , j bend, ladle, do not use, 
pin _p eg , wraparound, th iou gh  h o le , j_ inverted , 
w ire, other_pin J o r m );
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  p a c k a g e c la s s
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  O F (thru board m ounting, 
s in g le s id e m o u n t in g ,  
dou ble_side_m ounting);
E N D J Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  package;
has_package sy m b o ls  : SE T  [0:?] OF package sym bol;
has_pin_group s : SE T  [0:?] O F pin group;
bo d y  v o lu m e ; O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF extrusion volum e;
occu p ied  sp ace : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] O F extrusion volum e;
o f_sh ap e : package shape;
bo d y  m aterial : package bod y  m aterial;
has_p in _p osition  : pin_position;
has outline sty le  : package outline style;
has_p in  form  : p in  form;
pin  count : IN TEG E R;
jedec_d eta iled _ in form ation  : O PT IO N A L  ST R IN G  (20); 
iden tification  : identification  stamp;
h a sjp a ck a g e  g lass : package class;
p in _p itch  : O PT IO N A L  p o sitiv e  distance;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  package sym bol;
has geom etry : SET [1 :?] O F geom etiy ;
identification  : identification stam p;
IN V E R S E
th e_package : package F O R  has_package_sym b ols;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
ENTITY pin group;
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has_p ins : SE T  [1:?] OF pin;
group nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
tlie_package : package F O R  has pin groups;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  pin
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (electria l_p in , n o n _electiica l_p in )  
A N D  O N E O F  (Iocated_pin , non_electrical_p in); 
cross section  : O PT IO N A L  bounded g e o m etiic  shape; 
nam e : STR ING ;
pin  length  : p o sitiv e  distance;
IN V E R S E
the_pin_group : p in group F O R  has_pins;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  electrica l_p in  
SU B T Y P E O F  (pin);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n on _electrica l_p in  
SU B T Y P E O F  (pin);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  Iocated_pin  
S U B T Y P E O F  (pin); 
p in _p osition  : point;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  un located_pin  
SU B T Y P E O F  (pin);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  fun ction  libraiy section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  geom etry  section  (goem etiy );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support sec tio n  (identification  stam p, 
undefined);
T Y P E  term inal c iass =  E N U M E R A T IO N  O F (input, output, 
high _im p ed en ce_outp ut, 
biderectional, pow er, 
ground, bst tdi 
b s t t d o ,  b s t t c k ,  
bst tins, bst trst, 
o th e r c la s s );
E N D T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  fim ction  defin ition  : identification  stamp;
h a s je r m in a ls  : SE T  [T.?] OF function  term inal definition;
sw ap infbrm ation : undefined;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  fun ction  term inal definition; 
nam e : STR ING ;
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cla ss : term inal ciass;
IN V E R S E
the_fun ction _d efm ition  : fim ction  defin ition  F O R  has term inals;
E N D J N T I T Y ;  ;i
E N D J C H E M A ; '
SC H E M A  part library section;
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  function_library_section  (term inal ciass);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  g eo m etiy _ sec tio n  (g eo m etiy );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  generic  fim ction  section  (fiin ction  intance, 
function  ten n in a l instance);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  package library section  (e lectrica l_p in  
package);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support_section  (either b e lon gs to  one, 
n o t y e t d e f in e d ,  
id en tif ic a tio n sta m p ,  
undefined);
T Y P E  packaged_electrical_part_terrainal_class  
E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (external term inal, 
m tern a lterm m a l);
E N D J Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  part
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (packaged_electrical_part, 
p a c k a g e d n o n e le c tr ic a ljD a r t ,  
printed_electrical_part)); 
identification  : identification  stamp;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  c o m p a n y id e n tif ier ;
stock  identifier : STR IN G ;
vendor  identifier : SE T  [1:7] OF STRING ;
IN V E R S E
the_packaged_part : packaged_part F O R  reference identifier;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  p a c k a g e d e le c tr ic a lp a r t  
S U B T Y P E  OF (part, 
packaged_part, 
electrical_part);
SE L F\electrical_part.has_term inals ; SE T  [1:7] OF  
packaged_electrical_part_term m al;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  packaged_non_electrical_part 
S U B T Y P E  OF (part 
packaged_part);
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  printed e lectrica l part 
S U B T Y P E  OF (part 
electrical_part);
SE L F\electrical_part.has_term inals : SE T  [1:7] OF
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priiited_electrical_part_term iiial;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  electrical_part_term inal
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (p ackaged_electnca l_p art_tem iin al 
printed_electrical_pai-t_term inal)); 
connects_to_term inals : SE T  [0:?] O F part J in c tio ii_ term in a l_ in sta n ce;  
nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
the e lectrica l part : electrical_part FO R  has term inals;
W H E R E
valid _con nected_p art function_term inal_instances :
Q U E R Y  (p ft <* connects_to_term inals |
pft.the_part_function_instance IN  th e_ e lectr ica l_ p a r t.h a sJ m ctio n s)  
=  c o n n e c ts to te r m m a ls ;  
va lid  term inal c la ss : n o t_yet defined;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  packaged_electrical_part_term inal 
S U B T Y P E  OF (electrical_part_tenninal); 
co n n ects to jp in  : e lectiica l_p in ;
term inal type : packaged_electrical_part_term inal_class;
IN V E R S E
the_pack aged _electrica l j a r t  : packaged  electrical part F O R  has term inals; 
W H E R E
v a lid _con n ected _electrica l_p in  :
con n ects_to_p in .the_pm _group  .the_package
the_packaged_electiical_part\packaged_part.is_packaged  by; 
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  printed_electi'ical_part_term inal
SU B T Y P E  OF (electrical_part_term inal);
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  p a r t f im c t io n in s ta c e
S U B T Y P E  OF (fim ction  instance);
SELFXfimction instance.has_term inals ; SE T  [1;?] OF
p a rtfim ctio n _ ten n in a l_ in sta n ce;
IN V E R S E
the_electrical_part : e lectrical_part_  F O R  has J u n c tio n ;
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  part J m c t i o n  term inal instance
S U B T Y P E  OF (function_term inal_instance);
IN V E R S E
the_part_fim ction_instance : part fun ction _ in stan ce_  F O R  has term inals;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N D  SC H E M A ;
SC H E M A  m oun table_package_library_section;
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  g eo m etiy  section  (bounded geom etric  shape, 
e x t iu s io n v o lu m e ,  
geom etry);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  package library section  (electrical_p in , 
non _electrica l_p in , 
p a c k a g e c la s s .
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pm ,
p in fo r m );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  part_library_section (packaged_part, 
point,
p o s it iv e d is ta n c e ,
to ler a n c ed d ista n ce ,
undefined);
T Y P E  m o u n t in g c la s s
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (insertion , 
onsertion, 
m anual,
o t l ie r m o u n t in g c la s s ) ;
T Y P E  sub m ounting
=  E U M E R A T IO N  O F (socket, 
o t l ie r s u b m o u n t in g );
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  p in m o u n t in g
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  O F (sam e, 
opposite, 
b o t l is id e s ,  
socketed );
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  m oun tin g_position
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (horizontal 
vertical, 
o th e r p o s it io n );
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  m o u n t in g s id e
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (top, 
bottom );
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  m o u n tin g sy m m e tr y
=  SE L E C T  (sta n d a rd sy m m etry ,  
sti'ange_sym m etry);
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  s ta n d a r d sy m in e tiy
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (norm al, 
upside_dow n);
E N D J Y P E ;
T Y P E  s tr a n g e s y m m e tiy  
-  ST R IN G ;
E N D J Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  m ountable_package;
u ses_ p ack age  : package;
is m ounted  by : m oun tin g  m ethod;
u ses auxiliary_part : SE T  [0:?] OF auxiliary com ponent definition;
has sy m b o ls  : SE T  [0:?] OF m o u n tab lejp ack age  sym bol;
has_m oun table_p in s : SE T  [0:?] OF m ountable_pin;
bod y v o lu m e : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF extrusion volum e;
occu p ied  sp ace : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [1:?] OF extrusion volum e;
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nam e : STR IN G ;
o f_ m o u n tin g _ cla ss : O PT IO N A L  m ounting class; 
m oun tin g  he ight : O PT IO N A L  toleranced distance;
has sub m ounting : sub m ounting;
h as_pm _form  : O PT IO N A L  p in  form;
has_package_ c lass : O PT IO N A L  p ackage class;
p in _p itch  : O PT IO N A L  p o sitiv e  distance;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m ontab le_package_sym b ol;
has g e o m etiy  : SE T  [1:?] OF g eom etiy ;
identification  : identification  stamp;
IN V E R S E
the inountable package ; m ountable package F O R  has sym bols; 
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m ountable_p in
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (m ountable_electricaljD in , 
m ountable non  electrica  J i n ) ) ;  
cross sec tio n  : O PT IO N A L  bounded  geom etric  shape;
pin length  : O PT IO N A L  p o sitive  distance;
p in _p osition  : O PT IO N A L  point;
hasjD in  inounting : p in  m ounting;
u ses j ) i n  : O PT IO N A L  pin;
IN V E R S E
the_m oun tab le_p ack age : m ountable_package F O R  has_m ountable_pins; 
U N IQ U E
u l  ; the_m oun table_p ack age, u ses pin;
W H E R E
valid _u sed _p in s :
u ses_p in .the_p in_gou p .the_package  :=: the_m ountable_package.uses_package; 
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m oun table_electrical_p in  
S U B T Y P E  OF (m ountable_p in);
SE L F \m oun tab le_p m .u ses_p in  : electrical_pin;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m oun table_n on_electrica l_p in  
S U B T Y P E  OF (m ountable_pin);
SE L F \m oun tab le_p in .u ses_p in  ; O PT IO N A L  non _elech ica l_p in ; 
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m ounting m ethod;
identification  : identification  stamp;
m ounting_data  : m o u n t in g je ta ils ;
p in  group correspondence : undefined;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m o u n tin g d e ta ils ;
p o sitio n  : m ounting_position;
sid e  : m ounting side;
sy m m etiy  operator : m oun tin g  symmeti-y;
IN V E R S E
th e_m oun tin g_m eth od  : m oun tin g_m etliod  F O R  m ounting J a t a ;  
E N D J N T I T Y ;
ENTITY auxiliary component definition
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A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  electrica l_auxiliary_com p onent_d efm ition , 
non _electiica l_au x iliary_com p on en t_d efin ition ));
IN V E R S E
the_m ountabIe_package : m ountable_package F O R  uses auxiliaryjaa i’ts; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  electrica l a u x ilia iy  com ponent defin ition  
S U B T Y P E  OF (auxiIiai-y_com ponent_defm ition); 
is d e fin ed  by  : packaged  e le c t r ic a j a r t ;  
has ten n in a ls : SE T  1:?] OF
eIectrica l_auxilia iy_coinp onent_d efin ition_term inal;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  n on _eIectrica l_au xiIia iy_co in pon en t_defin ition  
S U B T Y P E  OF (a n x ilia iy  com ponent défin ition); 
is defin ed  b y  : packaged_non_electi'icaljpart;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  eIectrical_auxiIiary_coponent_defln ition_term inaI;
is defin ed  by  : packaged_eiectrical_part_term inal;
IN V E R S E
th e_ e lectr ica l_au x ilia iy_co in p on en t_d efin ition  :
electi'ical anxiliary cm ponent defin ition  FO R  has terinals;
U N IQ U E
u 1 : is defin ed  by , th e_electrica l_auxilia iy_com p onent_d efin ition ;
W H E R E
valid  referenced  term inal : is  defined  by  IN
the e lectrical a u x ilia iy  com ponent defm ition .is  defined by.lias term inals; 
E N D J N T I T Y ;
S C H E M A  netlist section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  assem b led  board_section  (com p onent a llocation , 
te rm in a la llo c a tio n );
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  generic  fim ction  section  (fim ction  instance, 
fun ction_teim in al_ instance);
E N T IT Y  functional netlist;
has netlist functions : SE T  [0:?] OF netlist fim ction instances;
has fim ctional nets : SE T  [0:?] OF fim ctional net;
ha v e  sw ap groups : SE T  [0:?] O F sw ap group;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  fim ctional net;
jo in s  : SE T  [1:?] OF netlist function_tenn inal_instance;
signal nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
the J u n c tio n a l_ n e tlis t  : fm ictional netlist F O R  has fim ctional nets;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  sw ap group;
has etlis  fun ctions : SE T  [1:?] O F netlist fim ction  instan ces; 
nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
the functional netlist : faction a l netlist F O R  has sw ap groups;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  n etlist fun ction  instance
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S U B T Y P E  OF (fun ction  instance);
S E L F \fnction _in stan ce .h as_tenn iiia ls : SE T  [1:?] OF  
iietlist_functio ii_term inal_instance; 
h a s_a lloca tion  : O PT IO N A L  com ponent allocation;
IN V E R S E
the_sw ap_group  : SE T  [0:1] OF sw ap_group F O R  has_netlist_functions;
the fun ctional netlist : functional netlist F O R  has_netlist_functions 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  netlist fun ction  term inal instance
S U B T Y P E  O F (fun ction  term inal instance);
has a llocation  : O PT IO N A L  ten n in a l allocation;
IN V E R S E
th e_n etlist_function_instan ce : netlist fun ction  instance F O R  has term inals; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  d esign  rule section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  geom etry  section  (c lo sed  geom etric  shape, 
c o r n e r ty p e ,  
endtype, 
geom etry);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  m oun tab le_package_library_section  (m oim table_package);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  netlist section  (fim ctional net);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support section  (angle , 
distance,
p o s it iv e d is ta n c e );
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  tech n o lo g y  section  (condu cting  j a y e r ) ;
E N T IT Y  design  rule
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (m oun table_package_assem bly_ru le , 
r o u tm g d ir e c t io n r u le ,  
tr a c e r u le ) ) ;  
r u le jd e n t if ie r  : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  m oun tab le_p ack age_assem b ly_m le  
S U B T Y P E  OF (d sign  rule); 
app lies to  : SE T  [1:?] OF m oun tab lejp ack age;
a llo w ed  rotations : SE T  [1:?] OF angle;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  routing d irection u le
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (bom ided  routing direction rule, 
u n b o u n d e d r o u t in g d i ie c t io n r u le )
A N D
O N E O F (restiicted_routing_d irection_rule, 
unrestricted routing d irection rule))
S U B T Y P E  O F (design_rule_;
app lies on  : SE T  [1:?] OF condu cting  layer;
preferred directions : L IS T  [1:?] O F U N IQ U E  angle;
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
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E N T IT Y  layout_text;
actual_geom eti'y  : L IST  [1:?] OF geom eti'ic_text;
c learance geom etry  : SE T  [1:?] OF g e o m etiic  shape;
D E R IV E
all a f fe c te d ja y e r s  : SE T  [1:?] O F p h y s ic a lja y e r  ;= layout text a f fe c te d ja y e r s  (SE L F); 
E N D J N T I T Y ;
F U N C T IO N  layout tex t a f fe c te d ja y e r s
(text : layout text) : SE T  O F p h y s ic a lja y e r ;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R ;
result : SE T  OF p h y s ic a lja y e r  :=[];
E N D J O C A L ;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (text.c learance geom etry) TO  
H IIN D E X  (tex t .c le a ra n ce g eo m e tiy );  
result := result +  tex t.c lea ra n ce_ g eo m eh y [i]\g eo m etry .a ll_ a ffected J a y ers;
E N D J E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D J U N C T I O N ;
E N D J C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  d esign  rule section ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  m o u n ta b le_p ack ageJ ib rary_section  (m ountable section );
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  netlist section  (fun ctiona  J e t ) ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support sec tio n  (angle, 
distance,
p o s it iv e d is ta n c e );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  tech n o lo g y  sec tio n  (condu cting  ja y e r ) ;
E N T IT Y  design  rule
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (m o u n ta b le j)a ck a g e  assem b ly  rule, 
routing direction rule, 
tr a c e m le ) ) ;  
r u le jd e n t if ie r  ; STR IN G ;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  m oun tab le_p ack age_assem bly_ru e  
S U B T Y P E  O F (d esign  rule);
app lies to  : SE T  [1:?] OF m ountable_package;
a llo w ed  rotations : SE T  [1:?] OF angle;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  r o u t in g d h e c t io n r u le
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (bounded_routing_direction_rule, 
unbounded routing d h ectio n  rule)
A N D
O N E O F (restricted routing d irection rule, 
u n r e s tr ic te d r o u t in g d ir e c t io n r u le ) )
S U B T Y P E  O F (design_rule);
app lies on  : SE T  [1:?] OF co n d u ctin g ja y er ;
preferred_direction : L IS T  [1:?] OF U N IQ U E  angle;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
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E N T IT Y  bounded_routing_dii-ection_ruIe  
SU B T Y P E  O F (routing_d iiection_rule); 
has_bou nds : SE T  [I:?] OF c lo sed  geom etr ic  shape;
W H E R E
valid _bou nds : Q U E R Y  (b <* has bounds |
b \geom etry .a ll_a ffected _ layers < =  SELFXrouting d iiection  rule.applies on) 
== h a s b o u n d s ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  u n b o u n d e d r o u t in g d ir e c t io n r u le  
SU B T Y P E  OF (routing direction_rule_;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  restricted routing  d h ectio n  rule  
S U B T Y P E  O F (routm g d h ectio n  m le);  
m a x im u m _vio la tion  : distance;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  unrestricted routing d iection  rule  
S U B T Y P E  OF (routing d irection  rule);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  trace rule
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (b o u n d e d J a c e _ m le ,  
unbounded_tiace_i*ule)
A N D
O N E O F (resti'icted h a c e  rule, 
u n r e s tr ic te d jtia ce ru le ))
S U B T Y P E  O F (d esign  rule); 
app lies on  : SE T  [1:?] OF c o n d u ctin g ja y e r ;
trace w idth  : O PT IO N A L  p ositiv e  distance; 
of_corn er_type : O PT IO N A L  corner type; 
o f_ e n d J y p e  : O PT IO N A L  endtype;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  bounded  trace rule  
S U B T Y P E  OF (trace rule);
has bounds : SE T  [1:?] OF c lo sed  g e o m etiic  shape;
W H E R E
valid  bounds :
Q U E R Y  (b <* has boim ds |
bXgeom etry.all a ffec te d J a y e rs  < =  SELFXtrace rule.applies on)
=  has bounds;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  unbounded  trace rule 
S U B T Y P E  O F(trace rule);
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  restricted trace rule  
S U B T Y P E  O F(trace_rule); 
app lies to  : SE T  [1:?] OF functional net;
E N D J N T I T Y ;
E N T IT Y  unrestricted trace rule  
S U B T Y P E  O F(trace_rule);
E N D J N T I T Y ;
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E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  su b_layout_section ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  g eo m etiy _ sec tio n  (bounded_geom etric_shape, 
circle, geom eti*ic_text, 
g eo m etiy , open_geom eti'ic_shape, 
geom etric_sliape, 
cIosed_geom eti’ic_shape, 
g e o m e tr y c o lle c to r );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  m ountable_package library section  (m ountabIe_electricaI_piii,
inountabie_iion_eIectrical_pin);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  tech n o lo g y  sec tio n  (bare board teclin o logy , 
c o n d n c tin g la y e r ,  
d r i l lm le ,
layer or layer group, 
pliysical_layer);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support section  (point, 
eitlier_belon gs_to  one, 
identification_stam p, 
not_yet_defm ed );
T Y P E  status
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (fixed , unfixed); 
END__TYPE;
E N T IT Y  layout feature
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (trace, 
la y o u ts h a p e ,  
hole));  
of_status : status;
all a ffected  layers : SE T  OF layer or layer group;
IN V E R S E
the_su b_layou t_d efin ition  : sub layout defin ition  F O R  has_layout_features;
th e_p h ysica l_n et : SE T  [0:1] OF p h ysica l net F O R  has_layout_features;
END__ENTITY;
E N T IT Y  trace
S U B T Y P E  O F (la y o u tfea tu re);
actual geom etry  : open  geom etric  shape;
clearance geom etry  : SE T  [0;?] OF open geom etric  shape;
D E R IV E
SE L F \layout_feature.a lI_affected_layers : SE T  [I:?] OF ph ysica l layer  
:= trace a ffected  layers (SE L F);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  trace a ffected  layers (obj : h a c e )  : SE T  OF ph ysica l layer; 
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
result : SE T  OF p h ysica l layer := [];
E N D  L O C A L ;
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result := result +  obj.actual_geoineti-y\geom eti'y .all_affected_layers;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (o b j.c learan ce_geo in etiy ) TO  
H IIN D E X  (obj .clearance_geom eti'y); 
result := result +  o b j.a ctu a l_ g eom etiy [i]\geom etiy .a ll_a ffected _ layers; 
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  layout shape
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F(pad, iioii sp ec lfic  layout shape))
S U B T Y P E  O F (layou t feature);
actual geom etry  : geom etric  shape;
c learaiice g e o m etiy  : SE T  [0:?] O F g e o m etiic  shape;
D E R IV E
SE L F \layou t_featu re,a ll_affected _layers : SE T  [1:?] OF ph ysica l layer 
:= layout shape a ffected  layers (SE L F);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  layou t_sh ape_affected _layers (obj : layout shape) : SET OF ph ysica l layer; 
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
result ; SE T  OF p h ysica l layer := [];
E N D _L O C A L ;
result := result +  obj.actual_geom etry \geom etry .a ll_affected_layers;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (obj.clearance g eo m etiy ) TO  
H IIN D E X  (obj.clearance geom etry); 
result ;= result +  ob j.actu al_geom etry[i]\geom etiy .a lI_affected _layers; 
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  pad
S U B T Y P E  OF (layout shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n o n _ sp ecific_ layou t_sh ap e  
S U B T Y P E  OF (layout shape);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  h o le
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (plated_tIirough_hole, 
unplated o le)
A N D
O N E O F  (c o n fb r m a n th o le , 
non  confbn nan t h o le ))
S U B T Y P E  OF (la y o u t feature);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  plated_through_hole  
S U B T Y P E  O F (hole);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  u p la te d h o le  
S U B T Y P E  OF (hole);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  confoi*m ant_hole  
S U B T Y P E  O F (hole);
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cross sec tio n  : circle;
confbrm s to  : drill_rule;
D E R IV E
S E L F \layou t_featu re_all_affected_layers : layer or layer group  
:= c o n fo n n sto .r e fe r s ;
W H E R E
v alid  drill rule : not_y'et_defm ed;
v alid  cross section  : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n o n c o n f o r m a n t h o le  
S U B T Y P E  O F (hole);
cross sec tio n  ; bounded geom etric  shape;
d rilled_tlm i : layer or layer group;
D E R IV E
S E L F \layou t_featu re.a ll_affected _layers : layer or layer group  
:= d r illed th ru ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  layout text;
a c tu a l^ e o m e t iy  : L IS T  [1:?] OF geom etric  text;
c learance geom etry  : SE T  [1:?] O F g e o m etiic  shape;
D E R IV E
all_a ffected _ layers : SE T  [1:?] OF p h ysica l layer  
:= layou t_text_affected _layers (SE L F);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  layout text a ffected  layers
(tex t : layout tex t) : SE T  OF ph ysica l layer;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R ;
result : SE T  OF p h ysica l layer :=[];
E N D _L O C A L ;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (text.actual geom etry) TO  
H IIN D E X  (text.atual geom etry); 
result :== result +  ob j.actu al_geom etiy[i]\geom etry .a ll_affected_layers;  
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (text.clearance geom etry) TO  
H IIN D E X  (tex t .c le a ra n ce g eo m e tiy );  
result ;= result +  o b j.a ctu a l_ geom etiy [i]\geom etiy .a ll_a ffected _ layers; 
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  s u b la y o u t d f in it io n
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (bare_boaid_defin ition , 
t e s t c o u p  o n d e f in it io n ,  
fo o tp r in td e fm itio n ,  
toeprin t_defn iition , 
non sp ec ific  sub layout defin ition , 
p a d sta c k d efin itio n ));  
is_ im p lem en ted _ in  : bare_board_technology
has layout features : SE T  [O:?] OF layout features; 
has text : SE T  [0:?] OF layout text;
bas nets : SE T  [0:?] OF p h y sica l net;
identification  : idetification  stamp;
all a ffected  layers : SE T  O F layer or layer_group;
W H E R E
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v a lid _affected _ layers :
Q U E R Y  (1 <* a ll affected  layers j l.the_prim ai-y_group
is im plem ented  in .has layer stack) =  all affected  layers;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  calcu late_affected_ layers_ for_generic_sub _ layou t  
(s i :sub_layout_defin ition): ST  OF layer or layer group;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R ;
result : SE T  O F layer or layer group := [];
E N D _L O C A L ;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (sl.has layout features) TO  
H IIN D E X  (sl.has layout features); 
result := result +  sl.has layout fea tu reslil.a ll a ffected  layers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  bare board defin ition
S U B T Y P E  O F (sub layout defin ition); 
has outline : c lo sed  g e o m etiic  shape; 
has_probe_points : SE T  [0:?] OF probe_point;
has sub layouts : SE T  [0:?] sub layout instance;
SE T \sub  layout defin ition .has nets ; SE T  [0:?] OF b a re_oard j)h ysica l_n et;  
D E R IV E
SE L F \su b_layout_d efin ition .a ll_affected _layers : SE T  OF layer or layer group  
:= c lc la te  affected  layers fbr bare board (SELF);
W H E R E
non  recursive ;
non recursive bare oard ([], [SE L F]);
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N
c a lc u la t e a f f e c t e d la y e r s f o r b a r e b o a r d
(bb : bare board defin ition ) : SE T  O F layer or layer group;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
result : SE T  OF layer or layer group :=[];
E N D _L O C A L ;
result := ca lcu late_affected _ layers_ for_gen eric_su b _ layou t  
(bb \sub layout defin ition );
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (bb .has sub layouts) TO  H IIN D E X  (bb.has sub layouts);
result : result +  bb .has sub layouts [i].a ll affected  layers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
F U N C T IO N
non_recursive_bare_board  (referenced ,
current lev e l : : SE T  O F bare board defin ition): B O O L E A N ;
L O C A L
n ex t lev e l : SE T  OF b a ie  board defin ition  := [];
result : B O O L E A N  := TRU E;
i : IN TEG E R; 
j : IN TEG E R;
instan ces : SE T  OF sub layout instance;
defin ition  : sub layout defin ition ;
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E N D _L O C A L ;
referenced  := referenced +  current_level;
R E P E A T  i L O IN D E X  (current_level) TO  H IIN D E X  (current_Ievel); 
instances := cnrrent lev e l [i].has_sub_Iayouts;
R E P E A T ] -  L O IN D E X  (instan ces) TO  H IIN D E X  (instances);
defin ition  := instances 0 ]-is_d efin ed _b y;
IF ('sub_layoiit_defin ition .bare_board_defin ition ' IN  T Y PE O F (defin ition )) 
T H E N  n ext lev e l := n ext lev e l +  defin ition \bare board definition; 
E N D J F ;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
result := FA LSE;
E L SE
IF (n ex t lev e l o  []) T H E N
result := n on  recursive bare board (referenced , n ext_ level);
E L SE
result — TRU E;
E N D J F ;
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D F U N C T I O N ;
E N T IT Y  t e s t c o u p o n d e f in it io n
S U B T Y P E  O F (sub layout defin ition);
has sub layouts : SE T  [0:?] OF s u b ja y o u t  instance;
D E R IV E
S E L F \su b J a y o u t_ d efin itio n .a ll affected  layers : SE T  OF layer or layer group  
;= calculate a f fe c te d ja y e r s  for test coupon(SE L F );
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N  C T IO N  c a lc u la te a ffe c te d  layers for test coupon
(obj : test_cou p on _d efin ition ) ; SE T  O F layer or layer group;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
result : SE T  O F layer or la y e r g r o u p  :==[];
E N D _L O C A L ;
result := calcu late a f fe c te d ja y e r s  fbr generic  s u b ja o u t  
(ob j\su b J a y o u t_ d efin itio n );
R E P E A T  i:=  L O IN D E X  (obj .h a s s u b J a y  outs) TO  H IIN D E X  (obj .h a s s u b  layouts);
result := result +  o b j.h a s_ su b J a y o u ts[i] .a ll a ffected  layers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  fbotprint defin ition
S U B T Y P E  OF (su b J a y o u t_ d efin itio n );  
has toeprints : SE T  [0:?] OF to ep r in tjn sta n ce ;
has other sub layouts : SE T  [0:?] OF n on  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  instance; 
D E R IV E
S E L F \su b J a y o u t_ d efin itio n .a ll_ a ffected J a y ers : SE T  OF layer or layer group  
:= calcu late  a ffected  layers forJootp rin t(S E L F );
E N D E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  calculate affected  layers for footprint
(obj : fbotprint defin iton) : SE T  OF layer or layer group;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
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result : SE T  O F layer_or_layer_group :=[];
E N D _L O C A L ;
result := ca icuIate_affected_Iayers_ for_gen eric_su bJaou t  
(ob j\su b_layout_d efin ition );
R E P E A T  i:=  L O IN D E X  (o b j.h a s jo ep r in ts )  TO  H IIN D E X  (o b j.h a sjo ep rin ts);
result := result +  obj.has sub toeprints [ i l.a ll affected  layers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E P E A T  i:= L O IN D E X  (obj.has_other_sub_layouts) TO  H IIN D E X  (obj.has_other_sub_layouts);
result := result+obj.has_other_sub_layouts[i].a ll_affected_layers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  to e p r in td e fin it io n
S U B T Y P E  OF (sub layout defin ition); 
has_padstacks ; SE T  [0;?] OF padstack instance;
Iias_other_sub_layouts : SE T  [0:?] OF non sp ec ific  sub j a y o u t  instance;
D E R IV E
SE L F\sub layout defin ition .a ll a f fe c te d ja y e r s  : SE T  OF layer or layer group  
calcu late  a ffected  layers for toeprint (SE L F);
W H E R E  valid_padstack  instance : not_yet_defm ed ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  calcu late a f fe c te d ja y e r s  fbr toeprint
(obj : toeprint defin iton) : SE T  OF layer or layer group;
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
resu lt : SE T  OF layer or layer group . - [ ] ;
E N D _L O C A L ;
result := calcu late a f fe c te d ja y e r s  for generic  s u b ja o u t  
(objXsub layout defin ition);
R E P E A T  i:= L O IN D E X  (obj.has_padstacks) TO  H IIN D E X  (obj.lias_padstacks);
result := result +  o b j.h a sjp a d sta ck s[i].a ll_ a ffec ted J a y ers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E P E A T  i:=  L O IN D E X  (obj .has_other_sub layouts) TO  H IIN D E X  (obj.has other sub layouts);
result := result+obj.has other su b J a y o u ts[i] .a ll a ffected  layers;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  padstack defin ition
S U B T Y P E  OF (sub layout defin ition);
D E R IV E
S E L F \su b J a y o u t_ d efin itio n .a ll_ a ffected J a y ers : SE T  OF layer or layer group  
:= c a lc u la te_ a ffe c te d ja y e r s  J o r _ g en er ic _ su b  layout (SELF);
W H E R E  valid  layout feature : not y e t defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n o n s p e c i f i c s u b j a y o u t d e f in i t i o n  
S U B T Y P E  OF (sub J a y  out defin ition ) ; 
has intended u se  : intended use;
has other s u b ja y o u ts  : SE T  [0:?] OF non  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  instance;
D E R IV E
SE L F\sub layout defin ition .a ll a f fe c te d ja y e r s  : SE T  OF layer or layer group  
— c a lc u l a t e a f f e c t e d j a y e r s j o r n o n s p e c i f i c s u b j a y o u t  (SE L F);
W H E R E
n o n  recursive : non  recursive non sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  ([], [SELF]);
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
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T Y P E  intended  use
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (m oun tin g_place, fiducial, 
test_point, 
lo g o , barcode, 
notliing sp ecia l, other);
E N D _T Y P E ;
F U N C T IO N  ca lcu la te_affected _ layers_ for_n on _sp ecific  s u b ja y o u t
(ns : non  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  defin iton) : SE T  OF layer or layer group; 
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R;
result : SE T  OF layer or layer_group :=[];
E N D _L O C A L ;
result := c a lc u la te_ a ffe c te d ja y e r s  fo r_ g en er ic_ su b J a o u t  
(n s\su b J a y o u t_ d efm itio n );
R E P E A T  i:= L O IN D E X  (ns.has other sub layouts) TO  
H IIN D E X  (n s .h a s o t h e r s u b j a y o u t s ) ;  
result := result +  n s.h a s_ o th er_ su b J a y o u ts[i].a Il_ a ffec ted  layers; 
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
F U N C T IO N  non  recursive non  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  (referenced,
(c u r r e n y je v e l  : SE T  OF n on  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  J e f in it o n )  : B O O L E A N ; 
L O C A L
i : IN TEG E R ;
result : B O O L E A N  := TRU E;
instances : SE T  O F n on  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  instance;
n ex t lev e l : SE T  OF non sp ec ific  sub layout defin ition ) :=[];
E N D L O C A L ;
referenced  referenced  +  c u r re n tje v l;
R E P E A T  i := L O IN D E X  (cu iT en tJ ev e l) TO  H IIN D E X  (cnrrent level); 
instances := cnrrent lev e l [i] has other sub layouts ;
R E P E A T  j  := L O IN D E X  (instan ces) TO
H IIN D E X  (instances);  
n ext l e v e l — n ex t lev e l +  instances [ i l . is defined  by;
E N D  R E PE A T ;
IF (referenced  * n e x t j e v e l  o  []) T H E N  
result — FA L SE ;
E L SE
IF ( n e x t j e v e l  o  []) T H E N
result := non  recursive non  sp ec ific  sub layout (referenced , n e x t je v e l) ;  
E L SE
result := TRU E;
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D  FU N C T IO N ;
riT Y  sub layout instance
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (test cou p on  instnace, 
fo o rp r in tjn sta n ce , 
to ep r in tjn sta n ce , 
p a d sta c k in s ta n c e ,  
non sp ec ific  sub layout instance)); 
is defin ed  by : sub layout defin ition;
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has_nets ; SE T  [0:?] OF instance_net;
nam e : O PT IO N A L  STR IN G ;
of_statu s ; status;
D E R IV E
all a ffected  layers : SE T  OF layer or layer_group := 
is_defined_b y .a ll_a ffected _ layers;
IN V E R S E
the board : SE T  [0:1] OF b aie_board_d efin ition  FO R
h a s s u b la y o u t s ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  te s t c o u p o n in s t a n c e
SU B T Y P E  O F (sub layout instance);
SE L F \su b_layou t_ in stan ce.is_d efîn ed _b y  : test co u p on  definition;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  depend en cy  :
either b e lon gs to  one (SE L F,
['S U B _ L A Y O U T _S E C T IO N .B A R E _B O A R D _D E F N IT IO N .H A S _S U B _L A Y O U T S ']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  fbotprint instance
S U B T Y P E  OF (sub layout instance);
SE L F \su b_layout instance. is_ d efin ed _b y  : fbotprint definition;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  depend en cy  :
either b e lo n g s to one (SE L F,
['SU B  L A Y O U T  SE C T IO N .B A R E  B O A R D  D E F N IT IO N .H A S S U B  L A Y O U T S']); 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  to e p r in tjn sta n ce
S U B T Y P E  OF (sub j a y o u t  instance);
SE L F\sub layout instance.is defined  by  : toeprint definition;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  depend en cy  :
either b e lo n g s to  one (SE L F, 
['S U B _ L A Y O U T _S E C T IO N .B A R E _B O A R D _D E F N IT IO N .H A S _S U B _L A Y O U T S ']), 
['SU B _L A Y O U T _S E C T IO N .B A R E _B O A R D _D E F N IT IO N .H A S _S U B _T O E P R IN T S ']);  
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  padstack instance
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (v ia , p in_place  
securing_place, 
non _sp ecific_pad stack ))
SU B T Y P E  OF (sub layout instance);
S E L F \su b J a y  out instance, i s d e f i n e d b y  : p a d sta ck d efin itio n ;  
p o sitio n  : : point;
W H E R E
non  recursive : not yet defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  non  sp ec ific  s u b ja y o u t  instance  
S U B T Y P E  O F (sub layout instance);
S E L F \su b J a y o u tJ n sta n ce .is_ d efm ed _ b y  : non  sp ec ific  sub layout definition;
W H E R E
e x is ten ce  dep endency  : 
either b e lo n g s to one (SE L F,
['s u b 1 l a y o u t _ s e c t i o n .f o o t _ p r i n t _d e f i n i t i o n .h a s _ o t h e r _ s u b _ l a y o u t s '])
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['S U B _ L A Y O U T _ S E C T IO N .B A R E _B O A R D _D E F N IT IO N .H A S _S U B _L A Y O U T S '])
['SU B _L A Y O U T _S E C T IO N .T O E _P R IN T _D E F N IT IO N .H A S _O T H E R _S U B _L A Y O U T S '])
['SU B  L A Y O U T  SE C T IO N .N O N  SPECIFIC S U B  L A Y O U T  D E F IN IT IO N .H A S O T H E R  SU B  
L A Y O U T S']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  v ia
S U B T Y P E  O F (padstack instance);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  P IN _P L A C E
S U B T Y P E  O F (padstack instance); 
is_con n ection _p Iace_for  : inountable_electrical_p in;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  securin g_p lace
S U B T Y P E  OF (padstack instance);
is con n ection  p lace for ; m ountable non  electrical pin;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  non _sp ecific_p ad stack
S U B T Y P E  O F (padstack instance);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  ph ysica l net
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (baie_board_physical_net, 
n o n _ sp ecifîc_p h ysica l_n et));  
has layout features : SE T  [0:?] OF layout feature; 
associa ted  text : SE T  [0:?] O F layout text;
has internal nets : SE T  [0:?] O F physial_net;
inclu des : SE T  [0;?] O F instance net;
IN V E R S E
the sub layout defin ition  : sub layout defin ition  F O R  has nets;
W H E R E
n o unplanted h o le  : not y e t defined;
non  recursive : no ii_recursive_p hysica l_n et ([],[S E L F ]);
v a lid  layout feature and tex t :
Q U E R Y  (I f  <* has layout features |
If.the sub layout defin ition  :=: the sub layout defin ition)
=  h a s la y o u t fe a tu r e s ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  non _recursive_p h ysica l_n et (referenced ,
cnrrent lev e l : SE T  OF ph ysica l net) : B O O L E A N ;
L O C A L
n ex t lev e l : SE T  O F ph ysica l net :=[]; 
result : B O O L E A N  := TRU E;
j : IN TEG E R;
i : IN TEG E R;
E N D _L O C A L ;
referenced  — r efereced + cu rren tlev e l;
R E P E A T  i;=  L O IN D E X  (cnrrent lev e l) TO  H IN D E X  (cnrrent level);
n ex t_ lev e l ~  n ext lev e l +  current_level[i].has_internal_nets;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
IF (referenced  * n ex t lev e l o  []) T H E N  
result F A L SE ;
E L SE
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IF (n ext lev e l o  []) T H E N
result := n on _recursive_p hysica l_n et (referenced , next level);
E L SE
result ; TRU E;
E N D J F ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y
S U B T Y P E  O F 0 ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  bare_board_physical_net  
SU B T Y P E  OF (ph ysica l net); 
has_p lanes : SE T  [0:?] O F plane;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  non  sp ec ific  h y sica l net 
S U B T Y P E  OF (p h ysica l net);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  instance net;
is defined  by : p h ysica l net;
has internal nets : SE T  [0:?] O F instance net;
IN V E R S E
the s u b ja y o u t  instance : s i i j a y o u t j n s t a n c e  F O R  has nets;
U N IQ U E
u l  : is defin ed  by, the s u b ja y o u t  instance;
W H E R E
valid  referenced  ph ysica l net : 
not_yet+ d efm ed;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  probe_point;
r e fe r s J o J a y o u t  feature : layout feature;
p robe_position  : point;
IN V E R S E
the bare board defin ition  ; bare board defin ition  F O R  has p rob e points; 
W H E R E
v a lid  r e fe r e n c e d ja y o u t feature : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  plane;
has tem plate : c losed _geom etric_shap e;  
l o o k s j ik e  : geom etry collector;
D E R IV E
all a ffected  layers
: SE T  O F p h ysica l layer := has tem p la tegeom etiy .a ll a f fe c te d ja y e r s  
+  lo o k sJ ik e .a I l_ a ffec ted J a y er s;
W H E R E
v a lid  geom etry  co llector  : not_yet_defm ed ;
E N D _ E N T IT Y
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  footjprin t_m app in g_section ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  m oun tab le_p ack ageJib rai'_section  (m ountable_package.
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m ountable_pin);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  s u b ja y o u t  section  (foorprin t_defin ition , sub layout defin ition ,
to ep r in tin sta n ce );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support sec tio n  (n ot_yet_defin ed );
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  tech n o lo g y _ sectio n  (bare board tech nology);
E N T IT Y  fo o tp rn tm a p in g ;
has to eprint m appings : SE T  [0:?] OF toe_print_m apping; 
m aps to_m ountable j a c k a g e  : m ountable_package; 
m aps to footprint : footprint definition;
D E R IV E
the tech n o lo g y  : bare board tec lm o lo g y  :=
m aps to_ fb o tp rin t\su b ja y o u t_ d efin itio n .is  im plem ented  in;
U N IQ U E
u l : m a p s J o  m ountable package, the tech nology;
W H E R E
va lid  to e p r in tjn a p p in g  : 
not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  to ep r in tm a p p in g ;
m aps to_m oun tab le_p in  : m ountable_p in; 
m aps J o  J o e p r in t  : to ep r in tjn sta n ce ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  generic  J im c t io n  section;
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  assem b led  board section  (com p onent function instance, 
com ponent function  ten n in a l instance);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  function J ib r a ry _ sec tio n  (fun ction  definition , 
fun ction  term  inal_defin ition , 
term inal_class);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  n etlist section  (netlist fim ction  instance, 
n etlist_ function  ten n in a l instance);
E N T IT Y  fun ction  instance
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (part J u n c t io n J n sta n c e ,  
com ponent J u n c t io n  instance, 
netlist function  instance)); 
is defined  by : fun ction  definition; 
has term inals : SE T  [1:?] O F fu n ctio n J erm in a l instance; 
nam e : STR IN G ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  functional term inal instance
A B S T R A C T  SU PE R T Y P E  OF (O N E O F  (part function  tei-minal instance, 
com ponent function  term inal instance, 
netlist J u n c t io n  te n n in a lin s ta n c e ));  
is defin ed  by  : function  term inal definition;
nam e : STR IN G ;
D E R IV E
o f_ c la ss  : tenn inal c lass := is defined  by.c lass;
IN V E R S E
the function  instance : fun ction  instance F O R  has term inals;
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U N IQ U E
u l  : th e_fun ction_instance, is defined  by  
W H E R E
v alid  term inal e fîn ition  ;
is defined  by  IN  the_fun ction_instance.is_defined_by.has_term in als; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
SC H E M A  assem b led  board section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  g en eric_ fu n ction _section  (fun ction  nstance, 
function_term inai_instance);
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  m oun tab le_package_library_section  (m ountable_package);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  n etlist section  (n e tlis t ,fu n ctio n jn sta n ce ,  
netlist_function_term inal_instance);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  part j ib r a r y  section  (e lectrical_pait, 
e le c t r i c a j a r t  term inal, 
packaged_non_electrical_part, 
packaged_part, part, 
p a r t j in c t io n in s t a n c e ,  
pait_function_term inal_nstance);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  support section  (identifîcation  stam p  
n o t_y  et_defin ed ) ;
T Y P E  sw ap indicator
=  E N U M E R A T IO N  OF (fix ed _ , unfixed);
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  assem b led  board;
is based on : bare board instance;
has_term inals : SE T  [0:?] OF board terininal;
has com ponents : SE T  [0:?] OF com ponent;
sh ould  im plem ent : com ponent netlist;
has assem b led _p h ysica l_n ets : SE T  [0:?] OF assem bled_pysical_net; 
iden tification  : identifîcation  stamp;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  bare board instance;
id d efin ed  by : bare b o a id  definition;
has net : SE T  [:?] OF instance net;
W H E R E
existen ce_ d ep en d en cy  : not y e t defined; 
valid  nets : not y e t defined;
E N D _E N T 1T Y ;
E N T IT Y  electrica l com ponent 
S U B T Y P E  OF (cm ponent);
SE L F \com ponent. is defined  by : electrical_part; 
h a s je r m in a ls  : SE T  [1:?] O F e lec tiica l com ponent term inal; 
has_fu n ction s : SE T  [0:?] OF com ponent function  instance; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  n o n e le c tr ic a lc o m p o n e n t  
S U B T Y P E  OF (cm ponent)
SE L F \com ponent. is_ d efm ed _ b y  : packaged  non  electrical_part; 
E N D _E N T 1T Y ;
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E N T IT Y  eIectrical_com ponent_ten iim al;
is d efin ed  by  : electrical_part_term inal;
con ects_to_term in al ; O PT IO N A L  electrica l com ponent term inal; 
refers to  : O PT IO N A L  coinponent_pin_toeprint;
con ects_ to _ p in _ p la ce  : pin_place;
con n ects to  : SE T  [1:?] O F com ponent_fnction_term inal_instance;
nam e : STR ING ;
has sw ap indicator : sw ap indicator;
IN V E R S E
the e lectrical com ponent : electrical com ponent F O R  has term inals;
a t_m ost_ o n e_ lo g ica l_ n et : SE T  [0:1] OF lo g ica l net F O R  has term inals;
a t_ m o st_ o n e_assem b led _p h ysica l_n et : SE T  [0:1] O F assem b led_p hysica l_net F O R  oins; 
at m o st so ck et for one : SE T  [0:1] O F electrical com ponent term inal
F O R  connect_to_term inal;
U N IQ U E
u l  : is defin ed  by , the electrical com ponent;
u2 : r e fe r s to ;
W H E R E
valid_referenced_electrical_part_term inal :
is defin ed  by  IN  the_electrica l_com p onent.isdefm ed _by.has_term inals; 
not sock eted  into current e lectrical com ponent : N O T  
(the e lectrical com ponent IN  sockets (SE L F)); 
v a lid  e lectrica l com ponent temrinal:
con n ects_ to_term inal.th e_electiica l_com ponent.the_assem b led_b oard  :=: 
the e lectrica l com ponent.the assem b led  board;
va lid _reference_com pon en t_p in_toeprin t :
refers to .is defined  by  IN  the electrical com ponent. 
th e_assem b led_b oard .is_b ased_on .is_defined_b y.has_su b_layouts;
va lid _referenced _p in_p lace  : n ot_yet_defined;
v a lid _p in _p lace  : not y e t defined;
Q U E R Y  (c fti <* connects to |
c fii.th e  com ponent fun ction  instance.the electrical com ponent :=: 
th e e le c tr ic a lc o m p o n e n t )  =  c o n n e c ts to ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  sockets (ect: e lectrica l com ponent term inal) : SE T  OF electrical com ponent; 
L O C A L
result : SE T  O F electrical com ponent :=[];
tem p ect : e lectrical com p on en t term inal := ect.con ects to  term inal;
E N D _L O C A L ;
R E P E A T  W H IL E  (E X IS T S  (tem p s_ect) A N D
N O T  (tem p ect.the e lectrical com ponent IN  result));
resu lt := result _  [tem p_ect.the_electricd l_com ponent]; 
tem p ect := tem p ect.con ects to term inal;
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result);
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent netlist;
gas lo g ica l nets : SE T  [0:?] OF lo g ica l net;
has com p on en t functions : SE T  [0:?] O F com ponent function instance;
IN V E R S E
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the assem b led  o a id  : a ssem b led  board F O R  should  im plem ent;
W H E R E
valid _com p on en t_ fu n ction s :
Q U E R Y  (c fi <* has com ponent functions |
c fi.th e  e lectrical com ponent.the assem b led  board the assem bled board)
== h a s c o m p o n e n t fu n c t io n s  ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  lo g ica l net;
s h o u ld j o in  : SE T  [0:?] OF electrical com ponent teiTninal; 
is im plem ented  by  : O PT IO N A L  SE T  [0:?] OF assem bled_physical_net; 
sig n a l nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
the com ponent netlist : com ponent netlist FO R  has lo g ica l nets;
W H E R E
v a lid J o in ed _ co m p o n en t_ term m a l :
Q U E R Y  (ect <* s h o u ld jo in  | ext.the e lectiica l com ponent.the assem led  board :=: 
the_com p onent_n etlist.th e_assem bled _board)
=  sh ou ld  J o in ;  
va lid _ a ssem b led _ p h y sica l net :
Q U E R Y  (apn <* is im plem ented_by|
apn.the assem b led  board the_coinponent_netlist.the_assem bled_board)
=  is im plem ented  by; 
v a l id jo in e d  com ponent term inal in _ a ssem b le d j)h y sica l_ n et :
Q U E R Y  (apn <* is im plem ented  by  | apn.joins < =  sh o u ld J o in _  =  is im plem ented  by; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  assem b led_p hysica l_net;
inc lu des : SE T  [0:?] O F instance net;
h a s ju m p e r s  ; SE T  [0:?] O F jum per; 
jo m s ; SE T  [0:?] O F electrical com ponent term inal; 
net nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
the assem b led  board ; assem b led  board F O R  has_assem bled_p hysica l_n ets; 
at m o st on e  lo g ica l net : SE T  [0:1] OF lo g ica l net F O R  is im plem ented by;
W H E R E
v alid  inclu des :
Q U E R Y  (i n  <* includes |
i n .the sub layout instance :=; the assem b led  board.is based on)
=  includes; 
v a lid  instance net : not_yet_defined;
v a l id j o in s  : Q U E R Y  (ect< *  jo in s  |
ect.the_electi‘ical_com p onent.the_assem bled_b oard  :=: the assem b led  board)
= jo in s;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  b o a rd term in a l;
is released  by : e lectrica l com p on en t term inal;
nam e : STR IN G ;
IN V E R S E
the a ssem b led  oard : assem b led  board F O R  has term inals;
U N IQ U E
u l  : is released  by;
W H E R E
v alid  is e leased  by  :
is released  by  .the e lec tica l com ponent, the assem b led  board :=: the assem b led  board; 
E N D  E N T IT Y ;
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E N T IT Y  com ponent_fu nction _in stan ce  
S U B T Y P E  OF (fu iiction_instance);
SE L F \fun ction_instance.has_tenn m als : SE T  [I;?] OF  
com poiient_function_term inal_instance; 
corresponds_to  : pai’t_function_instance;
IN V E R S E
the e lectrica l com ponent ; electrical com ponent F O R  has functions:
U N IQ U E
u l  ; the electrical com ponent, corresponds to;
W H E R E
valid_part_function_instance :
corresponds to  IN  the e lectrical com ponent.is d fined  by.has functions;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent function  term inal instance  
SU B T Y P E  OF (function_term inal_instance); 
corresponds to : part function  instance;
IN V E R S E
the com ponent function  instance : com ponent function  instance F O R  h as_ten n inals;
U N IQ U E
u l  : the com ponent fun ction  instance, corresponds to;
RRFW H E E
valid_part_function_instance : 
corresponds to  IN  th e_com p onent_fu nctio iiJnstan ce.corresp onds_to .h as_term inals; 
I E N T IT Y :E N D _ ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent allocation;
is a llocated  to  : com ponent function  instance;
sw ap indicator : status;
IN V E R S E
the n etlist function  instance : netlist J m c t i o n  instance FO R  has allocation; 
U N IQ U E
u l;  is_alIocated_to;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  d epend en cy  : not_yet_defined; 
v a lid  a llocated  com ponent fun ction  instance : 
is a llocated  to IN  the_netlist_function_term inal_instance. 
tlie_netlist_ flinction _instan ce.h as_allocation .is_a llocated _to .has_term inals; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent fbotprint;
is defined  by  : fbotprint instance;
IN V E R S E
the com p on en t : SE T  [0:1] OF com ponent F O R  refers to;
W H E R E
valid _footprin t_ in stan ce : (the com ponent =  []) O R  (is defined  by IN
the_com p onent[l].th e_assem b led _b oard .is_b ased _on .is_d efin ed _b y .h as_su b _Iayou ts);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  com ponent_pin_toeprint;
is defin ed  by  : to ep r in tjn sta n ce;  
IN V E R S E
the e lectrical com ponent term inal
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: SE T  [0:1] OF electrical com ponent term inal
F O R  refers to;
W H E R E
valid_toeprint_instance : not_yet_defm ed ;
valid _electr ica l_com p on en t_ ten n in a l : not y e t  defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  jum per;
h a sJ u m p er_ p o in t : SE T  [2:?] OF ju m p erjpoin t;
IN V E R S E
tlie_ assem b led _p h ysica l_n et : assem b led_p hysica l_net FO R  h a s ju m p er s; ;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  jum p er jD o in t
A B S T R A C T  SU P E R T Y P E  O F (O N E O F  (jum per_pin,
jum per_padstack)); |
IN V E R S E
th e ju in p e r  : jum per F O R  has Ju m p er_ p o in ts;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  jum per_pin
S U B T Y P E  O F (jum per_point); !
refers to  : e lectrical com ponent term inal;
W H E R E  I
valid _referenced _com p onent_term inal : 
refers_to .the_electiica l_com ponent.the_assem bled_b oard  :=:
th eJu m p er.th e_assem bled _ph ysica l_net.th e_assem bled _board;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  jum p er jD adstack
S U B T Y P E  OF (jum perjD oint); 
refers to : padstack instance;
W H E R E
v a lid _ re feren ced j)a d sta ck  instance : not_yet_defined;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N D _S C H E M A ;
S C H E M A  d esign  section;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  netlist section  (fim ctional netlist);
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  design  rule sec tio n  (d esign  rule);
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  docm entation sec tio n  (docum entation  sheet) ;
R E F E R E N C E  F R O M  assem b led  board sec tio n  (assem b led  board);
R E F E R E N C E  FR O M  support sec tio n  (identifîcation  stam p, n o t_ je t_d efin ed );
E N T IT Y  design;
has functional netlist : flm ctional netlist;
has d esign  rules : SE T  [0:?] OF design  rule;
is docum ented  by  : SE T  [0:?] OF docum entation  sheet;
is im plem ented  by  : O PT IO N A L  assem b led  board;
identification  : identifîcation  stamp;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
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E N D _S C H E M A ;
E N T IT Y  tim e;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  depend en cy  : 
either b e lon gs to one (SE L F,
['support section .identiflcation  stam p.creation tim e',
'support section .identiflcation  stam p.last update'];
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  toleranced distance; 
m inim um  size  : REA L;
nom inal s iz e  : REA L;
M A X IM U M _S IZ E  : REA L;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  d epend en cy  : 
either b e lon gs to one (SE L F,
[ 'tec h n o lo g y sec t io n .p h y s ic a lla y e r .th ick n e ss ',
'tech n o logy  section .d rill ru le.ho le  size',
'm ountab le_package_library_section_inountab le_package.m ounting_height']);
v a l id s iz e s :
(m in im um  siz e  > =  0 ) A N D  (nom inal s ize  > = 0 ) A N D  (m axim um  siz e  > = 0 );  
va lid  range :
(m in im u m  siz e  < =  nom inal s ize  < =  m axhn un siz e  };
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  box;
IN V E R S E
the docm untation sh eet ; docum entation  sheet F O R  sheet area; 
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
T Y P E  distance  
=  REA L;
W H E R E
e x is ten ce  d epend en cy  : 
either b e lo n g s to  o n e  (SELF,
['geom etry_section .extrusion_volum e.start_height',
'geom etry_section  .extrusion vo lu m e.en d  height', 
'geom etry_section .resized_geom etricaI_copy.size',
'design  rule section .restricted  routing d irection  rule.m axim um _violation ']); 
E N D _T Y P E ;
T Y P E  p o s it iv e d is ta n c e  =  d istance  
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  depend en cy  :
['geom eti-y sec tio n .g eo m etiic  text.m axim um  string length',
'geom etry_section .geom etric_text.m axim um _string_h eight',
'g e o m e t iy s e c t io n .g e o m e tr ic te x t .le t te r h e ig h t ',
'g eo m etry_section .geom etiic_ tex t.stiok e_w id th ',
'geom eti7 _section .geom etr ic_text.sp ace_w idth ',
'geom etry section .geom etr ic_ tex t.gap  width', 
'g e o m e tr y s e c t io n .g e o m e tr ic te x t .l in e sp a c in g ' ,
'geom eti-y sec tio n .o p en  geom etric  shape.path width',
'g e o m e t iy s e c t io n .c lo s e d g e o m e t i ic s h a p e .p a th w id th ' ,
'geo m etry sectio n .c irc le .ra d iu s',
'geom etry_section .non_standard_text_font.character_height',
'geom etry_section .geoinetric_text_font.character_height',
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'geom etry_section .non_standard_text_font.character_w idth ',
'package_library_section .package.p in_pitch ',
'm ountable_package_library_section .m ountable_pin .p in_length ',
'd e s ig n iu le s e c t io n .t r a c e r u le .t r a c e w id th ] ) ;
va lid _d istan ce  :
SE L F >  0;
E N D _T Y P E ;
E N T IT Y  electr ica l_co iidu civ ity_va lu e;
IN V E R S E
the_non_standard_m aterial : non standard inaterial F O R  electricaI_conductivity;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  r e la t iv e p e m iit t iv i ty v a lu e ;
IN V E R S E
the non standard m aterial : non_standard_m aterial F O R  relative_perm ittivity;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  therm al_conductiv ity_vale;
IN V E R S E
the_non_standard_m ateriaI : non  standard m aterial F O R  therm al_coiiductivity;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  density  value;
IN V E R S E
the non  standard m aterial : non  standard m aterial FO R  density;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  point;
x  coordinate : distance; 
y  coord inate : distance;
W H E R E
ex isten ce  d epend en cy  : 
either b e lo n g s to  on e  (SE L F,
['geom etry_section .geon ietric_text.p o in t_position ',
'geom etry_section _circle .cen tre_point',
'g e o m e t iy s e c t io n r e c t a n g le .c o r n e r l' ,
'geom etiy_section_rectangIe.corner_2',
'geom etry sec tio n  translated geom etrica l copy .o ffset' 
'geom etry_section _rotated_geom etrica l_copy.offset',
'package library section .Iocared_pin .p in_position ', 
'm ountabIejpackage_library_section .m ountable_p in .p in_position ', 
'su b la y o u tse c t io n .p a d sta c k .p o s it io n ',  
'sub_Iayout_section .probe_point.probe_position']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  angle;
W H E R E
ex is ten ce  d ep end en cy  : 
either b e lo n g s to  one (SE L F,
['geo inetry_section .geom etric_text.rotation ', 
'geom etry_section _rotated_geom etrica l_copy  .rotation', 
'design_rule_section .m ountab le_package_assem bly_ruIe.aIiow ed_rotations', 
'design_rule_section .routing_direction_rule.preferred_direction']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
ENTITY fill pattern;
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IN V E R S E
the c lo sed  geon ietry  shape : c lo sed _geom etric_sh ap e FO R  has fill  pattern;
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  lin e_segm ent;
W H E R E
E X IS T E N C E _D E P E N D E N C Y  ; 
either b e lo n g s to  one (SE L F ,
['geom etry_section .P A T H .H A S_P A T H ',
'geom etry_section _polygon .has_path ',
'geom etry_section .m irored_geom eti'ical_copy.m irroring_axis']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
E N T IT Y  curve seginent;
W H E R E
either b e lo n g s to on e  (SE L F ,
['geom etry_section .c losed _sh ap e.H A S _P A T H ',
'geom etry_section .open_shape.has_path ']);
E N D _E N T IT Y ;
F U N C T IO N  either b e lon gs to one (entity  instance : G ENERIC;
roles : SE T  OF ST R IN G ) : B O O L E A N ;
L O C A L
R E P E A T  i:=  1 T O  SIZEO F (roles);
result := result +SIZ E O F  (U S E D IN  (entity  instance, roIes[i]));
E N D _R E P E A T ;
R E T U R N  (result =  I )
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
F U N C T IO N  n o t y et defin ed  : B O O L E A N ;
R E T U R N  (T R U E )
E N D _F U N C T IO N ;
E N D S C H E M A ;
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Appendix G - The Development Environment
ST-DEVELOPER, a product of STEP Tools, Inc. is the development system used as 
the underlying support tool for research work in this thesis. ST-Developer is a CASE 
environment for STEP and EXPRESS. Its compilers, editors, translators and 
programming libraries minimize the work that must be done to bring application 
software into compliance with STEP or any other program that has used EXPRESS to 
model its data. It considerably helps the information modeller and system designer in 
the development of EXPRESS-based information models and the implementation of 
such EXPRESS models.
This CASE package is grouped into fom* sets of tools:
- Information modelling tools
- Development enviromnent and Application Prograrmning Tools
- STEP utilities
- STEP conformance tools
Figure G.l illustrates this integrated development environment. ST-Developer 
contains tools for the information modeller, a development environment including 
application programming tools, and ready to use tools to verify conformance of Part 
21 files to a predefined data model as well as to provide IGES and DXF data in part 
21 notation. The figure illustrates the whole set of the ST-Developer tools. A Part21 
file is the standard STEP file format used to transfer product data between computer 
systems. EXPRESS soiu'ce is the source file generated to describe a model, once this 
file is generated, it can be used by tlie information modelling tools package to 
generate an equivalent EXPRESS-G layout of the model, interactively display and 
edit EXPRESS-G diagrams, update an EXPRESS-G layout when changes to the 
underlying schema are introduced, and highlight similarities and/or differences 
between different versions of an express file . This package can also convert 
EXPRESS-G diagrams to PostScript for printing or HP-GL for plotting.
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The Development Environment and Application Programming Tools is an integrated 
object oriented programming environment. This environment is named ROSE in the 
context of ST-Developer. This programming environment defines a class hieraichy, in 
which STEP object classes can be defined and consistently managed. An object 
library is provided so that any application development can be conveniently done 
using a standard C++ compiler as specified below for various configurations and 
platforms.
The ROSE environment includes:
- storage of objects in data repositories, including clustering of objects into 
design objects.
- access methods to manipulate stored objects
- dictionary definition capabilities supporting dynamic typing of STEP data
- management of design objects and merging of incremental updates.
- creation and maintenance of STEP files (Part21)
- interfacing to prograimning languages such as C, LISP, FORTRAN, etc.
The object libraiy in the programming environment manipulates EXPRESS-defined 
data instances, and provides the necessary mechanism for late and eai'ly bindings in 
C++, in addition to supporting all featuies of SDAI (Part22). The C++ class generator 
is a compiler that parses an EXPRESS soiuce file and generate C++ classes. The 
SDAI Dictionary Generator is a tool which parses an EXPRESS source file and 
generates an SDAI data dictionary file in accordance with SDAI. This tool generates a 
data dictionary file for reading and writing Pail21 files as well as manipulating SDAI. 
The SDAI C programming libraiy reads, writes and manipulates EXPRESS defined 
data instances, and includes a binding mechanism to application programs developed 
in C and C++.
The STEP conformance editor interactively evaluates constraints, global rules and 
derived attributes to verify databases defined by the STEP application protocols. The 
STEP utilities provide a bidirectional translation from an IGES or DXF file to a STEP
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Part 21 file. The translation is based on an EXPRESS definition of the underlying 
data model for IGES and DXF.
Information 
y Modelling Tools
E X P R E SS-G  Editor 
E X P R E SS-G  L ayout 
E X P R E SS-G  U pdate  
E X P R E SS-G  C om parisonE X P R E SS
Source PostScript H P-G L
E X P R E SS-G  Converter
E X P R E SS C om piler
C ++ C lass Generator
S D A I D ictionary  
Generator SD A I C Program m ing  
Library
Development 
Environment & 
Application 
Programming 
Tools
Part 21 FilePersistent
Storage
IGES 'art 21 IGES Translator STEP C onform ance Editor
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